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Editor's Note 
This special issue of The Journal of' Mathematics and Science: Collaborative 
Explorations is devoted to the proceedings of the Harrisonburg Conference "Statewide 
Conference on the Preparation of Middle School Science and Mathematics Teachers" hosted by 
James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia October 24-25, 2003. The Conference was 
conducted by the Virginia Mathematics and Science Coalition and the project "Preparing Future 
Middle School Mathematics and Science Teachers: An Opportunity for Virginia" supported by 
the United States Department of Education, Funds for the Improvement of Post Secondary 
Education (FIPSE) program. 
The Conference was directed by Sharon Lovell, Associate Dean, College of Integrated 
Science and Technology at James Madison University. She also serves as coordinating editor of 
this special issue. Attendees of the Conference included 115 participants representing all FIPSE 
partner institutions, as well as a majority of Virginia institutions of higher education offering 
teacher preparation programs in mathematics and science. 
The Conference was conducted to highlight activities of the FIPSE partner institutions 
over the past several years towards developing curricula and degree programs aimed at preparing 
many more middle school mathematics and science teachers. The FIPSE partners include 
Virginia Commonwealth University (lead institution), College of William and Mary, Longwood 
University, Norfolk State University, Old Dominion University, Radford University, University 
of Mary Washington, Virginia Intermont University, Virginia Tech, and Virginia Union 
University. 
The Conference focused on meeting Virginia's need for an extremely large increase in 
the number of middle school mathematics and science teachers. An update from the Virginia 
Department of Education was presented by Thomas Elliott, Assistant Superintendent, Division of 
Teacher Education and Licensure. Stephen Thornton, University of Virginia, linked past efforts 
with future initiatives. National trends were presented by Donna Sterling, George Mason 
University, while a proposed Virginia certification for K-8 Mathematics Specialists was presented 
by Vicki Inge, Stafford County Public Schools. A discussion of the PRAXIS II Middle School 
Teacher Assessments was held along with the process for standard setting and establishing 
qualifying scores. 
Conference presentations focused on special curricula and degree programs offered at 
Virginia institutions for middle school mathematics and science teacher preparation, most of 
which were products of FIPSE partner initiatives. The program also addressed alternative 
licensure programs offered through the Virginia Community College System and other colleges 
and universities which provide pathways to middle school teaching roles for "career switchers." 
The articles contained in this issue are among those selected from Conference presentations and 
peer reviewed by both Conference and Journal editors. 
II 
BRIDGE TO THE FUTURE-WHAT THE PAST CAN TELL US 
Introduction 
S.T. THORNTON 
Dept. of Physics, Universitl' of' Virginia 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4714 
)H(li virginu.;;;du 
In March 1999, a conference was held in Charlottesville at the University of Virginia 
entitled, "Preparing Virginia's K-8 Teachers in Mathematics and Science." [I] We were 
expecting perhaps thirty-five to fifty attendees from Virginia's colleges and a few state officials. 
We ended up with 225 in attendance from practically all thirty-seven teacher preparation 
programs, twelve community colleges, and many state education officials. At the end of the 
conference, I was guardedly optimistic about how we were going to educate Virginia's K-8 
teachers of mathematics and science. 
First, let's put things in perspective in 1999. Virginia's Standards of' Learning were in 
place; testing had begun, but early testing results were not good. New teacher licensure 
endorsement rules were known, but they were not yet in effect at Virginia's colleges. Many of 
the PreK-8 grade programs at our Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) were not rigorous either 
in quality or quantity of mathematics and science taught to pre-service teachers. The NSF-
supported Virginia Collaborative for Excellence in the Preparation of Teachers (VCEPT) led by 
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) was up and running with good results. 
The Conference 
Although there were many excellent talks at the 1999 conference, time only allows 
mention of a few. Patty Pitts, Director of Teacher Education and Licensure of the Virginia 
Department of Education, opened the conference by summarizing the new teacher licensure 
requirements. There was considerable interest in the endorsement via the alternative route that 
requires twelve semester hours each of mathematics and science for PreK-6 grade teachers. Two 
talks on interdisciplinary degrees received considerable attention. David Smith talked of the 
Liberal Studies major already in place at Longwood College (now University) that results in 
students having nineteen semester hours of natural science and twelve hours of mathematics [2]. 
Reuben Farley discussed the new requirements at VCU that require twenty-one hours of 
mathematics and science for K-6 pre-service teachers [3]. Robert Watson, retired Director of the 
NSF Division of Undergraduate Education, gave an inspiring talk about higher education's 
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responsibility m educating teachers [4]. He proposed increased interdisciplinary courses in 
mathematics and science. Julius Sigler, of Lynchburg College, reported on the disturbing statistic 
that, as far as could be determined, the current statewide production of middle school math and 
science teachers was less than twenty, probably much less [5]. 
Curriculum Requirements 
The situation for middle school endorsement in math and science 1s particularly 
disturbing. In order to receive this license a pre-service teacher must satisfy a concentration in 
two disciplines; let's assume it is math and science. Let me use the situation at UVA, even 
though we don't have a middle school teacher preparation program, to estimate the number of 
semester credit hours required: 
• 21 hours of mathematics ( required by state) 
• 21 hours of science ( required by state) 
• 12 hours of English (required by state) 
• 15 hours of history/social science (required by state) 
• 36 hours for a major (psychology is popular) 
• 30 hours of general requirements (including foreign language, etc.) 
• 59 hours of education courses 
This amounts to 194 semester credit hours, which is not possible even in our five-year program. 
What can be changed? One possibility is that the student major in mathematics or science; then, 
one of the two requirements of twenty-one credit hours for math and science is included in the 
thirty-six hours for a major. This brings the total down to 173 hours, which is still not possible. 
You can draw your own conclusions from these requirements. In addition, if the pre-service 
teacher majored in mathematics or science, he or she would probably go teach in high school, 
because of their content major degree. 
In 1999, the Virginia Mathematics and Science Coalition (VMSC) published a white 
paper survey on the disciplinary preparation of Virginia's middle school math and science 
teachers [6]. It showed that 60-70% of teachers were teaching out of field of their initial 
preparation, although 50% of the teachers had obtained at least twenty-one credit hours in the 
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field they now teach. Since 1999, many new math and science courses have been developed and 
taught. There are several new interdisciplinary degree programs, and there are new middle school 
teacher preparation programs. 
Licensure Challenges 
The VMSC feels that many K-6 teacher preparation programs are not strong enough in 
mathematics and science. It turns out in Virginia that teacher preparation programs are approved, 
and the suggested number of mathematics and science courses (for alternative licensure) does not 
receive a high priority. It is generally recognized that middle school teacher licensure is too 
difficult. A look at the following table shows part of the challenge representing us in Virginia. 
Table 1 
Number of Students Completin2 Teacher Preparation Pro2rams 
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 
Graduated from Virginia IHE 3900 2861 2646 
Hired from outside Virginia 3678 3792 
Newly hired teachers 9304 10,777 
Virginia is simply not producing enough teachers. Of course, not all of the teachers 
graduating from Virginia's teacher preparation programs begin teaching in Virginia; some never 
teach at all. The number of provisionally hired teachers each year is over 3,000. The number of 
teachers completing either a mathematics or science concentration for middle school licensure is 
unknown; the Commonwealth has not kept this statistic. However, the total number of teachers 
completing any middle school licensure program was 133 in 2000-0 I and 165 in 2001-02. 
Obviously, we need many more. 
The Future 
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Where do we go from here? The Virginia Department of Education has proposed new 
licensure requirements for middle school endorsement. Dr. Thomas Elliott has already discussed 
the changes at this conference. The primary change is that only one concentration is required. 
The No Child Left Behind legislation has reported conditions for "highly qualified teachers." 
Although these conditions still seem to be changing, many of us hope that the less qualified 
teachers will obtain needed mathematics and/or science content courses. New interdisciplinary 
degree programs at our IHE with specific requirements for content courses in mathematics and 
science should produce highly qualified teachers. More colleges and universities seem to be 
moving in this direction. We expect to learn many new interesting developments at this 
conference. 
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CAN SCIENCE METHODS REALLY BE TAUGHT ON-LINE? 
Abstract 
W.M. FRAZIER 
College ofEducation and Human Development. George Mason Univcrsit\' 
FairfilX. VA 22030 
wfrazier@gmu.edu 
In this paper, the process in which both project-based curriculum strategies and B/ackhoard web-
based technology were utilized to develop on-line methods courses to prepare science teachers is 
described. A discussion of the curriculum design process includes a rationale for using project-based 
instruction in methods courses, along with a rationale for using Blackboard, a web-based technology, as 
the environment for the course. The eourse·s potential for creating highly qualified science teachers as 
defined by the No Child Lcti Behind legislation of2001 and the National Science Teacher Association"s 
Standards/hr Science Teacher Preparation will be explored [I]. 
Purpose of Science Methods 
Science is everywhere around us. Turning on our lights at night, baking a cake, throwing 
a basketball while expecting someone to catch it, and taking care of our bodies are just a few 
examples of how we use concepts in science on a daily basis. Research on student learning and 
motivation shows that effective teaching is grounded in students' prior experiences and provides 
ample opportunities for students to explore more of their natural world in a social context [2]. 
The need for hands-on experiences for middle schoolers is vital to creating a developmentally-
appropriate science classroom experience, and hands-on experiences should continue and be built 
upon in the high school years [2]. Through these opportunities, students gain new conceptual 
knowledge and skills in science while increasing their overall interest in the science disciplines 
[2]. The goal for pre-service teachers enrolled in science methods courses is for them to be 
exposed to a variety of content, curricula, and methods designed to shape their future teaching 
practices so that their future middle and high school students will be motivated learners. 
An additional aim of this particular science methods course is to provide pre-service 
teachers with numerous experiences in science teaching to empower them as they strive to 
become effective middle and high school science teachers. As they utilize experiences gained in 
the course while continuing in their lifelong learning and development of their teaching practices, 
they will become more and more capable of providing experiences in their classroom that, in turn, 
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will enable their own students to make informed decisions, seek new opportunities, and continue 
in their progress as lifelong learners. 
Feasibility of Using a Project-Based Approach in Asynchronous Science Methods Courses 
Often, faculty members in teacher preparation programs are asked to make courses 
accessible to more pre-service teachers. One way in which that can happen is via an 
asynchronous environment. Easy. Said. Done. Right??? At first glance, it might seem that all 
of the lectures could be taped and pre-service teachers in class could be taped participating in 
class activities. The result would be that an on-line student would be an inactive observer of what 
goes on in an on-campus course. Adopting this strategy, the on-line student would be similar to a 
middle or high school student who sits in the back of class and effectively does nothing. This is 
not exactly the epitome of empowerment. Instead, a project-based approach was utilized so that 
pre-service teachers would become actively engaged in the preparation and creation of products 
that would not only mimic those they would be creating when employed as a teacher, but also 
could be used in their future teaching [3]. Via this approach, the methods instructor serves as a 
facilitator as the pre-service teachers perfom1 an extended study that results in the creation of a 
product. Methods instructors designed science methods curricula containing a set of extended 
projects aligned with Virginia's Standards o_fLearning in Science, as well as the National Science 
Teacher Association's Standards/or Science Teacher Preparation [I, 4]. An overview of each 
project in the science methods course is outlined below. 
Performance Evidence Standards for Science Standards of Learning 
Teacher Preparation 
(NSTA) 
Information About You Project 5, IO All 6-12 science SOL 
Practicum Project 1-10 All 6-12 science SOL 
Curriculum Map Project 4,5,6 All 6-12 science SOL 
Hands-On, Minds-On Science 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 All 6-12 science SOL 
Project, including Safety Test 
Science Around the World Project 1, 5, 7 All 6-12 science SOL 
Experiment Report Project 1,2,3,4,5,9 All 6-12 science SOL 
Getting Prepared Project 2, 4, 5, 7, 9 All 6-12 science SOL 
Developing an Inquiry-Based Unit 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 All 6-12 science SOL 
Project 
Assessment Project 5,6,8 All 6-12 science SOL 
Teaching Philosophy Project 5, 10 All 6-12 science SOL 
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Information About You Project - This assignment is in two parts. The first part consists of a 
series of questions designed to gather more information about pre-service teachers so that the 
projects can be fine-tuned to better meet their needs. In the second part of the assignment, pre-
service teachers reflect on their teaching philosophy. 
Practicum Project - Through this project, pre-service teachers complete practicum hours that are 
required by the Commonwealth of Virginia for teacher certification. During the practicum, pre-
service teachers work with an in-service teacher toward satisfactory completion of their practicum 
requirements. Pre-service teachers maintain daily reflection logs, reflecting on their placement in 
terms of the NCATE standards for teacher preparation, and begin collecting documentation to 
satisfy requirements for portfolios that will be submitted in final draft form at the end of student 
teaching. 
Curriculum Map Project - In this project, pre-service teachers develop a yearlong plan for 
teaching a particular middle/high school science course. Thinking about their yearlong plans 
before they begin teaching each school year 1s very important. This plan will provide the 
foundation for developing and organizing the sequence of pre-service teachers' units of 
instruction. Once pre-service teachers know the amount of time allotted for each unit, then they 
will have a framework to work within as they develop their daily lesson plans. There are a 
variety of factors that determine teachers' yearlong plans, and through this project pre-service 
teachers examine some of them while developing their own curriculum map for their first year of 
teaching science. 
Hands-On, Minds-On Science Project With Safety Test - In this project, pre-service teachers 
develop a hands-on, minds-on experience designed to support their review and further learning of 
science concepts that they may be asked to teach in the future. Along with developing the 
activity, pre-service teachers develop sheets to support student learning during the activity, along 
with a set of questions that will give them feedback from both middle/high school students at 
their practicum site and their cooperating teacher in the areas that they choose (e.g., choice of 
activity, wait time, choice of questions, organization of materials, equity of questions and 
attention, the activity sheet, safety, ethical concerns, etc.). Pre-service teachers lead their 
practicum class in the activity they develop. Pre-service teachers address these experiences in 
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terms of student learning, questioning strategies, safety issues, ethical concerns, and applicability 
to their future teaching. Finally, pre-service teachers make additions to their curriculum maps 
that will support hands-on learning, and reflect on these additions by completing a chart. 
Science Around the World Project - As teachers teach different topics throughout the year, it is 
important to illustrate that our science knowledge is the result of a long historical development 
that involved a diversity of individuals. Too often, scientists are portrayed to middle and high 
school students as white, middle-aged, glasses-wearing male nerds who are not anything like the 
students themselves. While not discrediting the numerous contributions that individuals fitting 
the previous description have made, there are others who have been grossly ignored in tem1s of 
their contributions to science or their parallel developments of scientific understanding. Even 
teachers who desire to portray a broader diversity of scientists find that standard secondary 
textbooks are of no help. In this project, pre-service teachers research the contributions that 
individuals of non-European descent have contributed to a selected science discipline. Through 
this assignment, pre-service teachers not only broaden their own knowledge of the contributions 
made to science by these individuals, but they can also utilize their findings in their future 
teaching. 
Experiment Report Project - Experiments are a vital part of science instruction. Middle and 
high school students must have opportunities to design and perform investigations, and they must 
be allowed to share their findings with others to help determine what real-world significance their 
findings may have. Not only do experiments require that students actively engage in "sciencing," 
but experiments require students to interact socially with others in positive, meaningful ways. In 
this assignment, science methods pre-service teachers design, perform, and record a controlled 
experiment answering a question of their choosing that is related to a specific standard. After 
pre-service teachers write their experimental reports, they use the provided rubric to assess their 
work. 
Getting Prepared Project - In the first part of this project, pre-service teachers collect responses 
from teachers in the field and develop their own reflective responses to a variety of scenarios. 
Science classroom instruction is shaped by the nature of science in numerous ways-some 
obvious and some not so obvious. Because science instruction generally uses numerous hands-on 
experiences for students, there is a need for teachers to be prepared for the numerous safety 
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situations that might arise. These hands-on experiences in the science classroom also need to be 
supported by classroom management strategies that will foster a safe environment for middle and 
high school students. Through their reflections and data gathering, pre-service teachers see how 
the nature of science, context of science, safety precautions that include the ethical use and care 
of living organisms, classroom management issues, and differentiated instruction practices work 
together to shape science classroom instruction. 
In the second part of this project, pre-service teachers reflect on the course and how it 
impacted their curriculum maps and statement of teaching philosophies. 
Developing an Inquiry-Based Unit Project - In this project, pre-service teachers develop an 
inquiry-based unit of instruction according to a set of assumptions and guidelines provided in the 
unit rubric. The 5-E Approach is used to structure the unit, as well as daily lesson plans [5]. This 
unit consists of five lesson plans that should be developed according to guidelines presented in 
the lesson plan rubric. For each lesson plan, pre-service teachers locate, modify, and/or create 
sheets for middle/high school students to use during instruction. 
Assessment Project - This project requires that pre-service teachers think about their units 
backward by creating an instrument that will be distributed to their middle and high school 
students, and is designed to assess student learning over the entire unit. Next, methods pre-
service teachers design a rubric that can be used to assess student performance on this assessment. 
Then the bad news: the middle and high school students didn't perform as well as the teacher 
hoped. In this part of the assignment, methods pre-service teachers watch a video that describes 
how teachers use differentiated instruction to meet all students' needs in the classroom. After 
watching the video, pre-service teachers develop two lesson plans that address middle and high 
school students' poor performance using differentiated instructional strategies. However, these 
extra two lesson plans take up time in the curriculum map. Pre-service teachers are asked to 
reflect upon the implications of poor student performance and the need for extra time on a given 
unit or topic in their curriculum maps. 
Teaching Philosophy Project - For this assignment, pre-service teachers write a one to two page, 
double-spaced reflective essay that identifies and explains their commitment to education, their 
role as a teacher, and their goals for their students. Through the writing of this philosophy, pre-
service teachers share with others their beliefs about teaching and learning. 
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Feasibility of Using Blackboard 5.0 Web-Based Technology in an Asynchronous Science 
Methods Course 
Blackboard 5.0 provides a means for pre-service teachers enrolled in the course to "drop" 
their work in the instructor's box for easy grading. The instructor can provide feedback to pre-
service teachers on their work using the same mechanism. As instructors with experience 
teaching large numbers of pre-service teachers via distance learning, the preference is for pre-
service teachers to use e-mail to submit their work to the instructor. The process is simplified if 
the instructor gives pre-service teachers a guideline for what should be typed in the title of the e-
mail for each project, and if pre-service teachers are instructed in the basics of how to attach and 
send documents. The instructor can then provide quick and easy feedback to pre-service teachers 
by responding to their e-mails. The result is that the instructor has an electronic copy of all of the 
pre-service teachers' work. One particular difficulty with Blackboard at this time is that the 
instructor's box gets full very quickly. There is no way to organize the documents in the box into 
folders on Blackboard. Instead, documents must be downloaded to the instructor's hard drive 
where they can be organized, and this is a time-consuming task. Pre-service teachers like using 
Blackboard to submit their work because they feel more confident that their work has reached the 
instructor. When submitting work by e-mail, pre-service teachers sometimes doubt that the 
instructor has received it until they receive a response from the instructor. 
Projects are uploaded into Blackboard using a template. This template informs pre-
service teachers about their assignments in a logical manner that is repeated throughout the 
course, thus allowing them to become quickly familiar with the format. Each project consists of 
the following parts: resources, overview, objectives, context, activities, evaluation criteria, 
frequently asked questions, and instructions on how to submit work. Because pre-service 
teachers are in an asynchronous environment, it is the instructor's goal to provide them with as 
many resources as possible while they complete their projects. The drawback is that sometimes 
Blackboard screens look too busy, and pre-service teachers cannot find the pertinent information 
they need because the instructor has provided too many details. There is a fine line between just 
enough information and too much detail. This line has to be carefully monitored by the instructor 
for each student. Through e-mail conversations, the instructors have been able to provide pre-
service teachers with strategies for locating the information they need to complete each project. 
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Potential for Creating Highly Qualified Teachers 
Pre-service teachers in the course are enrolled m a selected Virginia state university's 
asynchronous master's degree in science education leading to teacher licensure in middle school. 
Admission requirements for this selected institution's program mandate that pre-service teachers 
must have a B.S. or B.A. degree, passing scores on Praxis I, an undergraduate GPA of at least 2.8, 
and a GRE score of at least nine hundred on the first two sections or a MAT score of at least 
forty-five. Pre-service teachers take courses that meet the Commonwealth of Virginia's stated 
academic competency requirements. Pre-service teachers must satisfy two undergraduate 
endorsement areas: mathematics with a minimum of twenty-one credits; English with a 
minimum of twenty-one credits; science with a minimum of twenty-one; or, social studies with a 
minimum of twenty-one credits. Approximately thirty-three credits of on-line education courses 
are then taken at the graduate level, along with a set of prerequisite courses that are also offered 
via distance learning. These thirty-three credits include methods courses with practicum and a 
one-semester student teaching experience. Additionally, pre-service teachers must pass Praxis II, 
maintain a GPA of 3.0, satisfactorily complete their comprehensive exam, and complete their exit 
interview. Upon completion of the program, the university completes licensure packets for the 
students that then are submitted to the Department of Education for approval. 
The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation of 2001 draws a distinct link between 
teacher quality and student achievement, and to date is the latest revision of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education (ESEA) Act. Title I of ESEA requires that all teachers of core academic 
subjects be highly qualified if hired after the first day of the 2002-2003 school year, and teaching 
in a program supported by Title I Part A funds. As required, each state must have a plan to 
ensure that all teachers of core academic subjects are highly qualified by the end of the 2005-
2006 school year. When pre-service teachers receive their teaching license upon completion of a 
state-approved teacher preparation program, they are then considered "highly qualified" 
according to the Commonwealth of Virginia's response to this federal mandate. Furthem1ore, 
graduates of a state-approved teacher preparation program are "highly qualified" according to the 
Commonwealth of Virginia's response to NCLB because they have completed their Praxis II tests 
in their concentration areas, and have completed content coursework equivalent to an 
undergraduate academic major in their concentration areas as expressed in the content course 
requirements described by Virginia's Department of Education Division of Teacher Education 
and Licensure. 
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As mentioned previously, all projects correspond to specific standards as described in the 
Standards for Science Teacher Preparation [I]. These standards provide guidelines as to what 
science teachers should be able to do upon completion of their teacher licensure requirements. 
Rubrics are provided for each project, and each rubric is aligned with these standards. As of Fall 
2004, eighteen pre-service teachers have completed course requirements for their on-line methods 
course. During the same academic year, sixty pre-service teachers have completed course 
requirements for their on-campus methods course. While both versions of the course had several 
pre-service teachers withdraw or fail to complete all course requirements, the findings presented 
here are comparisons between only those pre-service teachers in the on-line and on-campus 
versions of the course who actually completed all course requirements and received a passing 
grade in the course. A review of student performance based on rubric expectations reveals that 
pre-service teachers completing the on-line course are not adequately prepared in light of these 
standards in two particular areas: their ability to develop inquiry-based curriculum and their 
potential for being able to create a positive learning environment for students. Pre-service 
teachers' performances on two projects related to these areas of weakness are described. 
Results 
With respect to on-line students' perforn1ance on the "Developing an Inquiry-Based Unit 
Project," all eighteen students completing the project utilized the 5-E Approach in their lesson 
development, but the 5-E Approach was not used appropriately to support inquiry-based 
instruction in sixteen out of the eighteen units submitted [5]. As a requirement of the project, not 
only do pre-service teachers need to incorporate the 5-E Approach into their lesson plans, but 
they need to use each phase of the 5-E Approach appropriately to support inquiry-based 
instruction. An analysis of the work submitted reveals that the most common mistake among the 
pre-service teachers when developing lesson plans was a failure to use the "Exploration" phase of 
the 5-E Approach appropriately. For this phase of their lesson plan, pre-service teachers 
incorporated introductory lectures on the science topic instead of creating a meaningful 
exploratory experience for students. As a result, their plans described classroom situations in 
which middle/high school students would use hands-on materials to verify what the teacher had 
told them. This finding is troubling in that no pre-service teacher (from a population of sixty) 
completing all course requirements in the same instructor's on-campus version of the course 
submitted a final version of her/his unit with this error during the same academic years in which 
this on-line course was offered. True, this error did occur among the on-campus pre-service 
teachers often during early work on their unit, but this error was quickly addressed as pre-service 
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teachers shared their unit plans during regularly scheduled "workshops" during classes 
throughout the semester. The lack of opportunity for on-line pre-service teachers to share early 
drafts of their lessons with the instructor and with other pre-service teachers enrolled in the 
course may be the reason that they failed to develop inquiry-based learning experiences for 
middle/high school students. 
The "Getting Prepared Project" requires pre-service teachers to collect responses from 
teachers in the field and develop their own reflective responses to a variety of scenarios in the 
science classroom. Through their reflections and data gathering, pre-service teachers see how the 
nature of science, context of science, safety precautions that include the ethical use and care of 
living organisms, classroom management issues, and differentiated instruction practices work 
together to shape science classroom instruction. With respect to on-line students' performance on 
the "Getting Prepared Project," all eighteen of the on-line pre-service teachers completed all 
aspects of the project adequately according to rubric expectations and performed equally with 
pre-service teachers enrolled in the same instructor's on-campus version of the course during the 
same academic years. However, the rubric as designed does not measure the quality of pre-
service teachers' work in terms of their ability to synthesize and evaluate different perspectives. 
While all on-line pre-service teachers who completed the course passed this particular 
assignment, there was a definite lack of quality, depth, and thoughtfulness in their work among 
fifteen out of the eighteen on-line pre-service teachers, as compared to the general level of 
performance among the on-campus pre-service teachers. Two sessions during class for pre-
service teachers enrolled in the instructor's on-campus version of the course may be responsible 
for this difference in performance. In the first session, the project was introduced, and pre-service 
teachers were encouraged to immediately begin by individually developing their initial reflections 
for each scenario during the next week. They were then to begin discussing particular scenarios 
with in-service teachers in the school in which they were completing their practicum hours. By 
stressing the need to begin this project early in the semester, the on-campus pre-service teachers 
had an extended period of time to complete their work. On-line pre-service teachers may not 
have begun their work on this project early in the semester and waited closer until its due date. In 
a follow-up session in the instructor's on-campus version of the course, each scenario was 
discussed in class among the pre-service teachers in both small groups and as an entire class with 
respect to the nature and context of science, safety issues, classroom management, and 
differentiated instruction. The lack of opportunity for on-line students to discuss this project with 
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the instructor and with other pre-service teachers enrolled in the course may be the reason that 
their work was lacking in quality, depth, and thoughtfulness when compared to the work 
submitted by the on-campus pre-service teachers. 
Final Remarks 
According to the Commonwealth of Virginia's response to guidelines established by 
NCLB, program completers are highly qualified once their set of coursework has been completed 
in their state-approved teacher preparation program [4]. While much has been done to develop 
this course in light of the Standards for Science Teacher Preparation, the potential for on-line 
science methods courses has not been fully explored nor adequately developed through this 
course based upon initial findings presented in this paper [l]. More studies, in terms of other 
projects completed in the on-campus and on-line versions of the course, are needed. Indeed, for 
several other projects in the course there are many occasions in which on-campus and on-line pre-
service teachers perform quite similarly, and results of these comparisons will be presented in 
future work. This on-line course offering does much to increase access to the course so that pre-
service teachers across the country can enroll and complete course requirements, but the quality 
of the course at this time needs to be further developed. While pre-service teachers have the 
opportunity to develop skills as described in the Standards f<Jr Science Teacher Preparation 
through the course's requirements, the quality of work submitted is not indicative of teachers 
prepared to plan inquiry-based instruction [I]. Based on the lack of quality, depth, and 
thoughtfulness in their reflections on scenarios which regularly occur in inquiry-based science 
classrooms, pre-service teachers completing the on-line course version do not appear to be as 
prepared to create a positive learning environment for middle/high school students, as compared 
to those completing the on-campus course. • 
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INVESTIGATIONS IN GEOMETRY-A HANDS-ON COURSE FOR GRADES 
6-8 PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS 
Abstract 
A.J. ELLINGTON 
Dept. of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics, Virginia Commonwealth Universit1· 
Richmond, VA 232N4 
This paper describes a geometry course at Virginia Commonwealth University for pre-service middle 
school teachers that features hands-on activities. group collaboration, and technology. Details of the 
topics and activities covered in this course arc provided. Feedback from the first group of students to 
complete the course was gathered throughout the semester and student responses to the class format and 
topics are also discussed. 
Introduction 
Geometry is a fundamental topic which pre-service middle school teachers must develop 
a solid understanding of before entering the classroom. As a result, a course focusing on 
geometry is a key component of middle school teacher preparation programs in Virginia. The 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) advocates the use of hands-on activities, 
collaborative exercises, and technology in the instruction of mathematics at the pre-college level 
[l]. Teachers are better able to present material and cover topics in an activity- and technology-
based environment if they have participated in similar experiences during their educational 
career. Therefore, the geometry course for pre-service middle school teachers at Virginia 
Commonwealth University (VCU) has been recently redesigned to feature hands-on activities, 
group work, and the use of a software package specifically designed for the study of geometry. 
Course topics and activities, as well as student feedback on the course, are discussed below. 
Course Description 
The course, MATH 303 - Investigations in Geometry, is a three-credit course that meets 
two days a week. One seventy-five minute class period is spent with students engaging in hands-
on and group collaboration activities. During the other seventy-five minute class period, students 
conduct geometric explorations with The Geometer's Sketchpad software program (2]. Student 
collaboration is encouraged during all activities, including those that require The Geometer's 
Sketchpad. The topics covered by this course include measurement/area, constructions, pattern 
exploration, transformations, and symmetry. Details about these topics are provided below. 
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The educational philosophy behind the design of this course is based on the theory that 
students learn mathematics best by doing mathematics. Therefore, very little time is spent in a 
traditional lecture format. The instructor acts as a facilitator for activities that lead students from 
one geometric discovery to the next. The textbooks were carefully chosen for the topics covered 
and the probing nature of the dialogue that prompts students to engage in activities to develop an 
understanding of the concept [3,4]. Whenever possible, more than one instructional medium is 
used to address a topic: such as constructions with patty paper, as well as ruler and straightedge; 
and, pattern exploration with mathematics manipulatives and Sketchpad. This approach allows 
students to solidify their understanding of the topic by looking at it from more than one point of 
view. It also gives students the opportunity to analyze the similarities and differences between 
instructional methods and to explore the limitations of some methods. For example, it is not 
possible to trisect an angle with ruler and straightedge, but the construction is possible with patty 
paper and quite simple with Sketchpad. A summary of the activities for each topic appears 
below. 
Measurement/ Area - This topic is introduced by helping students develop a foundation for 
measurement systems by using the lengths of body parts (hand span, am1 length, etc.) to measure 
different objects. The concept quickly progresses from one-dimensional to two-dimensional 
measurement with the cutting of different shapes (triangles, rectangles, parallelograms, circles) to 
derive the formulas for area. Formulas for different shapes are also compared through this 
process (e.g., cutting the end from a parallelogram and moving the piece to the other side reveals 
that the area of a parallelogram is equal to the area of a rectangle). There are a variety of 
Sketchpad activities that can be used to further study the concept of area [4]. For example, 
students explore the ratio of different areas by carefully constructing and animating a square 
nested inside another square and a triangle within a triangle. They discover the rectangle with 
maximum area through another animated Sketchpad project. Lastly, volume forn1ulas are 
determined with the use of relational geosolids and Polydron™ shapes. 
Constructions - Three instructional mediums are used in the study of geometric constructions: 
compass and straightedge, patty paper, and Sketchpad. Most basic constructions can be created 
with Sketchpad in two or three clicks of the mouse. Therefore, most of the time devoted to this 
topic is spent constructing with compass and straightedge, and patty paper. Patty paper is a thin 
square of translucent paper that is easily creased so that the line formed by the crease remains 
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when the paper is unfolded. Students discover several constructions that can be done with patty 
paper, but are not possible with compass and straightedge. In writing, they reflect on the 
advantages and disadvantages of different construction methods. This topic concludes with a 
Sketchpad discovery of the golden ratio. 
Pattern Exploration - This topic requires extensive drawing of objects on grid paper and dot 
paper. Symmetry, Shape, and Space devotes several chapters to the discovery of patterns in ways 
that are not covered in more traditional geometry textbooks [3]. In particular, the path of a ball 
on differently shaped billiard tables, the construction of Celtic knots, and the generation of star 
polygons on circles with a given number of evenly spaced dots are central to the study of patterns. 
Through the development of many examples, students discover generalizations for the patterns 
they study. For example, drawing numerous examples of the path of a billiard ball shot at a 45° 
angle from the lower left-hand corner of a billiard table allows students to determine which size 
tables will result in: 1) the ball landing in a particular corner; 2) the ball's path resulting in a 
symmetric pattern; or, 3) the ball passing through every square of the grid paper representing a 
billiard table. The remainder of this topic is the study of regular, semi-regular, and dual tilings 
using regular polygons. The discovery of different tiling patterns is conducted with regular 
pattern blocks and pattern tessellation blocks. This topic concludes with students developing 
their own Escher-style patterns using paper and pencil and Sketchpad. 
Transformations - Patty paper and Sketchpad are featured in the analysis of this topic. Patty 
paper allows students to physically move an object to see the result of a reflection, rotation, or 
translation. Sketchpad allows students to generate more than one example at a time by clicking 
and dragging different objects (the translation vector, the angle of rotation, the object of the 
transformation, etc.), and immediately viewing the results of the movement. Lastly, students use 
Sketchpad to design an amusement park ride in which transformations are necessary to put the 
seats on the ride and to put the ride into motion through animation. 
Symmetry - Students make discoveries about two-dimensional and three-dimensional symmetry 
with pattern blocks and Polydron™ shapes. The physical movement of a regular polygon or a 
Polydron™ object results in students detennining the lines of reflection and the angles of 
rotation. They also explore the composition of two movements (i.e., reflection along line X 
followed by a rotation of Y degrees). If the line of reflection is a line of symmetry of the regular 
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polygon and the angle of rotation is the same as the measure of the polygon's angles, then the 
composition of two movements does not result in a new line of reflection or a new angle of 
rotation. 
Assessment 
The bulk of the course grade is not based on traditional forms of assessment. Sixty 
percent of a student's grade is based on in-class and homework assignments, with half of the 
assignments requiring Sketchpad and the other half activities requiring paper and pencil or a math 
manipulative (pattern blocks, ruler and straightedge, patty paper, etc.). Homework assignments 
are gathered for grading on a random basis with roughly half of the assignments being graded 
throughout the semester. The due date of a Sketchpad assignment is announced and the student 
submits the completed assignment in the form of a Sketchpad file as an attachment to an e-mail 
sent to the instructor. The assignments are graded with the Sketchpad program, with teacher 
comments and point distribution highlighted in red, and the graded file is returned then to the 
student through e-mail. In-class assignments are similar to the types of activities students engage 
in for homework, but they are much shorter. They are graded near the end of the same class 
period in which they were assigned. 
Class participation comprises I 0% of the semester grade with group interaction, time on 
task, and class attendance being contributing factors. Students work in groups of three or four on 
non-computer activities while groups of two are encouraged to work on computer activities. The 
remaining 30% of the semester grade results from a midterm exam and a final exam. The exams 
cover all aspects of the class including the use of manipulatives and Sketchpad. The Skr:;tchpad 
questions require students to exhibit that they can perform basic constructions with the software 
program and are familiar with all of the available tools. Each completed exam file is transferred 
by the teacher from the computer to a floppy disk for grading. 
Student Response 
The course was first taught with this format in Spring 2003 to a large class of forty 
students. Throughout the semester, the instructor elicited feedback from the class about the 
instructional format, the topics being studied, and the role of technology in the classroom. While 
hesitant of learning through discovery at the beginning of the semester, students gradually 
warmed to the idea and most of them were positive about the whole experience by the end of the 
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semester. They liked the topics covered in the class but were surprised by some of the things they 
studied, especially items relating to pattern exploration. Several mentioned that they would like 
to do similar activities in their future classrooms, but felt that due to the significance of the 
Standards of Learning (SOL) testing in Virginia, time was not available to engage in this type of 
pattern exploration. The comments about patty paper were mixed. About half of the class liked 
doing constructions with the paper, but the other half favored ruler and straightedge 
constructions. However, nearly all of the class felt students should be exposed to basic patty 
paper constructions. 
Students consistently expressed pos1t1ve comments throughout the semester for 
Sketchpad and group collaboration. Many stated that the types of activities and the way the 
textbooks present material are perfect for collaboration. On most days, students moved into 
groups before the instructor had a chance to announce that it was time to work together on the 
day's lesson. Using Sketchpad was the best part of the class for all but a few class members. 
Most of them liked using the software from the very beginning, and by the end of the semester 
felt that it was the most interesting and useful part of the class. 
Conclusion 
Based on the opinions of the first class, the changes to the course were deemed an initial 
success. The course appears to be doing what it was designed to accomplish. Students get a 
semester-long experience in a course that completely avoids the traditional lecture format. They 
are exposed to a wide variety of geometry topics through hands-on activities, group collaboration, 
and the use of technology. Students are assessed in the same manner in which they learn. This 
course is based on the principles outlined by the NCTM [I] and gives pre-service teachers 
experience with teaching and assessment methods they will be expected to employ once they 
become middle school mathematics teachers. • 
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HISTORY OF A PROBLEM SOLVING COURSE FOR PRE-SERVICE K-8 
TEACHERS 
Abstract 
J. FITZGERALD 
Dept. o{Mathematics, James Madison Univcrsitr 
Harrisonhurg. VA 22807 
James Madison University's mathematics course in problem solving for prospective K-8 teachers has 
gone through many changes since we introduced it as a course for prospective middle school teachers 
four years ago. This paper will discuss the original design of the course. the changes made and their 
reasons. and the current state of the course. 
Introduction 
In Spring 2000, the National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded a grant to the 
Department of Mathematics at James Madison University (JMU). Department head David 
Carothers, joined by local school systems and JMU faculty, had proposed that our department, in 
conjunction with local middle school and high school teachers, develop upper level mathematics 
courses for students who plan to teach middle school. 
The plan was to develop four courses: a problem solving course; an algebra course; a 
geometry course; a course in the ideas of calculus. Two-person teams, composed of a 
mathematics department faculty member and a middle school mathematics teacher, worked 
together during the summer to develop the courses. The problem solving course began as MA TH 
303 ~ Mathematical Problem Solving, and ran for the first time in Fall 2000 as an experimental 
course. 
Problem Solving-Pilot Course 
Ginger Carico, a seventh grade teacher at a local middle school, worked with me to 
develop the problem solving course. Besides developing the course, Ms. Carico would come to 
JMU to teach six times during the Fall 2000 semester; I would teach the other sessions. We 
decided that the students would spend most of the time working on classic puzzle problems. This 
worked well because Ms. Carico used many of those same problems in her seventh grade 
classroom. At that time, JMU did not have a large collection of mathematics manipulatives 
available, so Ms. Carico planned to bring many manipulatives and other materials with her when 
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she taught the class, composed of twelve students. The course began with the painted cube 
problem 
Suppose a large cube is painted red. The large cube is then cut into ,r' smaller 
cubes by making vertical and horizontal cuts. How many cuts will be necessary 
to produce the n3 smaller cubes? How many of the smaller cubes will have zero, 
one, two, and three red painted faces? 
Although a couple of the students solved this easily, it was a real challenge for most of 
the students. They were hindered by not wanting to use manipulatives, even though I provided 
several different types. They seemed to think that college students shouldn't need to use such 
things, but should know immediately how to solve any problem. By the end of the first week, 
when the problem write-up was due, most of the students had solved the problem by making a 
table for various n's, but they were unable to go beyond the table and write expressions in n for 
the number of cubes with one or two painted faces. 
This situation would probably not occur today. Our expectations for prospective teachers 
in mathematics courses are now much higher, and the students would have been exposed to 
problem solving of this type throughout their earlier mathematics courses. However, the students 
in that first class found problem solving difficult. They complained bitterly that the problem was 
too hard. The very next class period, Ms. Carico presented the same problem as one that she gave 
to her seventh grade pupils. This was a real eyeopener for my students, and their attitudes 
changed slightly. 
One reason that middle school and high school students are often able to solve problems 
that prospective teachers cannot is simply that students who really enjoy mathematics in middle 
and high school often choose to major in science or mathematics when they go to college, rather 
than to prepare to teach in grades K-8. Thus, the students in the mathematics courses for 
prospective teachers are sometimes less interested in mathematics than many middle school and 
high school students. 
The course progressed with standard problems like the locker problem and several 
problems from Stevenson's Exploratory Problems in Mathematics [l]. These latter problems 
were really too difficult for the students and would probably still be so today. Toward the end of 
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the course, the students worked in two teams to determine the volume and surface area of the 
mathematics/biology building on campus. They enjoyed this project and, I think, learned a great 
deal from it. 
At the end of the semester, I felt that the next time I taught the course, I wanted less of an 
emphasis on puzzle problems and a greater emphasis on what I think of as mathematics, which 
includes building from basic concepts into a beautiful structure with surprising results. 
Problem Solving-Revision 1 
The second version of the course, MATH 207 - Mathematical Problem Solving, was 
developed in Spring 2002 when it was decided that the problem solving course would be taken by 
all prospective teachers, not just those who were concentrating in mathematics and science. 
When that happened, other faculty members began to teach the course. Judy Kidd, one of 
the other faculty members, and I decided that we would use a "Harvard-style" pre-calculus book 
by Hughes-Hallett, et al. [2] 
The reason for this decision was that we wanted to challenge the students and also to provide a 
strong algebra review, because we had noticed very weak algebra skills among our students. 
This version of the course was not a success. The students detested the book, which is 
strongly oriented to problem solving (as are all the books by Hughes-Hallett). Although the book 
gives examples of solved problems, those problems were, in the students' eyes, never "like" the 
problems that they were expected to solve for homework. In addition, there was no answer key in 
the student textbook. The uncertainty generated by these aspects of the text made the course 
unpleasant for the students. Ms. Kidd and I also felt that the book was too hard for our students. 
Problem Solving-Revision 2 
The third version of the course, MA TH 207 - Mathematical Problem Solving, started in 
Fall 2003. Ms. Kidd decided to use a high school textbook on problem solving, Crossing the 
River with Dogs [3]. I decided to use handouts rather than have a text. 
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I think my course was more successful than either ofmy previous versions had been. We 
began by studying logic, which was at the time not part of the two preliminary courses. We then 
saw how logical equivalence could be used to design efficient circuits, and we actually built some 
circuits. We also connected formal logic to Boolean searches on the Internet. Next, we moved 
on to the study of triangular numbers and their relationship to counting and probability. This part 
of the course was particularly difficult for the students. Finally, we studied simple strategy games 
and their relationship to axiomatics and proofs. 
One problem that is always present with a problem solving course is the issue of grading. 
Grading student write-ups of problems is extremely time consuming and difficult. With about 
sixty students in problem solving classes, along with about ninety in other courses, this simply 
became overwhelming. Future versions of the course must address this difficulty. 
Problem Solving-Revision 3 
The next version of the problem solving course is scheduled for next fall. At that time, 
this course will become simply a third semester of general mathematics for prospective teachers. 
We will complete the material in our current textbook for the first two semesters of mathematics 
for elementary school teachers. Our current book, by Betsy Darken, has problem solving 
interwoven in all topics, and we need the additional semester to provide adequate time and 
coverage for probability, statistics, and functions [4]. 
Conclusion 
While in some ways a separate course in problem solving is a nice luxury, it is not really possible 
in mathematics to separate content from problem solving. The new approach should be better for 
the students and more comparable to the way mathematicians approach their subject. • 
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A CASE FOR PROOF MAKING FOR PROSPECTIVE MIDDLE SCHOOL 
TEACHERS 
Abstract 
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Dept. of"Mathematics Education. James Madison University 
Harrisonburg. VA :l:!807 
whiteniwia,imuxdu 
In this article. we discuss how we. as mathematics teacher educators. might help our prospective 
middle school teachers develop a disposition toward mathematics that involves making sound 
arguments and. more generally. making proofs about mathematical ideas. First, we illustrate what we 
mean by making sound mathematical proofs. We then use this definition to characterize what ninety-two 
prospective middle school teachers consider to be proof making. based on a survey that we administered 
in their first mathematics course. Following our findings. we discuss how we, as teacher educators. 
might realign our instruction to provide opportunities for prospective teachers to develop new 
understandings about proof making. 
A Case For Proof Making For Prospective Middle School Teachers 
In this article, we discuss how we, as mathematics teacher educators, might help our 
middle school education students develop a disposition toward mathematics that involves making 
sound arguments and, more generally, making proofs about mathematical ideas. The reason that 
we address this issue is related to the results from a recent survey that we administered to our 
middle school education students enrolled in their first mathematics course to fulfill their general 
education requirements. The students' responses were surprising. On the one hand, they seemed 
to understand, at least intuitively, that they needed to prove that a statement was mathematically 
true. On the other hand, many students generated specific cases, but did not develop general 
arguments to justify the validity of a mathematical statement. 
Here, we report some of the findings related to one of the questions from the survey we 
administered to our students. To develop our discussion, we begin by illustrating what we mean 
by making sound mathematical proofs. We then use this definition to characterize what our 
college students consider to be proof making. We then discuss how we, as teacher educators, 
might realign our instruction to provide opportunities for prospective teachers to develop new 
understandings about proof making. 
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Proof Making 
To accomplish our task, we reconstruct one of the classic proofs of the Pythagorean 
theorem: the sum of the squares of the legs, oflengths a and h, of the right triangle is equal to the 
square of the hypotenuse, of length c (i.e., a2 + ti = c2 ). As is well known, there are countless 
proofs of this theorem ( over three hundred). The approach we illustrate relies on the principle 
that the area of a figure is equal to the sum of the areas of all the non-overlapping subsections of 
that figure. To begin, use four congruent right triangles with legs of lengths a and h and 
hypotenuse of length c (see Figure I). Arrange the triangles to construct a square with sides of 
length a + h that contains an inscribed square with sides of length c. 
a h 
h 
a 
a 
a 
h 
h 
h a 
Figure 1. Right triangle and square. 
Using the right triangle on the left, one can rotate copies of the triangle to make a square with 
sides of length a + h that contains an inscribed square with sides of length c. 
Once we have made the inscribed square, we need to be sure that we have in fact inscribed a 
square using the four right triangles. (We leave it to the reader to establish that we have in fact 
formed an inscribed square. Hint: Consider the straight angle fom1ed by an angle of the square 
and the two non-right angles of the right triangle.) 
We are now ready to prove the Pythagorean theorem. To do so, we use the given 
information to develop an equation for the area of the larger square with side a + h in two 
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different ways. Once we have done so, we can complete the proof by simplifying equal algebraic 
expressions. 
Proof: The area of the larger square of length a + b is (a + h)2 or a2 + 
2ab + h2. The area of the larger square can also be represented by the 
sum of the areas of the four right triangles and the area of the square with 
side c. (This sum is 4 x l/2ab + c2 or 2ab + c2 .) This second expression, 
which also represents the area of the larger square, is equal to the first 
expression, a2 + 2ab + b2• So we have the equation a2 + 2ab + b2 = 2ab 
+ c2• Since the two expressions are equal and 2ab = 2ab, then a2 + b2 
must be equal to c2, our desired result. 
To better understand what we mean by proof making, we suggest that making the above 
argument is only part of the proof. At this juncture, the instructor should encourage the student to 
decide if the result is true for all right triangles. That is, the student might next wish to explore if 
the result holds when one assumes one leg is greater than the other, or if the legs have the same 
length. The student might then develop three different cases, and thus handle all possible types of 
right triangles for which to "test" if the result is essentially the same. That is, the student must 
reason, that whether a > b, a < b or even a = b, the sum of the squares of the lengths of the legs of 
the triangle will again be the equal to the square of the length of the hypotenuse. When the 
student understands a similar result is achieved for each of these cases, then the student has 
moved from the particular to the general, and thus has engaged in sound mathematical proof 
making. 
We will return to this example when we discuss the college students' arguments for 
supporting a mathematical claim. As we do so, we juxtapose different views of what counts as 
generality and, ultimately, the extent to which one convinces others as well as oneself of a 
particular mathematical result. 
We use two types of arguments, inductive and deductive, to characterize the types of 
arguments the students give. An inductive argument is given when the student uses examples to 
illustrate that a certain claim is true. Although the student might give numerous examples, all of 
which are mathematically correct, the student does not make a generalization as to why these 
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examples hold true. By way of contrast, when the student develops a general argument, one that 
is true for all cases, such as the arguments we made above for the Pythagorean theorem, the 
student is said to make a deductive argument. The challenge for instructors is to support students 
as they develop arguments of both types. The ultimate instructional goal, however, is for students 
to move seamlessly from the particular to the general in order to convince themselves that a claim 
holds true. As we characterize the prospective middle school teachers' arguments, the distinction 
we make between these two types of arguments will be very useful in helping us understand the 
types of arguments they made. We now provide some background about the project. 
Background 
In our discussion, we highlight the results of ninety-two prospective teachers' responses 
to one of the items from the IDLS Mathematics Assessment. The survey consisted of seven 
questions that addressed algebra or geometry principles. These items were adapted from 
questions Knuth, Choppin, Slaughter, and Sutherland devised to characterize middle school 
students' understanding of proof [ l]. 
For each question, the prospective teachers were prompted to make arguments on why 
certain mathematical ideas held true. For instance, one of the questions posed the following 
problem: 
Mei discovers a number trick. She takes a number and multiplies it by 
five and then adds twelve. She then subtracts the starting number and 
divides the result by four. She notices the answer she gets is three more 
than the number she started with. Mei uses the number seven, and 
arrives at an answer of ten, three more than the number she started with. 
Malaika (Mei's friend) doesn't think this will happen again, so she tries 
the trick with another number, ten. After Malaika arrives at an answer of 
thirteen, she and Mei decide that they always get a result that is three 
more than the start number. Do you think they are right? How would 
you convince a classmate that you would always get a result that is three 
more than the starting number? 
Following Knuth and Waring, we characterized the types of arguments that the 
prospective teachers gave for each item on the survey [ 1,2]. Here, we specifically highlight the 
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students' responses to the above survey item about Mei and Malaika. We share these particular 
results because the prospective students' responses were remarkably consistent, as well as 
instructive, as to how we might rethink our instructional practice as mathematics teacher 
educators. 
Prelimi11ary Fi11di11gs 
Students' responses fell along two general "categories." In their responses, students 
either tested a few cases or they offered extreme or random cases to show that the claim was true. 
By way of contrast, students who moved beyond giving specific examples to support the claim 
stated that they needed to make a general argument, but they were not always able to produce a 
mathematically sound argument. 
Of the ninety-two prospective teachers, nine either did not respond or responded that they 
had no idea how to convince a classmate; e.g., the comment of Student S is similar to the types of 
comments these students made. Thirteen students gave general arguments. These students, like 
Student l, did not give specific examples, but rather generated a fommla. Here we suggest that 
Student l's response is a more general, deductive argument of sorts. Interestingly, students who 
gave algebraic arguments of this type were not always successful in making a sound argument. 
In fact, only six of the thirteen students that gave general arguments did so successfully. In such 
cases, it was not uncommon for students to make algebraic errors when they developed their 
arguments. Note, for instance, that Student 2 attempted to generalize the conditions of the 
problem, but could not do so because she made several errors as she simplified the initial 
algebraic expression. 
Student 1: 
Student 2: 
Student 3: 
Student 4: 
5x+ 12-x 4x+ 12 
Yes, come up with an equation: ----- = --- = x + 3 
4 4 
I think they are right because you are doing the same process over and 
over, just changing the starting and ending numbers. Would show them 
examples of high and low numbers. Tried to do it algebraically but it 
wouldn't work out: 
((Sn)+ 12)- I0)/4=n+3;Sn/4+3- I0=n+3 ... 
Sn - 28 = 4n + 12; n = 4n 
No, they only tested it two times. It could be right, but they need to 
continue testing. By showing some sort of equation that shows why. 
I don't think that the girls are right. 
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I would probably do examples until they are convinced that answer 
always works out. 
It seems like they are. I have no idea! 
Sixteen students suggested that one needed to develop a formula, although they did not 
provide a formula to justify why the claim held true. As the explanation of Student 3 illustrates, 
these students at least recognized that they needed to provide a more general explanation, or make 
a deductive argument, but for some reason did not choose to develop this formula. These 
students, too, moved beyond providing specific examples to support the claim. 
Fifty-four students supported their claims by providing two or more examples. Like the 
response given by Student 4, they often suggested that one must give many more examples in 
order to convince Mei and Malaicha that the procedure always worked. As such, we characterize 
these types of arguments as inductive rather than deductive. Although these students did not 
develop general arguments, their responses were somewhat promising. The students did attempt 
to justify why the claim did or did not hold. 
In light of these preliminary findings, we are again reminded of what constitutes proof 
making. When proof making, one often moves back and forth between generating examples and 
developing more general arguments. The process of moving between these two types of 
reasoning is imperative because one can gain insight as one develops a convincing argument. 
Thus, the students' responses are instructive. They suggest that we might wish to consider how 
we can support prospective teachers so that they might engage in this type of proof making. In 
the final section, we specifically address this issue in light of teacher preparation. 
Final Remarks 
In our discussion, we have illustrated what we mean by making sound mathematical 
proofs. Also, we have exemplified the important role of both inductive and deductive arguments 
in this process. Here, we return to these issues as they relate to teaching prospective teachers. To 
do so, we address three issues. 
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The first issue relates to what we, as teacher educators, might consider as we plan for 
instruction. When prospective teachers engage in mathematical tasks, what might we do to 
support them as they develop mathematical arguments? From a pedagogical standpoint, we must 
develop activities that make it possible for students to generate cases and/or examples that 
support mathematical claims. These activities can provide natural entry points for students to 
explore how their examples might be generalized. Of course, the instructor's role in the process 
is critical. As one who is privy to what sound proof making is, the instructor must capitalize on 
instances in which claims are made, challenged, refined, or even refuted. As part of this process, 
the instructor might ask questions, such as: Does this always work? Does it matter which 
numbers we use? At the very least, when prospective teachers make mathematical claims, we 
need to ask questions that make it possible for them to move between engaging in inductive and 
deductive arguments. If we wish our prospective teachers to embrace what it means to engage in 
doing mathematics with understanding, we must provide these types of experiences for them. If 
prospective teachers do not have these experiences, we could not expect them to recognize or 
capitalize on such instances when they are teaching middle school students. 
Second, we must help students "see" the utility of making and supporting generalizations. 
When they generate a formula that works for all cases, such as Student 1 did in our example, they 
must recognize the power of this type of generalization. That is, they need to convince 
themselves and possibly others, that algebraically, 
[(Sn+ 12) - n) divided by 4 = (4n + 12)/4 = n + 3. They must realize that their choice of n does 
not affect this generalization. We suspect that only then will they appreciate the mathematical 
utility of proof making. 
And finally, we must help students understand that mathematics is not an exact science 
per se. If we draw on our understanding of the history of mathematics, we realize that some 
mathematical claims that appeared to hold true were later proven to be unfounded. So although 
we treat some mathematical claims as infallible, they are only such as long as they work for us. 
We rightly may need to adjust, refine, or refute a claim if it later is proven untrue under different 
conditions. 
Why might we wish to realign our instructional practice as we work with prospective 
teachers? In helping our students experience mathematics by making sound mathematical proofs, 
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we make it possible for them to engage in an activity that mirrors how mathematicians work. 
More importantly, they and perhaps the students they will eventually teach, will recognize that 
they are building sound mathematical ideas and in turn, are reconstructing mathematics~a 
mathematics that has its origins in their own mathematical activity. • 
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Unless introductory undergraduate science classes for prospective elementary teachers actively 
incorporate the philosophy of inquiry-based learning called for in K-12 science education reforn1, little 
will change in elementary science education. Thus, at James Madison University, we have developed a 
new integrated science core curriculum called Understanding our World [I]. This course sequrncc was 
not only designed to fulfill general education science requirements, but also to focus on content areas 
our students will need to know as teachers. The objectives of these courses arc based on the National 
Scirnce l,'ducation Standards and Virginia's Science Standards of Learning, including earth and space 
science, chemistry, physics, life sciences, and environmental science [2,3]. As an integrated package. 
this course sequence addresses basic science content, calculation skills, the philosophy and history of 
science, the process of how science is done, the role of science in society, and applications of computers 
and technology in science. Keeping in mind that students tend to teach in the same way they were 
taught, Understanding our World core classes embrace the concepts associated with reform in 
elementary math and science. 
Project Summary 
The National Science Education Standards call for prospective teachers to 
learn science in the way they are going to teach it: as inquiry and for full 
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understanding. They are to learn to teach science in the places where science 
teaching happens. They are to be members of lifelong communities of 
learners, and they are to experience coherent and integrated professional 
development programs. The challenge is to move from national standards that 
represent a vision to state programs at our colleges and universities in order to 
work together for the future of education [3]. 
At James Madison University (JMU), students m pre-professional programs in 
Early/Elementary Education, Middle Education, and Special Education major in Interdisciplinary 
Liberal Studies (IDLS ). These IDLS majors choose a concentration in either mathematics and 
science or humanities and social sciences. The split between these concentration choices is about 
25% mathematics and science, and 75°/4i Humanities and Social Sciences. For those with a 
concentration in Humanities and Social Sciences, the only natural science requirements are the 
introductory science classes for general education. Yet, upon graduation, almost all IDLS majors 
will teach science to some extent. We developed the Understanding Our World science core 
curriculum to ensure that the introductory science classes these students take will meet their needs 
as future K-8 teachers. In this paper, we document our first steps toward that goal. Mastery of 
science content by all students is the principle mission of this project. At the same time, we 
endeavor to reinforce positive attitudes toward science for all IDLS majors and we hope to 
increase the number of students who choose to be certified in math and science. 
Our goals are to: 
• provide science content to learners who do not traditionally do well in standard 
science courses; 
• stress the importance of science for early and middle school educators; 
• develop an interest and an increased enthusiasm in science; 
• model teaching methods; and, 
• send the message that science empowers. 
Understanding our World is a three-semester course sequence [I]. The objectives of 
these courses are based on the National Science Education Standards and Virginia's Science 
Standards qf' Learning [2,3]. Beyond content, these courses emphasize inquiry-based learning, 
student-centered classrooms, group learning, creating contexts for learning, treating students with 
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respect, facilitating learning with multiple learning modalities, stimulating interest 111 science 
among minorities and women, and alternative methods of assessment. Our goal in creating this 
new course sequence has been to integrate science content with active learning strategies and 
models of effective science teaching. 
There are six, eight-week block courses that span the freshman year and the first semester 
of the sophomore year: 
GSCl 161 - Science Processes 
GSCJ 162 - The Science <?/'the Planets 
GSCl 163 - The Matter of'Matter 
GSCl 164 - Physical Science: Learning Through Teaching 
GSCl 165 - The Way Life Works 
GSCl 166 - The Environment in Context 
The courses are integrated in both content and learning style to help students connect 
ideas and build interdisciplinary models to forn1 a basis of understanding. Understanding is not 
merely the memorization of science facts and formulas, but a process whereby facts and ideas are 
related through models and hands-on experience. Math and technology applications are 
embedded in all of the courses in this sequence. Many of the students have deep-seated math and 
computer phobias. Many have never sent attachments by e-mail. Most have never developed a 
web page. Most own graphing calculators, but don't know how to use some of the graphing and 
statistics functions. These courses provide many opportunities for students to master these math 
and technology skills. 
Cooperation between science and education faculty was an essential component and one 
of our major strengths in planning and implementing this project. However, one of the biggest 
challenges in bringing this project to fruition was coordination between faculty and administrators 
in a number of different departments from four colleges. The core group behind this project 
included teaching faculty and administrative support from the College of Science and 
Mathematics, the College of Integrated Science and Technology, and the College of Education. 
The College of General Education also provided financial and administrative support. 
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Content and Learning Environments 
Elementary school children learn science best when they are involved in first-
hand exploration and investigation and inquiry/process skills are nurtured, 
instruction builds directly on the child's conceptual framework, content is 
organized on the basis of broad conceptual themes common to all science 
disciplines and mathematics, and communication skills are an integral part of 
science instruction [ 4 ]. 
Just as elementary school children learn science best when they are involved in first-hand 
investigation, this course sequence reflects our philosophy that college students learn best that 
way, too. Classes are taught in studio classroom environments in which students sit and work in 
small groups. Each class also has access to laboratory and computer facilities. 
The content of these courses follows the eight categories of the National Science Content 
Standards as summarized in Table I. 
Table 1 
Congruence of the IDLS Science Core Sequence with the Eight Categories of National 
Science Content Standards 
1) Unifying concepts and processes in science ( GSCI 161 - Science Processes) 
2) Science as inquiry (all six classes, especially GSCI 161 - Science Processes) 
3) Physical science ( GSCl 163 - The Matter o_f"Matter and GSC/ 164 - Physical Science: 
Learning through Teaching) 
4) Life science (GSCl 165 - The Way Lif"e Works and GSCJ 166 - Environment in Context) 
5) Earth and space science ( GS Cl 162 - The Science al the Planets) 
6) Science and technology (all six classes) 
7) Science in personal and social perspectives (all six classes) 
8) History and nature of science (all six classes, especially GSC/ 161 - Science Processes) 
For curriculum materials, we have made use of excellent existing resources, such as 
videos and print materials from the Annenberg/CPB Private Universe Project in Science [5]. 
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However, most of the curriculum materials were developed specifically for these courses and are 
linked on-line either through links from individual course pages or links from the Understanding 
Our World website [I]. 
Curriculum materials were developed to: 
• foster students' understanding of key science concepts; 
• encourage problem solving and critical thinking; 
• promote the development of positive attitudes about science; 
• highlight links between science concepts and social, political, and ethical issues; 
and, 
• present science content in a way that models effective teaching. 
These classes are briefly described below along with a few examples of specific course 
projects and activities. 
GSC! I 6 I - Science Processes - As the introductory class in the Understanding Our World 
sequence, Science Processes takes a general approach to the role of science processes in all 
science disciplines. For the first eight weeks of their freshman year, students focus on asking 
questions, observing, classifying, communicating, measuring, predicting, inferring, 
experimenting, modeling, interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating data. For example, for one of 
the activities, students estimate the total number of trees in the JMU arboretum. This project 
requires on-site data collection in the arboretum, library and on-line research, image analysis of 
satellite data, statistical modeling, knowledge of unit conversions, and many other science 
process skills. Through projects such as this, we want students to gain an understanding of how 
we know what we know, and what evidence supports what we know. 
As the final project for this class, students develop lesson plans and collect low cost 
materials for a specific activity that links a particular science process to a K-8 classroom. 
Students prepare teaching materials, hands-on supplies and equipment, and assessment activities 
and tie their lessons to Virginia Science SOL requirements for their target grade level. Activities, 
background materials, and lesson plans for the Science Processes class are available to download 
in Micros(4t Word format from the course website [6]. 
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GSCI 162 - Science o(the Planets - In the second course in the sequence, we build on the basic 
science skills developed in the Science Processes course and apply them to the specific content 
area of planetary and earth science. We explore the structure and evolution of our solar system, 
along with specific processes that shape and change the Earth. We also explore the origin of life, 
a topic that forces students to take a close look at their own beliefs as they explore the current 
theories in this area. 
The final project in this course is a synthetic one. Students are asked to serve as an 
advisory board to NASA and help determine which future planetary missions to fund or cut. 
They also have to develop educational outreach plans for the missions that will fly. In working 
on the project, they explore the relationship of science and society, and develop an understanding 
of some of the non-technical factors that go into technical decisions. 
GSCI - 163 The Matter of Matter - This course focuses on chemistry. The content of different 
sections of this class varies depending on the home department of the instructor. However, all 
sections cover the basics of atomic structure, chemical bonds, the language of chemistry, 
chemical reactions, simple organic molecules, polymers, acids, bases, salts, and pH. In this 
class, students design, improve, and perform their own experiments. Since the experiments are 
not presented in the typical cookbook fashion so often used in introductory courses, it is hoped 
that the students at least get a feeling for doing what a scientific exploration involves. 
GSCI 164 - Phvsical Science: Learning Through Teaching - At the beginning of this class, 
students fom1 working groups to pick a topic on which they will become "experts." The tenn 
"experts" is based on the discussion of learning presented in How People Learn [7]. Each group 
develops a hands-on activity that explores the science of their area. Examples of class topics 
include motion, simple machines, sound, the ray model of light, the Doppler Effect, electricity, 
solutions, electrolytes, acids, bases, and indicators. It doesn't need to be comprehensive. The 
students design an activity, then prepare material for distribution to the entire class (summaries 
and procedures). They develop a quiz with at least one question that probes the ability to bring 
concepts together to solve a new problem. Each group has an entire two-hour class period to 
teach the science behind their topic. The students administer and grade the activity quiz and any 
other required material. Classmates complete an evaluation. Activities are usually developed 
through discussion with the instructor. The department has an excellent collection of materials 
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that can be used to explore science. The students can pick from this equipment or suggest 
alternatives. The goal is not to require the students to develop the activities, but to learn the 
material and teach using an activity. Students decide the mix of lecture, experimentation, and 
discussion. Usually, the session is divided into sections with each student leading a section and 
with the rest of the team supporting it. A list of the activities for Fall 2002 can be accessed at the 
course development website [8]. 
GSC/ 165 - How life Works - From isolation of DNA to understanding the cell biology of 
cancer, students explore how life works on many levels (molecules, cells, organs, organisms, and 
populations.) Students isolate DNA from bananas, develop dramatic vignettes to illustrate human 
pedigrees, build computer models of biological molecules, collect, stain and identify bacteria, 
investigate the genetics and cell biology of cancer, and develop recipes for meals that contain 
"cancer healthy foods." (For this last project, groups bring samples for the rest of the class to 
enjoy.) 
For one of the activities 111 this class, student groups create their own interactive 
illustrations of the step-by-step processes involved in hearing, vision, balance, inflammation, 
muscle contraction, and cell division. An interactive activity for nerve transmission, "Encounter 
at a Neuromuscular Junction," serves as a model for the student projects. How does a nerve 
impulse travel from the central nervous system to a muscle cell? The entire class acts out this 
process. Each student has a specific role. Some students are sodium pumps. Others play the role 
of sodium, potassium or calcium channels, membrane vesicles, and enzymes that destroy excess 
neurotransmitter molecules. With each student playing their role, the nerve impulse travels like a 
"wave" from the central nervous system to the muscle cell. For more details, this and other 
activities are posted on the class website [9]. 
GSCI I 66 - The Environment in Context - This course builds from the content of all of the 
preceding courses. Students explore environmental issues, such as global warming, air and water 
quality, habitat destruction, alternative energy, the environmental impact of genetically modified 
foods, and waste disposal. An example project from this class is a group project in which 
students investigated alternative energy options. One group videotaped a test drive of a hybrid 
vehicle, and used the video to promote a class discussion of the advantages and possible 
drawbacks of buying a hybrid car. 
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In K-12 schools, assessment means teachers listening to and observing students to ensure 
that each understands the material in their own way. It means teachers talking with other teachers 
about students' work and about their own classes. It also means students thinking about their 
own work and attitudes through journals, group work, and projects. We have tried to reflect this 
view in our own assessment of this course sequence. 
The first class of twenty-three started in Fall 200 I, with GSC/ 161 and 162. This first 
cohort has just finished the entire course sequence. Thus, so far we only have limited data about 
how well the course sequence is meeting our goals. Our criteria for program success will be 
assessments of attitudes, knowledge, and skills. We will be looking for an increase in freshmen 
choosing to seek math and science endorsements during their teacher preparation program, and an 
increase in each individual student's commitment to community involvement compared to 
students taking the standard curriculum. As part of this project, we need to assess student 
learning in the science content areas, to assess our achievement in fostering positive attitudes 
toward science and science teaching, and to assess the influence of the learning environment and 
interactive learning methods on student learning and attitudes. Yet, in the same way that we 
expect students to learn from the classroom environment and teaching methods used in these 
classes, students will learn from the assessment methods we use for this course sequence. Thus, 
we have tried to make sure that assessment in these classes is coordinated, multifaceted, 
unobtrusive, and enhances learning. 
Over the first three years of this project, we have collected pre- and post- surveys on 
student content knowledge, student attitudes toward science and science teaching, and student 
course evaluations. For course evaluations, we have used the Student Assessment of Learning 
Gains (SALG) survey from the University of Wisconsin [ I OJ. This assessment instrument 
focuses on learning gains instead of teaching evaluation. The survey can be customized to fit 
individual courses and include student attitudes toward science, as well as student assessments of 
their own learning of science content. 
Both students and faculty have taken the Middle School Science Praxis II. We found that 
the content of our courses is a good fit for the range of subjects covered on this test. So far, we 
have data for only a few students. Eventually, we plan to compare the performance of our 
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students on the Middle School Praxis II to students who have completed the traditional general 
science curriculum. Over the long term, we plan to track student teachers as they enter the 
teaching profession, and collect data on their teaching methods, how their students perform on 
state standardized tests, and how they assess their students. We started this program with only a 
single section of each course and gradually built it to include additional sections each year. Thus, 
we have a built-in control group of students who took traditional general science instead of this 
curriculum. 
Lessons Learned 
Learning experiences for prospective and practicing teachers must include 
inquiries into the questions and difficulties teachers have. Assessment is an 
example. Teachers must have opportunities to observe practitioners of good 
classroom assessment and to review critically assessment instruments and 
their use. They need to have structured opportunities in aligning curriculum 
and assessment, in selecting and developing appropriate assessment tasks, 
and in analyzing and interpreting the gathered information. Teachers also 
need to have opportunities to collaborate with other teachers to evaluate 
student work-developing, refining, and applying criteria for evaluation. 
Practicing teachers will benefit from opportunities to participate in organized 
sessions for scoring open-ended assessments [2]. 
Because of the nature of these classes, students have had the opportunity to interact with 
each of the professors on a much more personal level than in traditional large lecture classes. 
Even though these were general education science classes and the instructors were science 
faculty, from the perspective of some of the students, these were their first "education classes." 
Consequently, their expectations for these classes were different from the expectations they might 
have had for traditional science classes. In this light, there were wide variations in students' 
perceptions of instructors and teaching sty !es. 
Overall, students have found the courses to be a better match to their interests than other 
science courses and more engaging than they expected. Based on student interviews, we 
conclude that the students have found the courses deliver a better perspective on the importance 
of science, a keener relationship between science content and elementary school instruction, and 
an awareness of how science skills can empower teachers. In response to the GSC/ I 6/ student 
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essay question, "Five years from now, what will you remember from this class'!" some students 
had the following comments: 
• "Of all the science classes I have ever taken, this taught me the most Not only did I 
learn new things about science; I learned new things about myself as a person, and myself 
as a teacher. I know that I need to have patience from working with group projects .... and 
I know that if I do not try to solve the problem by myself, then I will never fully 
understand the solution." 
• "After six weeks, we began to understand what a teacher is and what they do. They do 
not just give you the answers; they help you find them out for yourself." 
• "I hope to be so enthusiastic about each topic I teach that my students cannot help but get 
excited ... I wish to know my subjects inside and out so that I can explain anything in 
many different ways so that the one child, who does not understand can know exactly 
what is going on." 
• "This was by far the most interesting science course I have ever taken. It took a fun 
approach to science, which is something that as a teacher I will have to continue in my 
classroom. Science and learning are supposed to be fun and this class allowed me to see 
a balance between work and play. This class also allowed me to be a teacher instead of 
just seeing what a teacher should do." 
• "The various activities and approaches to this class made the material so interesting that I 
found myself wanting to pay attention and focus at the work at hand." 
• "Science is a field of never-ending questions. As soon as one question is answered, more 
are uncovered. It is the teacher's job to help her students understand and develop a love 
for science, not to have all the answers." 
• "The hands-on experiments that we performed showed us examples how to apply and 
teach the "inquiries" that we learned. The class also prepared me for the years ahead in 
the way that I realized how excited I am to teach and can't wait to start!" 
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• 'The things I will remember from this class are far too many to describe or even list in 
one page. Most definitely interactive classroom experimentation, communication and 
asking and answering questions will be at the top of the list. This class has taught 
me ... that it is okay and very often necessary to ask questions in order to develop a good 
understanding of the topic at hand, and it will be important to me as a future educator to 
apply this to my own classroom situations." 
Teaching Standard "C" from the National Science Education Standards requires teachers 
to "use student data, observations of teaching, and interactions with colleagues to reflect on and 
improve teaching practice," and "use student data, observations of teaching, and interactions with 
colleagues to report student achievement and opportunities to learn to students, teachers, parents, 
policymakers, and the general public." [2] The instructors involved in this course sequence meet 
regularly to discuss these classes and to look at student learning. The success of this course 
sequence will depend on such reflections. 
Where Are We Going from Here? 
These courses are labor intensive both for the students and for faculty. Smaller classes 
and the emphasis on hands-on activities make this more expensive than traditional undergraduate 
introductory science classes. Is this worth the extra cost and effort? Ultimately, if we have 
succeeded in meeting our goals, these courses will make a difference in the way our students 
teach in their own classes. This will, in turn, affect the preparation of their students who will in 
time become our students, potentially improving the overall science literacy of entering college 
classes. For the future, we would like to work on integration between these classes and the 
upper-level science methods, and teaching practicum classes for IDLS students. We would like 
to follow students as they complete their student teaching and their first years as classroom 
teachers. We also hope to increase science faculty involvement so that students are exposed to a 
diverse group of people who do science. 
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A School University Research Network (SURN) committee composed of current mathematics 
teachers. central office math supervisors. building administrators, mathematicians, and mathematics 
educators researched numerous sources regarding best practices in mathematics instruction. The 
resulting professional development rubric synthesizes their findings and can serve a professional 
development role by providing teachers and administrators with a tool to develop clarity and consensus 
on best mathematics instructional practices, and how these practices are implemented in the classroom. 
It is also being used as a tool for cooperating teachers in their supervision of student teachers and as a 
reflective method for self-evaluation. 
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Introduction 
The effort to improve student achievement in mathematics has caused many teachers to 
critically reflect on their current instructional practices and examine these practices in light of 
research findings. It is also important for the principal, as the key instructional leader, to 
"provide staff with the information, training, and parameters they need." [I] While it is 
impossible for an administrator to be an expert in all fields, he or she is obligated to aid staff in 
improving their methods of instruction in all areas. In order to support these efforts, the 
Mathematics Study Group of the School University Research Network (SURN) at the College of 
William and Mary formed a committee to design a research-based instrument for teachers to 
employ in reflecting on their mathematics teaching, and to assist administrators in the area of 
mathematics. The committee included current mathematics teachers, math supervisors, building 
administrators, mathematicians, and math educators from the twenty-four school divisions in the 
consortium. This committee developed a model rubric designed to generate self-reflection by 
teachers and make classroom observations more meaningful (SEE Appendix A). 
The William and Mary Mathematics Study Group committee researched numerous 
sources regarding best practices in mathematics instruction. The resulting rubric synthesizes their 
findings and is consistent with the recommendations of the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM) found in Principles and Standards for School Mathematics and of 
Mathematics Standards (?l learning for Virginia Public Schools [2,3]. It can serve a professional 
development role by providing teachers and administrators with a tool to develop clarity and 
consensus on best mathematics instruction practices, how these practices are implemented in the 
classroom, and what is needed to facilitate teachers employing these practices in service. Rubrics 
are typically thought of as tools to use with students that provide criteria for assessing the quality 
of an assignment. However, in this context, rubrics can also offer teachers and administrators a 
means to more thoughtful and meaningful classroom observations while also serving as a tool to 
assist in planning professional development. Personalizing the following rubrics should provide a 
staff with the opportunity to clarify the components of excellent mathematics instruction at their 
school site. 
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The manner in which this rubric or any other method is implemented at school levels is 
instrumental to the success of improving instruction. Research indicates teachers become better 
equipped to meet the challenges in today's classrooms if they have the opportunities to work 
together to improve their practice, time to reflect, and strong support from colleagues and other 
qualified professionals [4]. This rubric was designed to be the beginning of the process, not the 
end product. An example of a process for implementing this rubric is described below. 
Implementation 
This example is not the only method, but it does reflect current thinking on collaborative 
working relationships that are necessary in the change process. 
Rubric Shared with Teachers and Administrators - The rubric was designed to be shared by 
teachers or administrators with mathematics departments or teams at a school site. It is important 
that all parties understand that the rubric is not an evaluation tool, but a guide for professional 
development. 
Relation of the Rubric to the Site - Teachers and administrators may collaboratively revise the 
rubric to reflect their understanding of best practices in mathematics instruction as they relate to 
the values, needs, and mission of the site. Since it is the teachers that will implement action plans 
to improve instruction, they should be part of the process in determining what needs to be 
changed. The rubric should also help in self-assessment, as well as being a vehicle for teachers to 
deepen their knowledge of pedagogy while seeking to include aspects of teaching that are 
important to the specific site. For example, a site might be heavily committed to the "Dimensions 
of Leaming" model advocated by Marzano [5]. In this instance, the inclusion of aspects of this 
model would be added at this site. 
Terminology of the Rubric - Teachers and administrators should discuss terminology of the 
rubric, agreeing on common definitions for teams, such as "consistently" and "rarely," as well as 
mathematical concepts. Since the rubric was designed to assist an administrator in analyzing 
classroom observations, in working with a teacher on professional development, and in 
monitoring the progress of improvement, it is essential that teachers and administrators agree on 
definitions of terms at the beginning of the process. This procedure should help avoid 
misunderstandings as the rubric is used for action plans and for monitoring progress. For 
example, if the rubric is going to be used in classroom observations, the administrators and 
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teachers should decide in advance how each of the best practices decided upon can be shown on a 
"consistent" basis since it would be impossible for a teacher to use all of the practices in one-half 
hour observation. Additional methods of documentation might be used, such as lesson plans, logs 
of phone calls or use of computer programs, samples of student work, and written memos or 
letters from students, parents, or staff. 
Professional Development Action Plan ~ The administrators and teachers should devise a 
professional development action plan to assist all teachers of mathematics to reach the highest 
levels of the revised rubric for a site. A goal is usually only reached when there is a plan of 
action. In this plan of action, the first step should be to decide which aspect or aspects of best 
practices should be selected. A description of what the teachers should be doing is included. 
This description should assist in assessing the effectiveness of the initiative. Key to the success 
of a plan of action is determining the steps, who is responsible, and a reasonable timeline for 
implementation. It might take several months and much staff development for teachers to feel 
comfortable enough with a device, such as a graphing calculator, to use it in innovative ways on 
their own. 
Monitoring/ Adjusting the Rubric and Action Plans ~ The administrators and teachers should 
implement, monitor, and adjust the professional development rubric and the action plans on a 
regular basis. "In most organizations, what gets monitored gets done. When a school devotes 
considerable time and effort to the continual assessment of a particular condition or outcome, it 
notifies all members that the condition or outcome is considered important." [ 1] The successful 
implementation of any action plan includes monitoring the results, sharing data with the entire 
staff, revising and adjusting the rubric, revising action plans to include new strategies for 
achieving the objectives more effectively or including strategies for achieving additional 
objectives, and monitoring the new plans. This process should be ongoing. 
Summary 
The rubrics and the process for implementation presented here should assist in helping a 
school site determine what practices constitute excellent mathematics instruction and devise 
methods for these practices to be implemented. As these rubrics are revised at a school site, the 
staff should gain a clearer understanding of the elements of excellent instruction in mathematics. 
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The action plans should help the staff continue to improve individually while working together 
for school-wide improvement. 
The committee that worked on these rubrics and the process for implementation 1s interested in 
feedback from other educators, especially from educators who use these ideas. • 
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Appendix A 
SURN MIDDLE SCHOOL MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM RUBRIC 
This instrument was developed by the SURN Mathematics Study Group at The College of William and Mary 
in Virginia. IT IS NOT AN EVALUATION INSTRUMENT!! This rubric is intended for professional 
development only. Each school is encouraged to revise this document to suit its needs 
Look Fors 
Planning 
. Uses SOL Blueprints and Consistently Uses good Occasionally Rarely uses 
local curriculum to guide uses good planning uses good good planning 
planning planning skills planning skills skills 
. Develops long and short skills 
range lesson plans 
. Provides purpose and 
relevancy 
. Uses a variety of resources 
and materials to expand 
student learning 
. Uses appropriate pacing 
. Provides closure/summary 
. Plans activities that embed 
practice with ideas and 
skills from previous units 
• Includes appropriate 
homework, projects, and 
activities for both home 
and school settings 
Learning Objectives 
• Follows the curriculum to Consistently States and Writes Rarely states 
determine course content and clearly explains learning and explains a 
states and learning objective on higher 
explains a objective on a board but does cognitive level 
higher regular basis. not explain or objective that is 
cognitive May write on connect to the linked to the 
level the board, but day's activities SOL 
objective that does not 
is linked to explain at a 
the SOL higher 
cognitive 
level 
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Assessments 
. Uses a variety of Monitors, Monitors, Monitors. Rarely 
assessments based on enhances, and enhances. and enhances.and monitors. 
stated objectives e.g .. evaluates the evaluates the evaluates the enhances, and 
written, oral. mathematical mathematical mathematical evaluates the 
demonstration forms and learning of all learning of all learning of all mathematical 
SOL-like evaluation students in a students in a students in a learning of all 
. Uses assessment results to variety of few ways on few ways students 
affect instruction ways on a a consistent some of the 
. Maintains an efficient consistent basis time 
record of assessment basis 
• Assesses during instruction 
through listening. 
watching, and questioning 
. Encourages students to 
analyze and correct errors 
• Ensures that assessment 
addresses higher level 
thinking, focusing on 
problem-solving, 
application, and analysis 
rather than memory and 
speed 
Classroom Management 
. Uses time efficiently and Class is on Class is Class is Many students 
effectively task and usually on sometimes on are not on task 
. Establishes an environment actively task and task and or are not 
where students feel participating actively actively participating 
comfortable asking for in appropriate participating participating 
help. seeking solutions. ways on a 
and learning from mistakes consistent 
. Makes physical basis 
environment as safe and 
conducive to learning as 
possible 
. Maintains appropriate 
standards of behavior and 
promotes fairness 
• Encourages participation of 
all students 
. Provides classroom 
materials that are 
organized and accessible to 
student usage 
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Equity 
• Communicates through a Consistently Motivates Includes the Rarely 
variety of means the motivates and and actively motivates and 
expectation that all encourages encourages participating encourages all 
students are capable of all students to most students students and students to 
learning mathematics actively to actively frequently actively 
. Includes both genders, all participate in participate in ignores the participate in 
ethnicities, all the learning the learning others. the learning 
socioeconomic statuses, 
etc. 
Diverse Learners 
• Provides for the different Provides for Provides for Provides for Provides for the 
abilities, backgrounds, and the diversity the diversity the diversity of diversity of 
needs of students of learners in of learners in learners in the learners in the 
• Provides for differentiation the classroom the classroom classroom on classroom on a 
of instruction and on a on a frequent an occasional rare basis 
assessment-in context, consistent basis basis 
process and/or product basis 
• Encourages and provides 
opportunities and activities 
for creativity, growth, 
enrichment, and success 
Instruction 
• Facilitates learning Consistently Acts as a Acts as a Rarely acts as a 
• Relates day's lesson to acts as a facilitator of facilitator of facilitator of 
prior instruction facilitator of learning learning rather learning as 
• Listens and asks questions, learning rather than a than a opposed to a 
more than telling rather than a transmitter of transmitter of transmitter of 
• Monitors and adjusts transmitter of information information information 
lesson plans to reflect information most of the some of the 
needs and progress of time time 
students 
Mathematical 
Communication Consistently Facilitates Facilitates Rarely 
• Encourages students to facilitates students' students' facilitates 
communicate their students' communication communication students' 
mathematical ideas to each communication and and communication 
other through examples, and justification justification of and justification 
demonstrations, models, justification of mathematical of mathematical 
drawings, and logical of mathematical ideas using ideas using 
argument mathematical ideas using correct correct 
. Includes written ideas using correct terminology terminology 
communication as part of correct terminology some of the 
classroom activities e.g., terminology most of the time 
math journals time 
. Ensures that students can 
explain, either verbally or 
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in writing, the different 
ways they reach their 
solutions and can defend 
their choices 
. Uses language of problem 
solving on a regular basis 
• Always uses correct 
terminology and requires 
students to do so also 
Questioning Techniques 
. Provides adequate wait Consistently Facilitates Facilitates Rarely 
time facilitates students' students' facilitates 
. Solicits multiple students' communication communication students' 
approaches communication and and communication 
• Asks students to explain and justification justification of and justification 
and justify justification of mathematical of mathematical 
. Includes all students of mathematical ideas, using ideas, using 
. Dignifies errors mathematical ideas, using correct correct 
. Uses cues and prompts as ideas, using correct terminology terminology 
appropriate correct terminology some of the 
. Provides immediate, terminology most of the time 
specific, and positive time 
feedback 
. Asks higher level thinking 
questions requiring higher 
level thinking and 
responses 
Cooperative Learning 
. Includes the use of Positive Consistently Usually uses Infrequently Rarely uses 
Interdependence, Group uses good good will check for questioning 
Goals, Group Interaction questioning questioning understanding techniques. 
(Face-to-Face Interaction), techniques techniques by using 
Individual Accountability, questioning 
Group Processing, and techniques OR 
Teacher Monitoring calls on the 
. Ensures that students are same students 
working in teams to most of the 
challenge each other and to time. 
test and defend their own 
possible solutions 
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Problem Solving 
• Develops concepts and Consistently Provides Provides Rarely provides 
skills through a problem provides problem problem problem solving 
centered curriculum, rather problem solving solving situations or 
than delaying problem solving situations and situations and encourages 
solving until students have situations and encourages encourages alternative 
mastered a procedure encourages alternative alternative approaches and 
. Uses key instructional alternative approaches approaches extensions to a 
strategies-problem approaches and and extensions given problem 
identification and and extensions to to a given 
clarification, analysis of extensions to a given problem some 
information or data, clear a given problem most of the time 
communication of results problem of the time 
• Encourages multiple 
approaches to solving 
problems 
• Encourages students to 
propose new problems that 
are variations or extensions 
of a given problem 
Application 
• Shows applications of Shows a Occasionally Infrequently Rarely shows 
mathematics in the variety of extends extends applications of 
workplace, in careers, and applications mathematics applications of mathematics to 
in the home of to the mathematics to the workplace, 
• Helps students apply mathematics workplace, the workplace, careers, and 
mathematics to real-life to the careers, and careers, and home 
problems, and not just workplace, home home 
practice a collection of careers, and 
isolated skills home on a 
consistent 
basis 
Integration with other 
subject areas Consistently Consistently Demonstrates Rarely 
• Works with other teachers demonstrates demonstrates the demonstrates 
to determine areas where in a variety of in a few ways connections the connections 
connections can be made ways the the between between 
across subject areas connections connections mathematics mathematics 
• Notes connections to other between between and other and other 
strands in the curriculum mathematics mathematics subject areas subject areas 
and other and other some of the 
subiect areas subject areas time 
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Manipulatives 
. (e.g .. Hands on Uses a large Uses Uses Rarely uses 
Equations™. Algebra variety of manipulatives manipulatives manipulatives 
Blocks™. Algebra Tiles™. manipulatives in a few ways some of the 
geoboards. 3-dimensional on a on a time 
figures. rulers. compasses. consistent consistent 
etc.) basis basis 
. Begins with manipulatives 
(concrete) prior to moving 
to pictorial and abstract 
. Shows students when and 
how to use specific 
manipulatives 
• Encourages students to use 
manipulatives as a tool for 
discovery. rather than 
simple "'answer getter" 
Technology/ Graphing 
Calculators Uses Uses Uses Rarely uses 
. Uses for class technology to technology to technology to technology to 
demonstrations. extend and extend and extend and extend and 
investigations. problem expand the expand the expand the expand the 
solving, calculations and mathematics mathematics mathematics mathematics 
independent research curriculum curriculum curriculum and curriculum and 
. Uses technology to help all and and instruction instruction 
students to understand instruction on instruction in some of the 
mathematics and to prepare a consistent a few ways time 
to use mathematics in an basis on a 
increasingly technological consistent 
world basis 
• Guides students in the 
appropriate use of 
technology 
Opportunities for practice 
. Uses modeling and guided Provides Provides Provides few Rarely provides 
practice before independent appropriate appropriate appropriate appropriate 
practice teaching opportunities opportunities opportunities opportunities 
. Provides appropriate for practice for practice for practice for practice 
practice at appropriate times on a on an 
. Encourages students to use a consistent inconsistent 
notebook to keep practice basis basis 
work in a useful fashion 
with errors analyzed 
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Parental Involvement 
• Communicates the needs Consistently Frequently Occasionally Rarely involves 
and progress of an involves involves involves parents in the 
individual student to his/her parents in the parents in the parents in the education of 
parents education of education of education of their child and 
• Communicates objectives their child their child their child and communicates 
and expectations to parents and and communicates with them 
• Encourages parents to use communicates communicates with them 
their home environment to with them with them 
provide their children with 
opportunities for 
mathematical thinking 
(patterns in floor tiles, 
recipes, money, puzzles, 
etc.) and with opportunities 
for counting, sorting, 
measuring, etc. 
• Encourages parents to play 
games (such as Monopoly, 
concentration, cards, etc.) 
with their children that 
provide opportunities for 
number and operation sense 
and with blocks and tinker 
toys to provide spatial sense 
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The initiation of the Virginia Commonwealth University B.S. in Science program was reported in this 
journal Fall 1999 as a program designed to meet the academic content major of a teacher preparation 
program for elementary and middle school mathematics and science teachers [ 1 ]. This paper reports the 
current status of the interdisciplinary B.S. in Science degree program including program enrollment data 
and trends. Also described arc refinements in the required curriculum, which include a newly developed 
geometry. a mathematical computing course, and an emerging teaching technology course featuring 
graphing calculators, CBLs. and computer software applications. 
Program Description at Virginia Commonwealth University 
The B.S. in Science degree program at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) was 
structured to meet the new licensure requirements for elementary and middle school teachers 
which were adopted by the Virginia Department of Education in 200 I [2). The purpose of this 
interdisciplinary mathematics and science program is to provide students with a broad, yet 
fundamental, grounding in the sciences. The B.S. in Science degree program is interdisciplinary 
breadth in mathematics and science training without including theoretical senior level/graduate 
level discipline courses in mathematics and science, which are structured as foundations for M. S. 
degree programs in the discipline. The program features strong courses, extending through a 
calculus course, a modeling course, and a linear algebra course in mathematics, as well as science 
courses in oceanography, meteorology, climatology, and ecology. Introductory courses in 
biology, chemistry, and physics are also included. The aforementioned courses are also 
components of VCU's B.S. degree programs in engineering, mathematics, statistics, and the 
sciences. Some National Science Foundation (NSF) scholarships, including those offered to 
students with a financial need through the Computer Science, Engineering, and Mathematics 
Scholarships (CSEMS), support the program. 
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Program Outline 
The outline of the program is given below. 
Core Courses for Mathematics or Credits General Science Tracks 
BIOL 101 - Life Science, OR 
BIOL J02 - Science o/Heredity, OR 4-5 BIOL 103 - Environmental Science, OR 
BIOL 151 - Intro to Biofof{ical Science, with labs 
CHEM 101 - General Chemistry, OR 4-5 CHEM 110 - Chemistrv and Societv, with labs 
PHYS JOI, L]()J - Foundations o/Physics, OR 
PHYS 107 - Wonders ofTechnology, OR 4-5 PHYS 201 - General Physics, with lab OR 
PHYS 207 - University Physics, with lab 
INSC 300 - Experiencing Science (Science Museum of 3 Virginia) 
INSC 301 - Interdisciplinary Math and Science 3 
MATH 151- Pre-Calculus 4 
MA TH 200 - Calculus 1 4 
STAT 208 - Statistical Thinking, OR 3 STAT 210 - Basic Practice o{Statistics 
29-32 
Additional Courses in General Science Track Credits 
BIOL 315/ENS 314 - Man and Environment, or B1O 
331 /ENVS 330 - Environmental Pollution, or BIOL 317 - 3 
Eco/05:y 
ENVSIGEO 401 - MeteoroloKv and Climatologv 3 
ENVSIGEO 411 - Oceano5:raphv 3 
PHYS 103 and Ll03 -Astronomy 4 
PHYS 105 and Ll05 - Physical Geolof!v 4 
Second Introductory course in Biology, Physics, and 12-15 Chemistry, with laboratories 
Two additional courses at the 200-level or higher in 6 
mathematics, science, teaching mathematics and/or science 
35-38 
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Additional Courses in Mathematics Track Credits 
MATH 255 - Mathematical Computing or CMSC 255 - 3 Structured Programming 
MA TH 49 2 - Using Graphing Calculators and CB ls in 3 Teaching Mathematics and Statistics Topics 
MATH 131- Contemporan- Mathematics 3 
MA TH 211 - Mathematical Structures 3 
MA TH 303 - Geometrr ,., .J 
MATH 310- linear Alzehra 3 
MATH 317 - Mathematical Mode/inf!, 3 
MATH 351 -Applied Ahstract Algehra 3 
Two additional courses at the 200-level or higher in 6 
mathematics, science, teaching mathematics and/or science. 
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Many of the courses in this program were developed and/or refined under a grant to the 
Virginia Collaborative for Excellence in the Preparation of Teachers (VCEPT), through the 
Division of Undergraduate Education at the NSF. All of these courses feature participatory, 
hands-on, discovery oriented learning. These courses were developed by teams of college faculty 
and practicing teachers, and were initially tested in team teaching efforts involving faculty from 
several VCEPT institutions. Some of these courses, including Geometry, linear Algehra, 
Wonders of' Technology, and l:,xperiencing Science, were extended to graduate level offerings in 
the NSF-sponsored GK-12 Program. Through this program, twenty-four middle school teachers 
earned interdisciplinary mathematics and science master's degrees from VCU in a cooperative 
program with the University of Virginia (UV A) [3]. 
Program Highlights 
The Experiencing Science (JNSC 300) course was developed with VCEPT support in 
conjunction with the Science Museum of Virginia [3]. Offered at the Science Museum, this 
course takes advantage of the exhibits and experimental apparatus available there. Course 
prerequisites include four credits in biology, four credits in physical science, three credits in 
mathematics, and three credits in statistics. Instructor David Hagan and other VCU and Science 
Museum staff lead students in the study of the methods and processes used by scientists in 
investigations. This course features guided, active replications of great discoveries in major 
scientific disciplines in physical science, life science, and earth science. 
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The initial development of the Investigations in Geometry (MATH 303) course was done 
under the leadership of Loren Pitt at UVA [4]. Aimee Ellington has refined and adapted this 
course at VCU for the B.S. in Science program. The Contemporary Mathematics (MATH 131) 
course and three credits in statistics are course prerequisites. The course features a study of 
topics in Euclidean geometry including congruence, similarity, measurement, coordinate 
geometry, symmetry, and transformation in both two and three dimensions. These topics are 
investigated using manipulatives and computer software. 
The Investigatory Mathematics and Science ([NSC 301) course was based on a VCEPT 
course developed by Dr. Phillip McNeil at Norfolk State University and team-taught by Dr. 
William Haver, VCU Department of Mathematics, and Dr. Joseph Chinnici, VCU Department of 
Biology. Course prerequisites are identical to those for INSC 300 described above. In this 
course, students investigate real-world science problems, formulate model solutions to the 
problems, produce project reports, and present their solutions to the class. Problems are selected 
from areas including water quality, epidemics and spread of diseases, heat loss and gain, genetics, 
and drugs in the body. 
Conclusion 
All of these courses have been highly acclaimed by VCU students. Enrollments at a 
maximum capacity of thirty-five to forty have prompted a demand for multiple section offerings. 
At a glance, the total number of credits required for the B.S. in Science degree seem 
somewhat excessive. However, a careful inspection reveals that the credit requirements are 
comparable to: the B.S. in Mathematical Sciences which requires forty-one credits, plus sixteen 
additional credits in physical and life sciences; and, the B.S. in Biology which requires forty 
credits, plus thirteen credits in mathematics and statistics, plus eight credits in physics. 
We are optimistic that the B.S. in Science degree curriculum will lead to a significant 
increase in the number of middle school mathematics and science teachers who complete their 
studies at VCU. There are currently twelve upper-division majors in the Math Track and eighteen 
in the General Science Track. Another promising indicator is that the Spring 2004 enrollment in 
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the Teaching Middle School Mathematics course is twenty-one, compared with an enrollment of 
nine for Spring 2003. • 
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HANDS-ON PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHERS 
Abstract 
J. McDONNOUGH and S. McKELVEY 
School ofEducation, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Richmond, VA :!3:!84 
A. BASKI and D. LEWIS 
Dept. of Physics, Virginia Commonwealth Universitr 
Richmond, VA :!3:!84 
We have developed an outreach program designed to improve the physical science teaching ofupper-
lcvcl elementary teachers in the City of Richmond. This program begins with an intensive, two-week 
summer graduate course for participating in-service teachers. The course is based on ten hands-on 
activities related to Virginia ·s Standards 1Jf' Learning in physical science. During the school year. 
physics faculty and undergraduate assistants deliver these lessons to the teachers· classes. This paper 
reports on the impact of the program on the teachers· content knowledge and self-efficacy in teaching 
science. Based on analysis of pre- and post-tests and a feedback questionnaire. the program successfully 
assisted the teachers in augmenting their science content knowledge and confidence to teach science. 
Introduction and Review of Literature 
Significant challenges face school districts, teachers, and parents in order to meet the 
educational goals of the No Child Left Behind legislation, the National Science Education 
Standards, and the Virginia Standards o_f' Learning (SOL) [1,2). According to a National Survey 
of Science and Mathematics Education, "Elementary teachers are lacking in content preparation, 
especially in the physical sciences." [3] In addition, a Virginia study shows that of the seven 
science SOL strands, third and fifth grade elementary school teachers have the least confiqence in 
teaching the physical science strand with topics on force, motion and energy [4]. There is a dire 
need to improve the delivery of physical science education in our primary and secondary schools. 
Most elementary school teachers have had minimal training in the physical sciences, but they are 
now expected to teach science to their students so that they can pass standardized exams. To do 
this effectively, pre-service and in-service teachers must be exposed to educational experiences 
that build their content knowledge of physical science in the context of sound instructional 
practices. This paper reports on the impact of the Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) 
Outreach program on the content knowledge needed to teach SOL-related physical science topics 
by in-service elementary teachers. 
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The quality and quantity of science taught to elementary school students is strongly 
influenced by their teachers' confidence, attitude, and knowledge level [5-8]. Thus, it is essential 
that pre-service and in-service programs address the need to produce elementary teachers who 
possess strong pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). Shulman has described PCK as the 
transformation of content knowledge from the mind of the teacher into instructional practice 
[9,10]. A teacher's PCK is in a constant of state of flux as he/she progresses along the continuum 
from the pre-service experience into practice and beyond. To produce teachers with high 
pedagogical content knowledge in science, the National Science Foundation (NSF) and National 
Research Council (NRC) have recommended that university teacher preparation programs do the 
following: 1) integrate content and methods courses; 2) form relationships between education 
and science departments and the K-12 sector; 3) introduce e.\periences that help pre-service 
teachers prepare for teaching science; and, 4) provide opportunities for pre-service and in-service 
teachers to interact [ 11, 12]. 
Teaching science for young students to learn with understanding requires that teachers 
understand child development, pedagogical and assessment alternatives, and scientific conceptual 
and procedural knowledge [5,6]. In the emerging paradigm, educating an effective teacher of 
science is coming to mean much more than presenting innovative ways to teach science. Effective 
teacher education and professional development cannot be limited to brief workshops presenting 
"bags of tricks," or one-semester methods courses or summer institutes. Practicing teachers need 
a sound conceptual understanding of introductory science and a transfom1ation of their 
perspective on the learning of science. Since the constructivist perspective on science learning 
recognizes that science knowledge is not something the teacher transfers to students, the 
professional development of elementary teachers of science should move teachers toward 
developing a constructivist perspective. Teachers' knowledge of teaching is not found in 
textbooks, or "experts"; rather, knowledge about teaching science is personally created and 
socially mediated as elementary teachers make sense of their teaching worlds in light of prior 
knowledge of teaching, learning, and curricular approaches [5]. 
The assessment of an effective teacher preparation or professional development program 
in science must measure changes in the teacher's level of pedagogical content knowledge, which 
includes content knowledge and self-efficacy beliefs. Self-efficacy beliefs are a teacher's 
judgment of his/her capability to effectively teach [13,14]. According to Fulp, elementary school 
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teachers who evaluate their self-efficacy at teaching a variety of topics rank themselves as being 
least qualified to teach physical science [ 15]. Given that studies have documented that strong self-
efficacy beliefs are linked to high student achievement and increased student motivation, it seems 
reasonable to design and measure learning experiences that enhance teachers' self-efficacy [ I 6]. 
Instruments developed to measure self-efficacy include the Teacher Efficacy Scale (TES) 
and the Science Teaching Efficacy Belief Instrument (STEBI) [ 17,18]. The use of STEBI has 
been called into question by researchers, however, because 60% of the overall variance cannot be 
explained [ I 3, 17]. To redress these problems, Roberts and Henson developed the Self-Efficacy 
Teaching and Knowledge Instrument for Science Teachers or SET AKI ST [17]. The SET AKIST 
is designed to measure two constructs: teaching efficacy and knowledge efficacy. The teaching 
efficacy construct portion of the instrument is similar enough to the STEBI so it was left intact. 
The knowledge efficacy construct is based on the work of Lee Shulman in pedagogical content 
knowledge. This instrument was piloted on a sample of 274 elementary science teachers or 
science specialists, and results indicated that it produced a good data fit to the hypothesized 
model [ 14]. We therefore intend to utilize the SET AKIST instrument as part of the assessment of 
our program. 
Description of Study 
The goal of this study was to develop a model for in-service teacher development that 
encompasses the factors deemed essential for a successful program. In the VCU program, in-
service elementary teachers (twenty-three teachers in 2002 and twenty-nine in 2003) participate 
in PHYS 510 - Physical Science Demonstrations, an intensive summer course taught by physics 
faculty. They learn physical science concepts associated with the third to fifth grade SOL, which 
include the metric system, matter, motion/force/energy, simple machines, electricity and 
magnetism, and sound and light. The course integrates inquiry-based learning through ten hands-
on activities that have been developed at VCU for the elementary classroom (see Appendix A). 
During follow-up visits to the classrooms, VCU physics faculty and undergraduate assistants 
deliver lessons based on these activities to provide a continuum of learning (over 130 lessons 
delivered to thirty-six teachers over one and a half years). This program has also recently 
incorporated a service-learning course for pre-service teachers in which they learn about the 
hands-on activities and participate in the follow-up visits. This paper reports on the impact of this 
program on the in-service teachers' self-efficacy beliefs and their content knowledge for teaching 
elementary physical science. 
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Design and Method 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the summer course and overall program, we utilize the 
following assessments: 1) pre- and post-content tests; 2) a self-assessment survey to evaluate 
teaching efficacy and knowledge efficacy (SETAKIST); and, 3) a feedback questionnaire with 
open-ended questions. Teachers' knowledge of physical science content was evaluated before and 
after their participation in the summer course. A ten-item test consisting of multiple choice and 
short answer questions was administered on the first and last days of the course. No review was 
done prior to administration of the post-test. To evaluate the perceived science teaching efficacy 
of the teachers, we chose the SET AKJST survey which consists of sixteen Likert-scale questions. 
This survey was administered at the beginning of the summer course, and will be given again at 
the end of the 2003-2004 school year. Since the SET AKIST is a self-assessment instrument, it 
should be noted that respondents' answers may not be completely accurate; however, this widely 
used instrument has proven trustworthy. Lastly, a feedback questionnaire consisting of twelve 
open-ended questions was administered by the instructor (A.A. Baski) on the last day of the 
course. In the study discussed here, the population includes the City of Richmond teachers who 
participated in the summer 2003 graduate course (total of twenty-nine teachers). Independent 
variables include gender, years of teaching, and graduate education. 
Content and SET AKIST Data Analysis and Results 
The teachers' gain in content knowledge significantly increased as a result of the two-
week summer course. The pre-test mean was 55%( a= 2.4%) and the post-test mean was 86% 
( a = l .4c¾i), resulting in a 31 % improvement in the mean test score. This substantial increase in 
physical science content knowledge is quantitative support for the teachers' perception that their 
ability to teach physical science is increased by the end of the course, as indicated by responses 
on the feedback questionnaire. 
The SET A KIST survey questions ( see Appendix B) were examined for inconsistencies 
between the knowledge efficacy construct questions (1,3,5,7,9,l l,13,14) and the teaching 
efficacy construct questions (2,4,6,8, 10, 12, 15, 16). According to Carston and Colman, paired 
samples !-tests can be used to test for a significant difference between the means of two such 
construct clusters [ 19]. Our calculations on the group means of each cluster show a significant 
difference, i.e., t(7) = 5.15, where the teachers indicated a higher confidence level for the 
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knowledge versus teaching efficacy construct questions. Their confidence level was highest when 
responding to question # I from the knowledge efficacy cluster which states, "When teaching 
science, I usually welcome student questions." Their confidence level was lowest in response to 
the following two questions from the teaching efficacy cluster: # 15 "I feel anxious when 
teaching science content that I have not taught before"; and # 16, "I wish I had a better 
understanding of the science concept I teach." The high and low confidence levels for these 
questions from the knowledge and teaching clusters, respectively, are a factor in the significant 
difference between the two construct clusters. Overall, it appears that the teachers had a level of 
anxiety when teaching new science content because possibly they did not have a deep 
understanding of the concepts. 
Feedback Questionnaire 
All twenty-nine teachers completed the feedback questionnaire (see Appendix C), with a 
few teachers leaving one or two answers blank. A summary of the teachers' responses is given in 
Table I. Responses to questions I, 2,4, 7, and 9 were analyzed to evaluate the impact of the 
experience on the teachers' opinions about the course. 
Question I - Respondents were asked to rank their knowledge on the course topics listed m 
Table I on a scale from 1 (no knowledge) to 5 (proficient knowledge). Each topic had a higher 
mean value in the "After" category, indicating that the course improved the teachers' perceived 
knowledge. A statistical analysis indicates that the Cohen's d values are greater than 0.8 for all of 
the topic areas, which is considered a significant effect. This result is consistent with results of the 
pre- and post-content tests. 
Table l 
Responses to Question #1 
Topic Mean Mean Before After 
Metric System & Matter 3.12 4.58 
Mechanics 2.74 4.52 
Electricity & Ma2netism 2.85 4.4 I 
Sound & Optics 2.37 4.15 
Cohen's d 
1.6 I 
2.08 
1.78 
1.86 
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Question #2 - The respondents were asked which topics in Question 1 they found most and least 
interesting. Electricity and Magnetism was the most interesting topic to the teachers by a wide 
margin. A summary of the responses is: Electricity and Magnetism ( eighteen most interesting, 
one least), Sound ( eight most, six least), Metric/Matter (seven most, five least), Mechanics ( eight 
most, seven least). 
Question #4 - With regard to the hands-on act1v1ties, most respondents enjoyed them and 
twenty-three respondents stated that they were good. One teacher stated that, "The activities 
really helped to connect the dots." It was mentioned that the activity sheets should continue to be 
improved using feedback from the teachers. 
Question #7 - When asked whether they had learned new instructional strategies during the 
course, most of the respondents indicated that they had not, but that they did learn more physical 
science content. The teachers already knew that hands-on activities were important for teaching 
science; however, many of them did not utilize them much in their classrooms. As a result of the 
course, however, fourteen teachers mentioned that they would now use more hands-on activities 
in their classrooms. 
Question #9 - Nearly half of the respondents ( fourteen of twenty-nine) stated that their attitude 
concerning teaching science had changed for the better as a result of the course. As one teacher 
stated, "I feel so much better about teaching science. I feel qualified. It is difficult to teach a 
subject that you don't clearly/fully understand." The remainder said that they already enjoyed 
teaching science and that their attitude remained the same. 
Two themes emerged from the feedback questionnaire. First, the teachers expressed the 
importance of hands-on instruction in science, indicating that they would be taking the activities 
that they learned directly into their classrooms. Second, the participants indicated that they started 
to feel much more comfortable teaching science because of the knowledge they gained during the 
class. One person wrote, "I can say I feel more confident in teaching many of these activities, 
since I have received lots of knowledge about what was taught during these two weeks." 
Discussion 
At the inception of this study, the teachers' responses to the SET AKIST survey appeared 
to indicate that they had higher confidence in their science knowledge than their teaching self-
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efficacy. In particular, they reported low confidence when teaching new science content, and 
wished to have a better understanding of underlying concepts. The low teaching self-efficacy may 
actually reflect their true level of science content knowledge. Teachers are less comfortable 
teaching content when they do not possess a deep understanding of it. Given the dichotomy in 
the responses between the knowledge and teaching constructs, the conclusion can be drawn that 
the teachers in the sample misstated their science content knowledge and their ability to teach 
science. These results are in line with previous research about teachers' self-report of science 
teaching practices [20]. 
The feedback questionnaire administered at the end of the course indicated that the 
teachers' confidence in teaching science was more comparable with their teaching of other 
subjects. Their anxiety about teaching science decreased because they had a better understanding 
of the concepts and now knew the necessary steps to teach science. Their newfound confidence to 
teach science was supported by their significant increase in content knowledge. Research has 
shown that students' achievement test scores increase as a result of their teachers' increase in 
content knowledge. Inclusion of the hands-on activities in the summer course played a significant 
part in moving the teachers toward a deeper understanding of the content. Using the activities to 
support content learning allows the teachers to personally construct their concept understandings. 
This approach to in-service professional development is recommended by science education 
researchers [5]. 
Conclusion 
This program has successfully assisted teachers in augmenting their science content 
knowledge. During the school year, all of the participating teachers will receive follow-up visits 
where physics faculty provide model lessons based on the hands-on activities. At the end of that 
period, the teachers will again complete the SET AKI ST survey to determine if these multiple 
experiences influence their teacher self-efficacy score. A comparison of results before and after 
participation in the program will be the subject of a future study. In conclusion, the study 
indicated that the teachers enjoyed the class, learned a great deal of information, and plan to use 
this information on the job. 
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Appendix A 
Summary of Hands-on Activities 
Third grade SOL: Matter, Energy, and Simple Machines 
Measurement and Volume Measure objects and explore volume with water and blocks. 
Density Do sink/float experiments and measure densities of materials. 
Hot Wheels™ Learn about energy using HotWheels™ cars on a track. 
Simple Machines Use pulleys to lift buckets, construct levers with !egos. 
Fourth grade SOL Electricity and Magnetism 
Salt Battery Make a battery from nails and copper wire to make a buzzer 
work. 
Electrical Circuits Build series and parallel circuits using batteries and lights. 
Magnets Predict and measure whether materials are magnetic. 
Fifth grade SOL Sound and Light 
Loudspeaker Use a nail and wire to build a "cup" speaker that works with a 
radio. 
Mirrors and Scopes Use mirrors to make a periscope and kaleidoscope. 
Light Rays Watch how mirrors and lenses bend light. 
All activity sheets with photos of hands-on equipment are available at: 
http:i.i\N\V\v.courses. vcu.cdu/PHYS510/. 
Appendix B 
SET AKI ST Survey 
Likert Scale with I = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 
1. When teaching science, I usually welcome student questions. 
2. I do not feel I have the necessary skills to teach science. 
3. I am typically able to answer students' science questions. 
4. Given a choice, I would not invite the principal to evaluate my science teaching. 
5. I feel comfortable improvising during science lab experiments. 
6. Even when I try very hard, I do not teach science as well as I teach most other subjects. 
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7. Afl:er I have taught a science concept once, I feel confident teaching it again. 
8. I find science a difficult topic to teach. 
9. I know the steps necessary to teach science concepts effectively. 
I 0. I find it difficult to explain to students why science experiments work. 
I I. I am continually finding better ways to teach science. 
12. I generally teach science ineffectively. 
13. I understand science concepts well enough to teach science effectively. 
14. I know how to make students interested in science. 
15. I feel anxious when teaching science content that I have not taught before. 
16. I wish I had a better understanding of the science concepts I teach. 
Appendix C 
Feedback Questionnaire for PHYS 510 Course 
I. On a scale of I to 5, rank your perceived understanding of the material presented in this 
course before and after taking the class. 
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2. Of the four topic areas listed above, which topics were the most and least interesting to you? 
Do you have suggestions for topic areas that should be added? 
3. Please make comments about the lecture format for this course. Were the Powerpoint notes 
sufficiently clear when accompanied by the lectures? Given the time limitations for this 
course, was the amount of lecture time appropriate? 
4. Please make comments about the activities performed during this course. Were the activity 
sheets clear to follow and the equipment for the lessons straightforward? Did you enjoy doing 
the activities and find them informative? Should we continue to include the "guest" activities 
from Laura Domalik (Learning Cycle) and Cindy Wright (Rocketry/Newton Carts, Sound 
Tubes, Light Demos) next summer? 
5. What were your two most favorite activities and why? (block volumes, density of cylinders, 
HotWheels™, simple machines, salt battery, series/parallel circuits, magnets, electromagnetic 
speaker, scopes, light box) 
6. For your classroom visits this coming school year, which three or four activities do you plan 
to schedule? Do you have any estimated timeframe (fall, winter, spring) for any of the lessons 
yet? 
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7. What new instructional strategies did you learn for teaching physical science? Did the course 
cause you to think differently about the way you approach teaching physical science in the 
elementary classroom? If so, how? 
8. Describe any specific plans you have for implementing what you learned in PHYS 510 (either 
the science activities or your own final project lesson plan) into your own classroom this 
year. Also, what plans do you have for using the provided equipment'! 
9. If applicable, describe how your attitude changed about teaching science. 
10. Rank the importance of the incentives provided for enrolling in the PHYS 510 course: 
graduate credit for recertification, stipend, equipment, follow-up visits. 
11. Would you recommend this course to your colleagues? 
12. If you have any other comments for us, please include them here! 
AN ADVANCED MATHEMATICS PROGRAM FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL 
TEACHERS 
Abstract 
D. CAROTHERS 
D<:pt. of'Math<:matics. Jam<:s Madison Univ<:rsin· 
Harrisonburg, VA :32807 
carothdc(£1)jmu.edu 
The Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences (CBMS), National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, and other organizations recommend twenty-one credits of mathematics coursework for 
prospective middle school teachers, beginning with a foundation based on mathematics for the 
elementary school curriculum, and followed by advanced courses directly addressing middle school 
mathematics. Three simultaneous factors-the emergence of the Interdisciplinary Liberal Studies 
Program at James Madison University, the release of CBMS guidelines, and a statewide focus on a 
critical shortage of qualified middle school teachers-provided an immediate audience for new upper-
division courses built around the guidelines in probability/statistics, algebra, geometry. and 
calculus/analysis. We will discuss our experience with course planning and adaptation of other 
programs. 
In the late 1990s, James Madison University (JMU) committed to developing a new 
Interdisciplinary Liberal Studies (IDLS) major designed for elementary and middle school 
teachers, and several groups around the University considered how best to accomplish the goals 
of the program using new or existing courses. This was fortunate timing for the Department of 
Mathematics and Statistics. The larger mathematical community was anticipating the release of 
the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences (CBMS) report on the Mathematical 
Education of' Teachers (hereafter referred to as MED [I]. In Virginia, there was increasing 
attention and concern about the preparation of middle school teachers [2]. A severe shortage of 
qualified middle school teachers in Virginia and elsewhere was well documented. 
The University had an existing two-course sequence, including the usual topics m 
mathematics for elementary teachers courses, although previously the sequence had not been 
required, and prospective teachers could fill their three-credit, university-wide mathematics 
requirement by taking any one of several different courses. The Department of Mathematics and 
Statistics saw the new requirements for nine credits of mathematics for all students in the IDLS 
major, as well as a need for twelve credits of additional coursework for those electing a 
mathematics/science concentration, as an opportunity to develop a model program for middle 
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school teachers, thereby rejecting the option of making do with existing classes less directly tied 
to the needs of future teachers. 
The Department was able to obtain a modest National Science Foundation grant (through 
DUE-CCLI) for an Adaptation and Implementation project, beginning in 1999. The primary goal 
was to demonstrate the feasibility of adapting previous NSF-supported work using limited 
resources to build a model middle school program. 
Calls for new programs designed for middle school mathematics teachers predate MET. 
Notably, the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) in A Call for Change and the 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) in Professional Standards .fcJr Teaching 
Mathematics describe twenty-one credit hours of university mathematics for future teachers: nine 
credits that included mathematics for elementary school teachers as a prerequisite to twelve 
additional credits for the middle school teachers on advanced topics, such as concepts of calculus, 
algebra, geometry, and probability and statistics [3,4]. In particular, A Call.for Change suggests 
that, "If the recommended Standards cannot be met satisfactorily within currently offered 
undergraduate courses, then special courses should be developed that provide the proper focus 
and breadth of experience for these teachers." [5] 
Our departmental curriculum approval process would require that the new courses be 
sufficiently sophisticated to merit upper-division numbering, as required by the IDLS program. 
Building new courses around the MAA/NCTM recommendations made this more feasible, since 
the advanced courses would be able to build on the lower-division coursework. For example, 
IDLS students would be studying the mathematics of change in a course whose prerequisites had 
involved significant problem solving and the properties of real numbers, rather than being 
diverted into a calculus course designed primarily for first-year science or business majors. 
By 1999, programs specifically designed for middle school mathematics teachers 
remained rare, and nearly all programs were built around coursework originally designed for 
mathematics majors or service courses for other disciplines. To find an adaptable program, JMU 
turned to the large mathematics education group at Illinois State University (TSU), where a 
successful complete major program in mathematics for middle school teachers, consisting of 
many more than twenty-one credits, had existed for some years. At ISU, we found courses 
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designed for an audience similar to ours, capable students who, though not attracted to the 
traditional mathematics major, possess an interest in mathematics and motivation to develop the 
profound understanding of mathematics needed by effective teachers. Our challenge was to 
capture the essential mathematics for middle school preparation in the more limited number of 
credit hours allotted to the IDLS mathematics program, the same number of credits recommended 
by NCTM, et al. 
In addition to providing small stipends for JMU course developers, our NSF funding 
enabled us to send a team to ISU to meet with course faculty, to involve a group of experienced 
local middle school teachers in the development of the courses, and to encourage further 
involvement in teacher-oriented professional meetings. 
Our project eventually developed five courses, a problem solving class to bring the 
required lower division mathematics courses up to nine credits, and four additional classes for the 
IDLS mathematics/science concentration: 
• Math 304 - Principles o/Algehra 
• Math 305 - Principles of Geometry 
• Math 306 - Principles o{Analysis 
• Math 307 - Principles o{Prohahili(v and Statistics 
It is difficult to give a very brief summary of the experiences of those developing these courses, 
so we will restrict it to just a few of the highlights common to all. 
The fact that about 30% of IDLS students elect the mathematics/science concentration 
suggests that this is not necessarily a mathematically "elite" group. Nevertheless, instructors 
have been impressed by the ability of the students to work on topics in advanced mathematics 
and, in at least some instances, they have not been so much different from upper-division 
mathematics majors. At this point in their education, students in this career path are usually 
highly motivated. As one might predict, it is a particularly difficult but important task to 
convince students of the relevance of studying a particular body of mathematical knowledge as 
preparation for middle school education. Continual reference to NCTM and CBMS guidelines 
can be somewhat helpful, and the input we had from participating middle school teachers was 
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especially useful, but this promises to be an area that will need continual attention through the 
coming semesters. 
Anyone reviewing the professional society guidelines would be able to make reasonable 
guesses about the content of the algebra and geometry classes. However, there are certainly 
choices to be made, as well as analysis about the appropriate depth of the mathematical content to 
satisfy the upper-division designation. 
There is a somewhat greater emphasis on probability modeling in our course when 
compared to a standard introductory probability and statistics course, as might be inferred from 
the content of middle school mathematics and the professional guidelines. The analysis course is 
perhaps the greatest departure from coursework elsewhere in the curriculum. Both MET and 
NCTM recommend some exposure to the ideas of calculus, but a standard mainstream or service 
calculus class would not build on students' knowledge of the number system from lower-division 
classes. In addition, although there is some emphasis on discrete mathematics in the algebra 
course, further exposure to discrete topics seemed to be appropriate. Thus, the analysis course 
begins with a study of sequences, continues to consideration of difference equations (with 
appropriate modeling experiences), and turns at the end to a brief introduction to the fundamental 
notions of (continuous) calculus. 
When the MET guidelines were released partway through our NSF project, we were 
pleased to see that our development plans were quite consistent with the MET recommendations. 
We believe that the time has come for many more mathematics departments to invest effort in 
comprehensive middle school preparation programs. Materials for these courses are increasingly 
available, greatly easing problems with course development. Our project did not have the goal of 
producing materials for a mass market, but there are certainly many things that mathematicians 
beginning a new program can learn from our course content by visiting our website [5]. Several 
other projects involving individual courses or comprehensive programs; for example, the course 
development done at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU), are also useful. An especially 
promising resource is a large NSF-funded project at the University of Missouri that began in 
2001. Missouri's (CM/ Connecting Middle School and College Mathematics is developing four 
courses roughly equivalent to those at JMU, but the project will have significantly greater funding 
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that should enable them to produce usable materials that can be adapted to other institutions with 
considerably less effort [6]. 
Robert Watson, formerly director of NSF-DUE, has written, "Addressing this new 
audience could rejuvenate many departments, perform a much needed national service, and-as 
an added bonus-quite possibly recruit more students to major in the sciences." [7] Part of this 
comment may seem like an overstatement for departments stressed by too many demands and not 
enough resources. Nevertheless, while many mathematics and science departments have seen 
huge increases in freshman level and service courses, upper-division advanced course enrollments 
have more often remained level or, in some cases, fallen. Beyond the considerations of 
addressing a crisis in education caused by a severe shortage of qualified teachers, university 
faculty should not ignore a substantial source of interested students who are motivated to pursue 
study in our disciplines far beyond the elementary level. 
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THE TEACHER SHORTAGE: NATIONAL TRENDS FOR SCIENCE AND 
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The shortage of science and mathematics teachers is a growing problem in the United States. This 
article looks at what research says about the causes for the growing teacher shortage and its effects on 
student achievement. As the teacher shortage worsens. teachers without a science or mathematics 
backgrounds arc tasked to teach science and mathematics or undcrqualificd teachers are being hired to 
fill the shortage. These undcrqualified teachers are not remaining in the profession, thus not solving the 
teacher shortage problem and creating an even higher turnover rate for teachers. In addition. 
experienced teachers are leaving the profession in greater numbers due to low salaries and job 
dissatisfaction. Research indicates that the initial preparation and support of teachers as they enter the 
profession is critical to surviving the beginning years and remaining in the profession. Additionally. 
well-prepared teachers have the largest impact on effective classroom practice and high student 
achievement. 
Teacher Shortage 
The shortage of qualified science and mathematics teachers is a growing problem 
throughout the United States. According to the National Commission on Mathematics and 
Science Teaching for the 21 st Century, there is a projected need for 240,000 new science and 
mathematics teachers in middle and high schools over the next decade [I]. This need is 
compounded by the current shortage of personnel with technical skills in business and 
government, and the opportunities in the private sector that offer what many people consider to be 
more attractive compensation packages and working conditions than are available in the teaching 
profession [2]. 
Since the early 1990s, the number of teachers leaving the profession has been greater 
than the teachers entering the profession by an ever increasing number (seeFigure I [3]). This is 
an alarming trend that affects all grade levels, but is especially apparent in secondary schools. 
Science and mathematics teachers are 11 % of the total teaching force, with 22% in elementary or 
middle schools, 73% in secondary schools, and 5% in schools with grades K-12 [4]. 
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Figure 1. Trends in teacher entry and attrition, I 987-2000. 
Learning Shortfalls 
-+- Entrants 
Attrition 
Not only is there a shortage of teachers, but also the teaching of science and mathematics 
in the United States is falling short of the need to prepare future generations with analytic skills 
[ 1]. This deficiency in student achievement is documented by the Third International 
Mathematics and Science Study in which United States fourth graders ranked above the 
international average in science and mathematics, eighth graders were in the middle of the field, 
and graduating high school students ranked well below the international average [5-8). This is 
due in part, concluded the National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching for the 
2 I st Century, to a lack of qualified science and mathematics teachers at the middle and high 
school levels [ 1]. 
Un(der)qualified Teachers 
Having highly qualified teachers for every class is especially problematic when the 
current science and mathematics teachers in the profession do not have science or mathematics 
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backgrounds. Approximately 25<¼> of high school mathematics teachers and 20% of high school 
science teachers don't have even a minor in their teaching field [I]. 
Because of the shortage of science and mathematics teachers, licensed teachers in other 
subject areas are often asked to teach science or mathematics. For 56% of high school students 
taking physical science classes and 27% of high school students taking mathematics classes, their 
teachers are teaching out of field [ 1]. These percentages are higher in high poverty schools. 
New Teachers 
As the shortage of science and mathematics teachers increases, more schools are hiring 
underqualified teachers [1,2,4,9]. Though these teachers usually have a bachelor's degree in 
science or mathematics, many of these teachers do not have any teaching experience or education 
coursework. Thus, these provisionally licensed science and mathematics teachers face the extra 
challenge of discovering how to teach on their own. 
With the growing shortage of teachers, the number of under-prepared teachers entering 
the profession is increasing. More than 12% of new hires begin teaching without any formal 
pedagogical training, and 26°/c> of new hires do not meet the requirements for licensure in their 
respective states [I]. Many of these new and under-prepared teachers teach in high poverty and 
high minority schools. 
High Poverty Schools 
In high poverty schools, the incidence of science and mathematics teachers teaching 
without even a minor in science or mathematics, or licensed teachers teaching out of their field is 
even more frequent. Students that attend schools with a high minority population have a 50% 
chance of getting teachers in both science and mathematics that do not hold both a license and a 
degree in the field they are teaching [ l]. Quality teaching is further compromised by the shortage 
of science and mathematics teachers entering the profession. A high percentage of new teachers 
and unprepared teachers are hired to teach in high poverty level schools [3]. 
Teacher Retention 
Retaining good teachers is important not only for student learning, but also to counteract 
the teacher shortage problem. Unfortunately, the teacher retention problem is further 
compromised since a higher percentage of new teachers and under-prepared teachers are hired in 
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high poverty schools, a setting where many have little first-hand experience. This adds to the 
challenges of learning on the job. 
Research shows that the turnover rate of teachers is 50% higher in high poverty schools 
than in low poverty schools [9]. Research also shows that regardless of the school poverty level, 
science teachers have especially high turnover rates and are more likely to leave the profession 
compared to other subject area teachers (see Figure 2 [4]). This may be due to increased 
opportunities outside of teaching for people with science and mathematics backgrounds. 
All Employees 
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Math/Science Teachers 
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Figure 2. Percent employee turnover, percent nurse turnover, 
and percent teacher turnover. 
According to Ingersoll, there are two types of teacher turnover, attrition and 
migration, that affect teacher retention [ 4]. Attrition is when teachers leave teaching 
altogether. Migration is when teachers move to different teaching jobs in other schools. 
Teacher turnover is split almost equally among teacher attrition (7.3%) and teacher 
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migration (7%). For science and mathematics teachers, the turnover rate ( 16%) 1s even 
higher than for teachers in general [ 4]. 
Beginning Teachers 
Among science and mathematics teachers, beginning teachers have a high rate of 
departure, the rate for mid-career teachers declines, and then in retirement years the rate 
increases again [4]. The attrition rate is especially steep for beginning teachers (see 
Figure 3 [ 4] ). These percentages would approximately double if both attrition and 
migration rate were included. 
Alier I yr. 
J\lkr 2 yrs. 
Aller 1 yrs. 
J\licr4 yrs. 
Aller 5 yrs. 
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Figure 3. Beginning teacher attrition-cumulative percent of teachers having left teaching 
occupation by years of experience. 
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Reasons for Turnover 
In general all teachers, including science and mathematics teachers, agree on five main 
reasons for leaving their jobs. These reasons are family or personal, job dissatisfaction, pursuit of 
another job, school staffing action, and retirement (see Figure 4 [4]). Conventional wisdom has 
suggested that teachers leave teaching because of retirement. The data from Ingersoll's study 
refutes this claim. For all teachers, one of the top reasons for leaving is family or personal 
reasons, such as pregnancy and family moves. However, for science and mathematics teachers, 
the biggest reason for leaving is joh dissatisfaction [ 4]. 
Retirement 
School Staffing Action 
Family or Personal 
To Pursue other Job 
Dissatisfaction 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
Percent 
•All Teachers •Math/Science Teachers 
Figure 4. Percent teachers-various reasons for turnover. 
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The reasons for job dissatisfaction were further analyzed and broken down into 
categories. Among the most frequent reasons for job dissatisfaction are poor salary, poor 
administrative support, student discipline problems, lack of faculty influence, and poor 
student motivation. Poor salaries and administrative support were top among these (see 
Figure 5 [4]). 
Poor Salary 
Poor Administrative Support 
Student Discipline Problems 
Lack of Faculty Influence 
Poor Student Motivation 
Poor Opportunity for Advance. 
Inadequate Time 
Intrusions on Teaching Time 
Class Sizes too Large 
() 20 40 60 80 100 
Percent 
•All Teachers lilll!IIMath/Scicnce Teachers 
Figure 5. Percent teachers-various reasons for dissatisfaction-related turnover. 
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Implications of Turnover 
Research suggests the teacher shortage is far more complex than the increasing number 
of students and the increasing retirement of teachers [ 4]. Since the early I 980s, the quantity of 
teachers needed is greater than the quantity of teachers available thus causing a teacher shortage 
[3]. Recruitment alone will not solve staffing inadequacies. Schools must address the problem of 
teacher retention. The current school environment results in a large numbers of teachers departing 
for reasons other than retirement. Job dissatisfaction resulting from low salaries, poor 
administrative support, and student discipline problems are among the leading reasons cited by 
teachers for leaving. To lower the teacher turnover rate, there needs to be a significant change in 
the management and conditions of schools. 
How Teaching Matters 
Since student achievement is the primary focus of schools, looking at the teacher factors 
that relate to student achievement provides insight into teacher professional development and 
support. The Educational Testing Service found in its study, How Teaching Matters, that 
increased academic performance of students is linked most closely with classroom practices, 
followed by professional development of teachers, and then by teacher characteristics such as 
education level and years of experience [IO]. The study examined data from the 1996 National 
Assessment of Educational Progress test for over 7,000 eighth grade mathematics students and 
over 7,500 eighth grade science students. 
Classroom Practice 
The Wenglinsky study found that though subject matter knowledge of the teachers makes 
a difference in influencing student achievement, classroom practices make an even greater 
difference in their student achievement. When teachers are skilled at implementing hands-on 
experiences in the classroom, student achievement increased by 40% of a grade level in science 
and 72% in mathematics. Furthennore, student achievement increased by 44% of a grade level in 
science when students had teachers trained in laboratory skills, and by 92% in science and 46% in 
mathematics when teachers frequently gave specific tests of student understanding, not portfolio-
type assessments. The research dispels the idea that only increasing subject matter knowledge of 
the teachers is needed to help students learn more. In fact, the research from the How Teaching 
Matters report clearly indicates a stronger connection with teacher classroom practice and student 
achievement [IO]. 
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Professional Development 
The Wenglinsky study also found that some types of professional development increase 
student achievement. When teachers receive professional development in higher-order thinking 
skills, their students increased their performance by 40% of a grade level in mathematics. When 
science teachers received professional development in laboratory skills, their students' 
performance increased by 44<¾> of a grade level. Additionally, student performance increased by 
107% of a grade level in mathematics when teachers received professional development in 
working with different student populations. 
Teacher Inputs 
According to the Wenglinsky study, How Teaching Matters, student achievement 
increased by 39% of a grade level in science and mathematics when their teachers had a major or 
minor in the subject matter they were teaching [ 1 O]. Clearly, the subject matter knowledge of 
teachers makes a difference in student achievement. However, classroom teaching practices by 
the teacher makes an even greater difference. 
Teacher Preparation 
Since research indicates that well-prepared teachers are more likely to remam m the 
profession, the initial preparation and support of teachers as they enter teaching is critical to them 
surviving the beginning years of teaching and remaining in the profession [3,9]. Additionally, 
research indicates that well-prepared teachers have the largest impact on high student 
achievement [3, 11, 12]. 
The teacher retention rate drops sharply over the first five years of teaching, but drops 
even more sharply for those teachers with little initial teacher preparation (see Figure 6) [3,4]. 
After three years in teaching, 84% of teachers who entered teaching after completing a bachelor's 
degree in their subject area and a master's degree in education remained in teaching as compared 
to 53% who completed a four-year bachelor's program in teacher preparation, and 34% who had 
only a bachelor's degree in their subject area [3]. In other words, 66% of the teachers with a 
bachelor's degree in their subject area and little or no teacher preparation before entering the 
classroom leave the profession by the end of their third year of teaching. It is this group of 
teachers that is increasingly being hired to fill vacant teaching positions caused by the teacher 
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shortage. This research clearly indicates the importance of teacher education in helping 
teachers remain in the profession. 
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Figure 6. Average retention rates for teachers who remain in teaching after three years. 
Recommendations for the Future 
To mitigate the spiraling disparity in the need for and availability of qualified science 
teachers, new systems to recruit, support, and retain teachers need to be developed. Recruiting 
new teachers is an ongoing problem that is not being remedied by placing unqualified teachers in 
the classroom on their own to discover how to teach, because these teachers are not remaining in 
the profession. This costs the school systems valuable time and money to constantly recruit and 
support new teachers. 
Since job dissatisfaction is high among teachers, supportive school environments need to 
be created where teachers feel that administrators support them and that their opinions influence 
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decision making. Dedicated and stable teaching staffs will influence student attitudes and 
motivation. 
Since teacher preparation is linked to both retention and student achievement, it is key to 
provide teachers with strong initial preparation to prepare them for teaching and ongoing support 
as they enter the classroom. As the need to hire unqualified teachers increases, optimal teacher 
preparation is not always possible. Therefore, when teachers are hired with little or no teacher 
preparation, it is especially important to provide them with ongoing support during the first 
several years as they enter the classroom. 
As indicated by research, it is important to bring classroom practice back into discussions 
of teacher quality. To improve teacher quality that will in turn improve student achievement, 
policy makers need to find ways to encourage effective classroom practices. According to 
Wenglinsky, "What really matters is not where teachers come from, but what they do in the 
classroom." [ I OJ They will do a better job of teaching if they know what research suggests will 
work, and have support in developing the strategies to teach. 
Identifying what kind of support is most helpful for new teachers leads to the need for 
research to answer questions, such as: Which support systems work the best to enable beginning 
teachers to develop the skills and confidence necessary for successful classroom management and 
quality teaching to enable all students to achieve high standards in science? How can one 
generation of teachers pass on professional experience and knowledge to the next to enable 
beginning science teachers to develop professional teaching knowledge and skills? Teachers who 
begin their pedagogical training prior to entering teaching are more likely to experience success 
and professional growth in the classroom and to stay in the profession [ 1]. Research-based, data 
driven decision making will go a long way toward helping school leaders and policy makers 
efficiently solve the teacher recruitment and retention problems facing today's schools. • 
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The New Science Teachers' Support Network is a National Science Foundation-funded project that 
provides a multifaceted support system to provisionally licensed middle and high school science 
teachers. The teachers in this project were all hired to teach science, and had science degrees, but had 
little or no education coursework or background. Research is being conducted on the effectiveness of 
the support system we employed for these teachers, particularly on the factors that characterize the 
practice of new teachers, and on factors that lead to teacher success and teacher retention. In this paper. 
we describe the design of the study and the results from the one-year pilot study. We focus upon our 
observations and experiences with the middle school teachers in the group of participants; and, we close 
with preliminary recommendations for supporting provisionally licensed science teachers so they have 
the best chance of being successful and staying in the teaching profession. 
Introduction 
With the current shortage of science teachers nationwide, many K- 12 school systems 
must hire applicants for science positions before the applicants are qualified in both teaching 
practice and content. In the Commonwealth of Virginia, these teachers are called "provisionally 
licensed," and they have three years to fulfill the requirements for licensure. Most provisionally 
licensed teachers hired to teach middle or high school science have a bachelor's degree in their 
content area. These provisionally licensed science teachers must plan and implement daily 
lessons and fulfill the other responsibilities of full-time teachers, all while developing strategies 
for successfully teaching their science content areas. They must perform these tasks with little or 
no training on how to teach effectively. 
In the Commonwealth of Virginia, school districts are required to show student 
achievement in various ways, primarily through student scores on Virginia's Standards ol 
Learning tests [ 1]. In Virginia, 70% of the students in a school must pass for a school to be 
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classified as "fully accredited." Research strongly supports the belief that well-prepared teachers 
are more likely to produce high achieving students [2-4]. For teachers to be well prepared and 
have the potential to produce high achieving students, they must not only know the content they 
teach, but they must also be skilled in classroom practice. Classroom practice is directly related to 
student achievement [5]. 
The depth and duration of preparation in teaching is an important factor in the number of 
years a teacher persists in the profession [4]. Five-year teaching preparation programs were the 
most successful at teacher retention, with only 16% of the graduates leaving the profession by the 
end of three years. Bachelor's degree-level licensure programs led to a dropout rate of 47%. The 
dropout rate continued to increase as the preparation duration diminished. In programs where 
teachers entered the profession through a short teacher training program, with a bachelor's degree 
and no license, the percent of dropouts was 66% by the end of the third year of teaching. This 
third category is the closest match to the provisionally licensed middle and high school teachers 
in our project. The teachers in the New Science Teachers' Support Network (NSTSN) received 
even less preparation to teach than this last category in the Darling-Hammond study [4]. If the 
study is predictive, we had the potential to lose more than 66% of our participants from the 
teaching profession by the end of the third year. 
Provisionally licensed science teachers in Virginia must have a bachelor's degree in their 
subject area in order to teach, and there is no requirement that they have teacher training. They 
have three years to complete their license. In order to be fully licensed, they must be 
recommended by their school district (after one year of successful full-time teaching), complete 
certain coursework, and pass both Praxis I and II. 
The New Science Teachers' Support Network 
The NSTSN is a National Science Foundation-funded project developed to support 
provisionally licensed middle and high school science teachers. The goals are: I) to support these 
teachers so they succeed at teaching; 2) to reduce the science teacher shortages in middle and 
high schools; and, 3) to conduct research on factors that contribute to retention and success. A 
component of the research focuses upon the teaching practices of new science teachers. The 
project is a four-year project funded for 2003-2007. Participants in the project are provisionally 
licensed middle and high school science teachers in two Virginia school districts. The total 
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number of participants at the conclusion of the project will be forty-five in the treatment group 
and forty-five in the control group. Fifteen teachers will be recruited for each group each year for 
three years. Teachers will participate in the project for two years, and data will be collected on all 
participants until the end of the project. 
Pilot Study, 2002-2003 
A pilot study for the NSTSN was run in the academic year 2002-2003, in partnership 
with two large northern Virginia school districts and funded by Eisenhower funds through the 
State Council for Higher Education in Virginia. The data from the pilot study provided 
information about provisionally licensed middle and high school teachers, and a foundation for 
hypotheses about effective support factors. There were four categories of support for the new 
middle and high school teachers who participated in the pilot year of the NSTSN. They were: 
the science methods course, the coach, the teaching mentor, and the academic mentor. 
The Science Methods Course - In August, just a few weeks before they began their first year of 
teaching, the provisionally licensed teachers spent a full week beginning their coursework and 
preparing for teaching, under the guidance of their instructor. In the fall, the class met every other 
week. During the week in August and in the fall class meetings that followed, participants 
focused upon standards-based curriculum, inquiry-based lessons, authentic assessment of student 
understanding, reflective practice, and classroom management. 
The Coach - The NSTSN provided an in-class coach for all participants during the pilot year of 
the project. This coach was usually a retired master science teacher, recommended by science 
specialists in the school district. Whenever possible, coaches were matched to teachers by 
subject. These coaches provided hands-on support while in the classroom with the provisionally 
licensed teachers. They co-planned and sometimes co-taught lessons. The coaches met with the 
teachers approximately one day each month of the academic year. Coaches provided help for 
many situations the new teachers faced. Some areas in which coaches provided advice and other 
assistance were for developing classroom and lab management strategies, planning short-term and 
long-term organization of standards-based course content, assessing student progress and 
achievement, and finding and creating teaching materials. 
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Teaching Mentor - These mentors are provided to all new teachers, meeting a requirement of 
the Commonwealth of Virginia. Mentors teach in the same school and are usually experienced 
classroom teachers who teach the same subject. They are usually chosen based upon their content 
knowledge, expertise in teaching, and collaboration skills. New teachers such as the middle and 
high school science teachers in this program, have access to this form of support on a daily basis 
as needed. Mentors can be available before and after school, during planning periods, and for 
"between-class" conversations. Mentors provide support to new teachers in the form of help with 
finding resources for teaching, providing information on school protocols, and providing teaching 
ideas. 
Academic Mentor - Four faculty members at George Mason University were recruited to be 
academic mentors to the participants in the NSTSN. These faculty members were selected 
because they related well to future teachers, and their area of science specialty was the same as a 
licensure area for high school science teaching (earth science, biology, chemistry, or physics). 
Academic mentors met the provisionally licensed middle and high school science teachers during 
the summer week of classes and later, were available to the new teachers for questions about the 
science content through e-mail, telephone, or in-person meetings. 
Demographics and Data Collection 
Fifteen middle and high school science teachers participated in the pilot year 2002-2003 
of the NSTSN project. Six of the teachers taught in middle school science classrooms, and nine 
taught high school science. Table I shows the distribution of teachers by grade level and science 
subject. There were more teachers hired to teach science without full licensure in the areas of 
physical science and physics, three and six, respectively, than in any other subject. 
Table 1 
NSTSN Pilot Year Cohort by Grade Level/Subject 
Grade level # of NSTSN Teachers 
Sixth grade I 
Seventh grade (life science) 2 
Eighth grade (physical science) 3 
Earth Science 
Biology 1 
Chemistry 2 
Physics 6 
(Number> 15 due to teacher with more than one subject assignment) 
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In the pilot year of the NSTSN project, most of the teachers taught in high-minority 
schools, and in relatively high-poverty schools. When comparing schools that employed the 
group of teachers in the NSTSN with other schools in the two school districts, 79°/o of the 
participating schools had a higher percentage of minority students in their schools than was the 
overall average in the school district. Breaking down the data by middle school and high school 
teachers revealed a disturbing fact: 100<% of the middle schools participating in the project had a 
higher percentage of minority students than the overall average in the school district. Thus, 
teachers with no training in how to teach challenging students were being placed in schools that 
served students speaking many languages and representing many different ethnic groups. 
Multiple methods of data collection were employed in the research during the pilot year 
of the NSTSN. It was a mixed methods, quasi-experimental design. Teachers, coaches, and 
mentors all periodically completed surveys on various aspects of teaching. The coaches submitted 
e-mail observation reports after each visit with their teachers. Also, products from the science 
methods courses became artifacts for analysis: including lesson plans, analyses of videotapes of 
teaching, and reflection logs that included samples of students' work. 
Qualitative data were collected, coded, and analyzed using the constant comparative 
process described by Glaser [6]. Many sources of infonnation provided the basis for analysis, 
including monthly coach observations and surveys completed by coaches, teachers, and in-school 
mentors. Yin' s cross-case synthesis methods were used to detennine patterns and themes in the 
data set [7]. NVivo software was used to support the analysis of the large data set. Two raters 
independently analyzed the data using NVivo and inter-rater reliability was achieved through 
consensus building. 
Findings 
Self-Efficacy ~ During the pilot year of the study, self-efficacy was measured by the Teacher 
Self-Efficacy Scale [8]. The mean scores for self-efficacy varied by time of year, with the lowest 
mean occurring at midyear (see Table 2), indicating that participating teachers began teaching 
with a high level of self-efficacy/confidence. It is probable that their experiences the first 
semester of teaching contributed to the decrease in their self-confidence midyear. Their 
confidence went back up at the end of the year, but not as high as the beginning of the year. 
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Table 2 
Changes in Self-Efficacy in Teachers in the NSTSN, 2002-2003 
Time of Data Collection 
Beginning of year 
Midyear 
Yearend 
Mean 
(N=l5) 
6.21 
5.85 
6.18 
Standard Deviations 
.85 
.84 
1.09 
Teacher Competency ~ For each teacher, the corresponding coach completed two Summary 
Observation Reports. This instrument is the student teacher observation report form adopted by 
the Graduate School of Education at George Mason University. Coaches completed this form 
midyear and near the end of the academic year. Results from the two sets of data revealed 
significant improvement (p=<.05) in teacher competency measures. 
Support Factors ~ At the end of the year, participating middle and high school teachers 
completed a survey that asked them to rank the support factors in the pilot project ( course, 
mentor, coach) from 1-3 based upon effectiveness with I being most helpful (see Table 3 ). The 
basic science methods course was ranked as the most effective element in their support system, 
with in-school mentors a close second in rank. Coaches were ranked third. The differences in the 
means were not significant. 
Teachers were asked why they ranked the support factors as they did, and the responses 
showed that all three support factors were important in the development of the teachers during 
their first year of teaching. One teacher commented: 
What we did in the George Mason course was very helpful, especially for me since 
I come from a different background. I know my content and I love teaching, but 
there are so many other things teachers need to know. You learn as you go on. I 
think that I' II never be able to teach every single student in my class at the same 
time, especially when there are thirty of them. 
Another teacher noted that the in-school mentor was important: "Without my mentor last 
year, I would have been completely lost." The coaches were also perceived as being helpful, 
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especially in tenns of instructional guidance: "My coach made me more aware of how to use 
good questioning style (wait time) and to set higher expectations for my students. Also, he gave 
me a practical strategy to get better classroom control." 
Support Factor 
Course 
Mentor 
Coach 
Table 3 
Teachers' Ranking of Support Factors 
Mean 
1.78 
1.81 
2.00 
(N= 15) 
Standard Deviation 
. 97 
1.07 
. 96 
Planning and Teaching - During the pilot year of the project, middle and high school teachers 
showed improvement in their ability to reflect critically upon their own teaching. The reflection 
logs and coaches' observations revealed that teachers consistently focused on improving their 
own practice. In some cases, teachers reported that they "felt more inadequate than before," 
probably indicating that they were becoming more aware of what is expected of effective teachers 
and the difficulty of attaining this. This is also a sentiment consistent with the Bandura Self-
Efficacy Survey results showing a decline in midyear in their confidence [8]. Teachers also 
gained skill in teaching special needs students and in using technology in the classroom. 
Coach reports and coursework artifacts showed that the new middle and high school 
science teachers had difficulty establishing connectivity in their science lessons, day to day, from 
theme to theme, unit to unit, and in making connections from the curriculum to the lives of the 
students. Coaches reported that the new teachers were more concerned with planning daily 
lessons, and long-range planning was neglected. 
Teachers used a limited range of instrnctional strategies and tended to persevere with 
those strategies with which they were comfortable, even when the strategy did not produce the 
desired student outcomes. One teacher continued to rely on writing on the whiteboard or 
blackboard when his coach had recommended using the overhead projector and facing the 
students. Another teacher had the tables in her classroom arranged in such a way that she could 
not easily navigate to the back of the classroom. Her table arrangement was discussed in class 
and the instructor for the course worked with the teacher and her classmates to develop 
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alternative arrangement ideas for this teacher (some of which were drawn out for her). 
Nonetheless, when her coach subsequently visited her classroom, the tables still blocked the back 
of the room. It took the direct action of the coach to finally alter the table arrangement in this 
essential manner. The teacher then stated that she finally understood what to do, and that it had 
proven very helpful to move the tables so that she could move among the students more easily. 
Classroom management was a challenge for most teachers. Coaches noted that there were 
students in some of the science classrooms who perpetually remained off task. When this 
occurred, the middle and high school teachers in those classrooms were only moderately 
successful in using the coaches' suggestions for altering student behaviors. 
The teachers had good rapport with their students, as reported by coaches. Students 
would come to talk to teachers during class breaks, for advice and conversation. One teacher 
received a drawing depicting her as the "Best Teacher in the World." 
Professional Development - Many of the middle and high school teachers in the project took the 
new teacher training offered by their school district, in addition to the graduate level science 
methods course they took as part of the NSTSN. Several committed to the Master's of Education 
program at George Mason University, even though this was not a requirement for licensure. This 
was a further indication that the teachers perceived that the coursework was helping them with 
teaching. 
Factors that Supported Success - All the forms of support that were part of the NSTSN had a 
positive effect on teacher performance. From the coursework, teachers learned multiple teaching 
strategies, including inquiry-based instruction and continuous assessment. They also learned how 
to plan and adapt their teaching for diverse classrooms. Teachers learned how to develop and use 
scoring rubrics in assessment. The use of scoring rubrics-specific guidelines for student 
performance-is an aspect of science education reform that supports inquiry-based teaching. The 
new teachers also learned ways to apply new technologies in their science classrooms. 
Because coaches were present in the classroom and could give immediate feedback, they 
provided ideas for teaching organization, materials, and the classroom that were specific to the 
individual teacher. Coaches contributed to teacher success by being able to give immediate 
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constructive feedback in the classroom while the lesson was being taught, or very soon afterward. 
In addition, the coaches assisted with planning future lessons. 
Retention of Teachers - All of the fifteen teachers who participated in the pilot study returned to 
teaching the next year. One of the strongest of the beginning teachers expressed her intention to 
leave the area for economic reasons. She did leave the school district, and is currently teaching 
middle school science in another Virginia district about one hundred miles away. She says she 
will not teach after 2003-2004. A second particularly strong beginning teacher voiced many 
frustrations at the close of the academic year about the lack of professional recognition and the 
burden of the responsibilities of teaching. Though it appeared he might leave teaching, this 
second teacher returned to teaching in the fall, along with the fourteen other teachers in the 
project. Thus, all of the fifteen teachers in the pilot year of the NSTSN remained in teaching. 
Conclusion 
Self-Confidence - The results from the self-efficacy measurement indicate that teachers enter 
the profession with a high level of self-confidence. The decline in self-efficacy midpoint in the 
pilot year indicates that the experiences of the first semester of the first year of teaching brought a 
"reality check" to the expectations of these provisionally licensed teachers. Also, the basic 
science methods course exposed participants to the goal of providing authentic inquiry-based 
experiences, which may have shown these beginning teachers that there was more to teaching 
science than they believed prior to taking this course. In addition, the basic science methods 
course required participants to videotape themselves teaching in their own classrooms. They 
showed excerpts of the videotapes in the class, analyzing their teaching and receiving feedback 
from their classmates and instructor. All of these coursework experiences served to point out, not 
only areas of strength, but also areas where improvement was needed. 
The increase of self-confidence back near beginning levels by the end of the school year 
may be an indication of confidence as an outgrowth of practice. By the end of the academic year, 
these teachers had taken at least one science methods course, and had experienced the support of 
their in-school mentor, and regular visits and the support of their in-classroom coach. Their 
coaches gave them regular feedback about what they were doing well and where they needed to 
improve, and the participating teachers no longer had to depend upon their own naive 
assessments of what is good teaching. 
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Teacher Practice - It was clear from the qualitative information and the statistical results from 
the Summary Observation Report that the participating beginning teachers learned and applied 
many ideas gleaned from their coursework, mentors, and coaches. This is good news for most 
school districts in the United States, since each year most school districts must now hire at least 
some science teachers who are not fully licensed. Though most of the teachers in this project 
were career switchers, and some were experienced in teaching adults in military and business 
settings, they were amenable to self-reflection and new ideas. Though there were some areas 
where the beginning teachers had difficulty becoming skillful, such as establishing connectivity 
and increasing their repertoire of teaching and classroom discipline strategies, the teachers 
became more successful as the project progressed. 
Ideas that were adopted by the teachers and applied in the classroom tended to be those 
that were practical and applicable in the short term. Coaches reported that teachers used activity 
ideas they had practiced and discussed in their methods course. However, the teachers generally 
failed to fully implement inquiry-based, hands-on instruction even when supported by a 
multifaceted system of mentors and coursework. It may be that the first level of beginning teacher 
support for provisionally licensed teachers should be at a very practical level, with the 
expectation that the teacher will soon "graduate" to practices that are consciously seated in 
practices recommended in science education research, such as problem-based, student-centered 
instruction. 
The Duration of Support - The provisionally licensed science teachers in this study. made 
significant progress, yet had much further to go to become highly skilled teachers of science. The 
support mechanisms implemented in this project were substantial, indicating that there is only so 
much new teachers can try in the first years of teaching. For an enduring shift in teaching 
approaches, one year of mentoring and coursework was not enough. Some teaching strategies, 
such as using many and in some cases any, hands-on activities, proved too daunting for new 
teachers, and the coaches observed a pattern of traditional approaches to instruction. As indicated 
by the teachers' own assessment of the effect of the various support mechanisms, all forms of 
support were helpful. However, they indicated that the coursework had the greatest impact. These 
three support factors should be extended and amplified if school districts expect to benefit from 
science teaching practices that promote the achievement of all students. 
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Teacher Retention - It was encouraging that after the pilot year of the study, all of the teachers 
remained in the profession. The results from the pilot study indicated that the interventions in the 
project were effective in retaining science teachers in the profession. However, the short duration 
of the pilot was not sufficient to provide information about retention beyond one year. Retention 
is an issue beyond the first year of teaching. 
Recommendations 
The forms of support explored in the pilot year of the New Science Teachers' Support 
Network were effective with beginning teachers who had no prior education background. 
Coursework that emphasizes preparation for teaching and reflective practice should be connected 
with a school-based support system. Also, support should be extended beyond one year. The next 
phase of the NSTSN will provide two years of support to participants in the treatment group. 
Participants will take the advanced science methods course, and coaches will visit participants 
during the second year of teaching. Data will be collected for two years about the teaching 
practices of the new teachers, and researchers will be able to draw conclusions about the impact 
of the longer intervention on the skills of the new teachers. Retention data will be collected for 
four years. 
One major flaw of the pilot study was the lack of a comparison group. It is possible that 
all of the changes seen in the participants were due to maturation as teachers. The second phase of 
the project includes a control group for each year that a treatment group participates in the 
project. Thus, there will be more confidence at the conclusion of the study as to whether the 
results are caused by the intervention of the support factors in the NSTSN. 
Whatever is learned about the impact and duration of support for provisionally licensed 
science teachers, the need to hire these under-qualified teachers will continue for at least the short 
term. Therefore, school districts must determine how best to provide support, for the purpose of 
improving teacher skill and student achievement. School districts must also consider the impact 
of support on teacher retention, and hope that there are support factors and practices that can alter 
the pattern of 66% or more dropouts from teaching by the end of the third year. 
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ACTIVE LEARNING IN PRE-K THROUGH EIGHTH GRADE TEACHER 
EDUCATION 
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In this paper, we consider some issues surrounding the teaching of mathematics to pre-service 
teachers. In particular, we look at the possibilities for teaching elementary mathematics from an 
advanced standpoint and alignments of curriculum that have the capacity to enhance student 
involvement in the making of the mathematics. The particulars of the James Madison University 
curriculum arc used to illustrate many of the points. 
Introduction 
Since I am about to ask you to consider my approach to teaching prospective teachers, let 
me explain the basis on which I offer the approach. For college mathematics instruction 
generally, I am committed philosophically to the principles that: 1) a student of mathematics 
should understand, beyond a superficial level, the mathematics he or she is trying to learn; and, 2) 
a college mathematics course should contain college level thinking~that is, the student should be 
challenged both to have ideas and to validate that which he/she creates or is asked to accept. 
Thus, this must be extended to those courses for prospective teachers. To be consistent 
with this, prospective teachers cannot be allowed to deal with the mathematics as if they were 
children; the goal, rather, is to get them to understand it at a college level so that they can bring 
their learning theory and child psychology to bear on the planning. This helps them present the 
mathematics in a way that is both age appropriate for their students, and consistent with the fonn 
the mathematics will take in the long run. Indeed, I challenge my students to try to find ways to 
teach mathematics so that what their students eventually have to unlearn is minimized. In 
addition, when teaching within the mathematics major, I teach all my upper-level courses using 
the Moore method, a pedagogy that depends completely on student initiative and achievement. 
Even my "lecture-based" courses aim at getting students to make arguments for their problem 
solutions. My classroom experience has been largely that of finding ways to get students to 
discover, on their own, why things are correct. The "research" basis for the remarks that follow is 
philosophical and experiential. The experience base is real. However, if the philosophy does not 
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resonate, then the techniques that I have developed, while they may stand on their own, would 
have to be judged very robust to pass muster. 
At James Madison University (JMU), prospective elementary and middle-school teachers 
routinely major in Interdisciplinary Liberal Studies (IDLS), a program developed specifically for 
the purpose of educating them and preparing them for teaching positions. The core of this 
program requires a three-course, nine-hour mathematics component. The first two courses in this 
sequence, Fundamentals of Mathematics I and II (FM I, FM JI), have been a part of the university 
curriculum during my entire twenty-year stay at JMU, although their contents have recently been 
rethought during the development of IDLS. The third course, Math 207, is a recent addition. It 
was originally conceived as a "problem solving" course, although it is beginning to absorb 
material from FM I and II to free up time for deeper involvement in the topics of FM I and II. 
My experience is in teaching FM I and II; I have dealt with Math 207 only at the committee level 
as the course was planned and revised, and in making tentative planning for the possibility of 
being assigned the course. The University catalogue commits the two courses to "sets, logic, 
numeration systems, number theory, probability and statistics, measurement, geometry and an 
introduction to computers." Probability and statistics are now deferred to Math 207 and an 
introduction to computers has, for at least a decade, been ignored as a priority since the computer 
as a tool is now addressed in the general education program. Historically, the topics have been 
split so that sets, logic, numeration systems, and the number theory that supports the algorithms 
of arithmetic are taught in FM I while geometry, measurement, and models for R are taught in 
FM 11. Recent re-examination of the curriculum for the sequence resulted in increased 
commitment to geometry, and moving probability and statistics to the third semester to create the 
time for said commitment. 
Fundamentals <?[ Mathematics I 
The students that populate FM I and II are preponderantly freshmen and sophomores who 
intend to major in IDLS; indeed, for the past three years, JMU has had an effective filter on 
registration for the courses, and the course has been largely limited to IDLS majors. Generally, 
FM I is the first mathematics course a student in it takes. Hence, there can be no realistic 
expectation of the students in the course bringing with them any mathematical maturity, and the 
students must thus be taught within the course to meet whatever standards of rigor are demanded. 
To my mind, this makes the teaching oflogic and language a mandatory first topic. To try to give 
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"relevance" to the task, I teach the logic unit as analysis of language. I proselytize the need for 
them as teachers to make connections between language arts and mathematics rather than to build 
barriers. I give them the syntactical vocabulary, "and"; "or"; "it is not the case that"; 
"if. .. ,then ... "; and, "there is ... so that. .. " I give them the sentence constructs of statements and 
open sentences. I give them the standards for truth for statements fanned using "and"; "or"; "it is 
not the case that"; "if ... ,then ... "; and, "there is ... so that. .. " Then I put them to work on real 
sentences with the goal of recognizing the logical construction of the sentences and recognizing 
which words give meaning within the sentences. There are two expected outcomes. One is that 
the students realize that grammar can be used poorly or used well. Those sentences in which 
grammar is used poorly (often simply because of idiom!) usually have more than one plausible 
interpretation in logical form. This has the capacity to teach the importance of using grammar 
carefully (a language art), and also gives a context in which to study logical equivalence as we 
address the question, "Might the structural ambiguity have any bad consequences?" Second is 
the fact that the conscious separation of syntax from semantics affords a discussion of why 
knowing what the words mean (what the semantic content is) is crucial to making a judgment 
about the truth or falsity of the statement. This provides a pulpit from which to preach the 
importance of definition in mathematics. Having made the initial application of logic on 
sentences from ordinary language, I finish the unit by studying sets. This can be an effective 
bridge because we identify the primitive words "set, clement, ordered pair, first co-ordinate, 
second co-ordinate," and describe (not define!) how the words are used. This is a first attempt at 
axiomizing and can serve as a basis for comparison when number algebra is axiomized later in 
the course. When we describe the definition of sets through language in our third protocol, the 
function of open sentences in mathematics is reinforced. When definitions are made for "subset, 
intersection, union," and "complement," the student gets to experience how semantic content is 
introduced into mathematics. 
At this stage of the course, we have in place: 1) standards for sentence construction in 
ordinary language; 2) truth standards associated with sentences we might make; 3) a common 
language through which to form logical structure; and, 4) a common language for the use of sets. 
The connection with ordinary language is the only one of these topics that is not revisited later in 
the course. 
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Despite the omnipresence of computing devices, I still regard the algorithms for 
arithmetic as the primary source from which elementary/middle school students learn number 
sense and develop the capacity to see the importance of structure within mathematics. I devote 
over half of FM I to their study. In the first half of this portion, students are asked to develop 
explanations for the "correctness" of the algorithms from counting, thus making the trip in the 
same direction as the elementary school mathematics curriculum. In the second half of the 
algorithm portion, the students are given the field axioms, model place value numbers as 
polynomials in the base of the system with digit coefficients, model fractions as products of 
natural numbers with reciprocals of natural numbers. Then, they are asked to justify the 
algorithms as a deductive consequence of the algebra of the field axioms when applied to the 
models. Thus, the students first get to experience the development of the algorithms in a 
sequentially analogous manner to that of the students they will teach. Then, they get to start with 
what is commonly the long-term goal of teaching arithmetic structurally, number algebra, and 
demonstrate that the ideas of number algebra are sufficient to drive the algorithms of arithmetic, 
regardless of where the axioms might have originated. Students often confuse the purpose of FM 
/, seeing it as learning the "mathematics" that they "learned" in grade school. I see it as vital that 
any such notion be disabused, that my expectation is that they already know the processes we are 
studying. What I want for them is to be able to make sense of, as mathematics, what they learned 
in grade school. I try to make it clear that we are doing the mathematics in an adult mindset so 
that they will understand it in a way that will give them the flexibility to pitch the mathematics to 
the individuals in their care as they become aware of individual differences and various stages of 
maturation. This is my way of walking the tightrope of balancing grade-school content with 
college credit. 
Affectively, I work really hard at having the "Algorithms from Counting" unit contrast 
strongly to the "Algorithms as a Consequence of Number Algebra" unit. In the "Algorithms from 
Counting" unit, everything is developed intuitively and, as ideas take shape, we make some 
attempts at formalizing the ideas with the language of the theory of sets. In the "Algorithms as a 
Consequence of Number Algebra" unit, the formal mathematics is dictated at the beginning, and 
everything that is accepted after the models are made is accepted because of arguments based on 
the axioms. 
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In the first unit, the progression is: 
1) devise a scheme of comparison of sets to "define" counting 
2) devise a numeration scheme that replaces the comparison with symbols from 
which the count can be recovered 
3) devise a numeration scheme based on place value 
4) define + and - in terms of counts through the language of the theory of sets 
5) define * and ..;- in terms of+ and -
6) execute the algorithms for+,-, *,and..;- within the place value numeration 
systems they make 
7) verify that the algorithms give correct answers 
8) justify why they give correct answers 
In the second unit, the progression is: 
1) state the field axioms using the primitive words number,+, and * 
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2) make the connection to the numeration system by declaring the placeholders to 
be numbers, give a rule for+ and * on the placeholders (in the process showing 
why the placeholder O must be the identify for+ and the placeholder 1 must be 
the identity for*), declare the place value and powers of the place value to be 
numbers 
3) define the number for which a numeral stands 
4) interpret each step of each algorithm within the algebra and justify it 
As stated earlier, the macrostructure of the two units described above is designed 
to have the students look at the algorithms from the "same" basis as the students, to look back at 
the algorithms from the basis that is the long-tenn goal of the curriculum, and to create a context 
in which to reinforce the use of the theory of sets to formalize ideas and give an experience in the 
making of proofs. The microstructure also affords opportunities. I develop place value 
numeration as a tool to symbolize the ideas developed for counting, and counting is initially 
developed, completely intuitively, on the notion of "matching." I never articulate "matching" 
formally (despite having the means to do so within the set theory they have been given via the 
primitive words "ordered pair, first co-ordinate, second co-ordinate," thus making the definition 
of function available), using instead demonstration to give the word meaning. The word "count" 
is established to describe the result of "matching" when a special outcome occurs. Thus, a 
matching between I I I I and # # # # can be demonstrated by physically pairing the objects from 
the first listing with those of the second listing in an "acceptable" way and all objects of both 
listings are parts of pairs. Interpreting the lists within the theory of sets and using that language 
to formalize what the lists are is as far as I go with actual mathematics. 
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Grouping to make comparisons more convenient is a short step away, and we are 
on our way to creating place value numeration by deciding on a count (which I call the 
"organizer") to be the standard by which grouping is done, creating numerals to represent the 
counts less than the organizer and a placeholder, and a place value scheme for making the 
numerals to represent counts. The creation of such a numeration system is then repeated each 
class day until the end of the unit as the class operates under the following rule: the organizer 
cannot be//////////, and the organizer we choose today cannot have the same count as the organizer 
we chose the previous class. The students are thus put in a position to do their arithmetic as a 
consequence of the structure established. The long-term lesson is that the algorithms work 
because of the structure of place value numeration, not just because of the choice of////////// as the 
organizer. When the ideas for+, -, *, and -c- are decided upon, I have the students formalize them 
using the language of the theory of sets together with the word "count." The symbols + and - are 
thus shown to be more basic, from the counting point of view, than * and 7 . Once the definitions 
are made, students are asked to add, subtract, multiply, or divide on the basis of the definition 
they have made. Then, they are reminded of the appropriate algorithm from grade school and the 
following teaching dynamic recurs: 
1) the students execute the algorithm to get an answer; 
2) the students create a count to show that the answer the algorithm gave is correct; 
3) the students create a count that shows why the algorithm gave the correct answer. 
The first step reinforces mastery of the procedure that defines the algorithm; the second 
indicates that it gives correct answers; and, the third argues it gives correct answers. Once an 
operation is defined, but before the algorithm is brought to their attention, students are asked to 
find sums or differences or products or quotients. And interesting sidelight is that they seldom 
produce counts that suggest the algorithm. A context exists to suggest that perhaps the algorithms 
being taught might not be so "natural" after all, and that a young student may have ideas that 
make sense even when they don't "fit." 
An analogous "mind expansion" occurs in the second unit as the savvy students realize 
that, if they already knew algebra as a deductive device, the algorithms would be superfluous, and 
the rules for the arithmetic of common fractions would be afterthoughts. Good flashpoints occur: 
when the students are asked to make algebraic sense out of "the placeholder that is not a count" 
and O*D is not covered in the axioms (the role of theorems in mathematics arises); and, when+ 
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and * are axiomized, but * and + are seemingly omitted. Regarding the latter, the role of 
definition in mathematics arises and a tension between counting as a foundation - + and - are 
more basic than * and + -and algebra as a foundation- + and * are more basic than - and < 
The distributive law emerges as the engine that makes things go. Also, when fractions come up 
as a consequence of the field axioms, I remark that they were not apparent from counting and that 
the fundamental intuition for them comes from geometry. Redeeming this observation in FM If 
by emphasizing the role that congruence plays in counting parts to make fractions thus becomes a 
priority for the second course. 
The Fundamentals<~( Mathematics II 
The curriculum for FM II contains geometry and the decimal and fraction models for real 
numbers with, as noted in the introductory comments, a recent mandate for not shortchanging 
geometry. I commit two units to geometry, with the organization created to first emphasize 
synthetic geometry and then to study the geometry thus created with the added assumption that 
number lines may be created so that distance between points is consistent with congruence of the 
line segments with those points as endpoints. For the unit on the number systems, I build on the 
question, "Can we communicate, through language, what the objects in the numeration system 
are?" The aim is to plant it in the minds of the students the possibility that the system, if you're 
not already used to it (and the students they will teach will not be!) is really quite complicated. 
Classroom dynamics for FM If are completely different than those for FM I. In FM II, 
you know that each student has passed FM I, so there is reasonable expectation of some maturity. 
On the other hand, any class is likely to be very heterogeneous; one can expect students from four 
to eight different teachers in FM I, most who do not share my prejudices about the level of rigor 
that should be demanded. I think it is important to try to tum this into a positive by giving them a 
stake in voicing their version of what they bring forward from FM I. I express my desire to make 
sure that we have a basis for communication within mathematics and suggest that a clear use of 
language can provide such a basis. My expectation (which I do not share with the students) in 
FM JI is that I will have the opportunity to re-teach logic and language in the context of 
geometry, and I consider time well spent. 
By making synthetic geometry the first unit m FM If, I get at least two teaching 
opportunities. First, in making mathematics from the pictures, or more specifically, from the 
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tools that make the pictures, the students are, as in the counting unit of FM I, starting from the 
place at which their students will be. Second, since they are given the task of articulating the 
ideas suggested by the pictures using the language from logic and the theory of sets, I have a 
chance to involve them in the making of the axioms. They get to experience the distinction 
between axiom and theorem, and primitive word and definition, as participants. l consider this 
an opportunity to give the students an experience in the possibilities and difficulties in making 
constructivist learning happen. 
The problem I set for the class is to connect the primitive words "point" and "line 
segment" to the tools (end of half of a compass and edge of a meter stick). They must make 
mathematics that articulate the notions associated with the tools using the primitive words "point, 
line, plane, line segment," and "congruent": 
I) making a picture by letting the line segment go "on and on"; 
2) looking at the surface on which the point maker leaves a track when adhering to 
the straightedge; 
3) giving meaning to "same size." 
Goals I have for the class are that they recognize the power that the language of sets gives them 
and that when first principles are clearly articulated, other ideas become consequent to those 
principles. For instance, that angle makes sense, because the relationships among points, lines, 
line segments, and planes are clear, is supposed to be important. Once the structures are in place, 
the students return to the concrete by making constructions in which they interpret deductively 
the mathematics they have created. The outcome that I hope will influence their teaching is that 
number, particularly fraction, can be given meaning through geometry. The progression is: 
1) identify the tools; 
2) make principles using the words point, line, plane, line segment, and congruent, 
as well as the words from logic and the theory of sets to give meaning to the 
primitive words that are deemed consistent with the pictures, the tools make; 
3) enhance the vocabulary for the subject by defining (at least) ray, circle, angle, 
and parallel; 
4) make arguments from the principles that justify the outcome of constructions 
using the tools; 
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5) interpret appropriate constructions as creating number ideas. 
In the second geometry unit, the mathematics of numbers is merged with the mathematics 
made during the first geometry unit by articulating a ruler axiom and a protractor axiom, and 
stating the axiom for similar triangles. The ruler and protractor axioms allow the definition of 
measures of line segments, angles, and rectangles and the geometry developed in the first unit 
carries these ideas as a basis for fractions and to the measure of polygons. The axiom for similar 
triangles gives a comprehensive look at a geometric basis for fractions; the study of area provides 
a geometric alternative to thinking of multiplication as repeated addition as well as making 
plausible that multiplication could make sense for any pair of numbers that represent length. 
Investigation of trapezoids is a good place to use algebra to clarify consequences of geometry. 
Establishing meanings for the measure of a circle and the measure of its interior develops clearly 
stated approximation schemes. The Pythagorean theorem is a high point of the unit. A plausible 
argument is available from the structures created in the first unit using the structures developed in 
the second unit. Application of the theorem gives an application of number algebra and 
establishes existence of lengths which are not fractions of integer units (in itself a magnificent 
result). This gives background for the study of the structure of the numbers that will take place in 
the third unit. 
A progression is: 
I) articulate a ruler axiom, a protractor axiom, and the axiom for similar triangles; 
2) define distance and defend direct construction of fractions from the axiom for 
similar triangles; 
3) define measure for triangles, articulate the ideas for Cavalieri's principle, and 
measure polygons; 
4) develop the Eudoxus principle to measure the lengths of circles and the areas of 
their interiors; 
5) prove the Pythagorean theorem and explore its consequences. 
For the third unit, I have the students study the place value and fraction models for the 
numbers. The first problem I set for the students is: "using only the language of the theory of 
sets and the existence of the natural numbers, express the qualities that will allow you to explain 
through language what the symbols in each system stand for." 
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For the place value model, I don't rest until they have identified the importance of 
position relative to the decimal point, position relative to the place values thereby identified, the 
placeholders, and the restrictions on "to the left of the decimal point" that are not in force "to the 
right of the decimal point." For the fraction model, it usually doesn't take long to identify "what 
is the numerator and what is the denominator" as the key issues. Once they have constructed 
objects using the language of the theory of sets to formalize the two structures, I have them go 
back and forth between the formalisms and the notation with which they will teach their students. 
Then we set out to articulate, in both models, comparison principles from which < can be defined, 
and algorithms for + and *. 
In the place value model, there are deep thoughts to be had at every turn. In studying 
comparison, the students find that 0.09 is less than 0.10, but that there is no element of the 
model between them; where to go from there is always fun. When they appropriate the ideas 
from the algorithm for + for natural numbers, they find that those ideas do not apply unless the 
part of the numeral "to the right of the decimal point" "terminates", and a resolution of the 
question of defining + on the rest of the model is challenging. I seldom have time to do * on the 
place value model, but when I do, the same extension problem arises. This affords either a 
second chance to try to understand its resolution or else reinforcement of the likelihood that its 
resolution is very important (we'd like to be able to add or multiply any two numbers or we can't 
even meet the first expectation for an algebra!). These extension problems have no direct 
application to the elementary mathematics curriculum; what they do is teach a respect for the 
complexity of the place value model regarding arithmetic and, by analogy, plant the need for 
patience with young students struggling with the model at their own levels. 
In the fraction model, studying comparison leads to the problems associated with dual 
representations and gives context to the reasonableness of reducing fractions to lowest terms. 
That both comparison and addition of fractions depend directly on multiplication of natural 
numbers has the capacity to be an engaging idea. The question, "How can we recognize when 
elements of the different models might represent the same number?" can be used to raise 
additional questions. In addition, it provides connections between what they brought with them 
and what you have them thinking about. 
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A progression is: 
I) identify decimal point, left of the decimal point, right of the decimal point, place 
value, and placeholder as critical ideas for giving meaning to decimal notation; 
2) create structures within the theory of sets to articulate these ideas and achieve 
facility going back and forth between notation and meaning for the notation; 
3) articulate a comparison principle to define <, construct "numbers" between 
"numbers," and address the problem of the existence of different numbers that 
have no number between them; 
4) articulate an algorithm for+ and deal with its deficiencies; 
5) articulate an algorithm for * and deal with its deficiencies; 
6) identify numerator, denominator, and fraction line as critical ideas for g1vmg 
meaning to fraction notation; 
7) create structures within the theory of sets to articulate these ideas and get facility 
going back and forth between notation and meaning for the notation; 
8) articulate a comparison principle to define < and address the problem that there 
are different "numbers" which cannot be compared; 
9) articulate algorithms for+ and* on the model; and, 
10) relate the models. 
If you are still reading, it has perhaps occurred to you that the course p Ian through which 
you have been led does not mesh particularly well with most of the books designed to support 
courses like FM I and FM II. Most such books have a chapter or two on logic and sets, but the 
emphasis is typically on truth tables and Boolean diagrams, with little emphasis on how grammar 
is used to create logical structure and the distinction between structure and semantics. Many of 
these books work with different bases for place value numeration, but usually emphasize 
changing from one to another rather than the system itself having qualities that are not base 
dependent. In addition, they often deal with the axioms for the numbers as an algebraic structure, 
but use them to consolidate examples rather than as a basis for deduction. These books treat the 
principles of synthetic geometry informally and use the synthesis of a metric with a geometry, but 
usually make no big deal about geometry dictating number ideas or number ideas being useful for 
articulating geometric properties. The books available use both the decimal and fractions models, 
but usually act as if it is obvious what the symbols stand for and why objects within the separate 
models must stand for the same thing. The main point of teaching the way I do is to put students 
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in a position where they have no option other than to get involved in thinking about why things 
are the way they are. As a result, it might seem as if having no text is a reasonable choice. On 
the other hand, IDLS students have a common career goal-to teach-and they, once in the work 
force, will be expected to deal with curricular materials adopted by the jurisdictions in which they 
teach. Thus, I feel an obligation to make a textbook a part of their course, both to nurture the use 
of materials and to teach skepticism about materials, at least until one has thought about them. 
I use the text in one of two ways. Some semesters, I will introduce a unit by leading a 
discussion in which the class clarifies an idea from which we hope to make mathematics. I will 
then suggest that perhaps the book has treated those ideas and suggest that they find the parts of 
the book pertinent to them. If students succeed in such a task, we will go to the selected parts, 
make them the focal point of our discussions, and then either adopt them as a part of our 
mathematics, reject them for just cause, or do whatever is necessary to adapt the ideas to our 
standards for language. An alternative method is to have the class develop the mathematics 
independent of the book, then finish off the unit by sending them to the book with the purpose of 
their finding how the book treated the mathematics we had developed. When I use this method, I 
purposefully neglect something the book has covered that fits with our unit. When the students 
find one or more of "the neglected ideas," we discuss it (them), adopt or reject each one, and the 
students experience using multiple sources for expanding on what they have in hand. If the 
students don't find what I know is there, I make sure at least one idea they haven't uncovered 
makes its way onto the unit test, and I get to teach something affective when I put out the ensuing 
fire. 
Conclusion 
This paper is already rather long, but one aspect sorely lacking is a collection of 
demonstrative instances of how one might handle a particular idea. Toward that end, if the 
philosophy offered above were to interest you, feel free to contact me. The references I have 
used ask questions that have triggered, or comment upon, some of the ideas that I have attempted 
to make a part of my teaching of prospective teachers [ 1-5]. a 
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I have been energized by what l have learned during these two days concerning the work 
that scientists, mathematicians, and educators are doing across Virginia to strengthen the 
preparation of middle school science and mathematics teachers. I welcome the opportunity to 
give the "Rapporteur's Report" summarizing where we are as we leave the Harrisonburg 
Conference. 
Thomas Elliot, Assistant Superintendent from the Division of Teacher Education and 
Licensure of the Virginia Department of Education, began the Conference by reminding us of our 
challenge and opportunity. Four years ago, with encouragement from the Virginia Mathematics 
and Science Coalition, the Virginia Board of Education changed its regulations to require that 
future middle school teachers either complete: a grades 6-12 endorsement which requires a 
major in their area of endorsement; or, a grades 6-8 endorsement which requires a concentration 
in the area( s) that they will teach [I]. Therefore, teachers will no longer be permitted to teach 
mathematics or science unless they have completed an area of concentration in mathematics or 
science, respectively. In particular, they must demonstrate knowledge of the subject matter they 
will teach through their performance on the PRAXIS II examination. 
Before I begin my Rapporteur's Report, I would like to express the appreciation of all of 
us for the support provided by the Fund for the Improvement of the Postsecondary Education 
(FIPSE) of the United States Department of Education. This support aided ten colleges and 
universities in our efforts to respond to this new requirement for future middle school science and 
mathematics teachers. FIPSE also supported this statewide Conference that has provided us with 
an opportunity to learn about the work done by all of Virginia's colleges in this area. 
Importance of Appropriately Prepared Teachers 
I was struck by the depth of agreement among the large number of scientists, 
mathematicians, and educators at the conference concerning the preparation of middle school 
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teachers. We are in agreement on the importance of middle school mathematics and science 
teachers: I) being committed to their disciplines; 2) knowing and caring about middle school age 
students; 3) viewing themselves as mathematicians and scientists with a deep understanding of 
the mathematics and science they teach; and, 4) continuing to develop professionally throughout 
their careers. Based on presentations and discussions I have heard throughout this conference, it 
appears to me that there are a number of reasons for the agreement on the importance of 
preparing middle school teachers who both know and care about who they teach and what they 
teach. 
Students Learn Best in an Active Classroom - An effective middle school mathematics and 
science program includes long-term projects, collaborative learning, well-designed laboratories 
and open-ended activities. If teachers do not have a deep knowledge of their subject matter, they 
cannot develop and offer such a program. By necessity, they will lecture to their students and then 
have their students complete worksheets or exercises from their textbooks. 
Middle School Students Know Whether Their Teachers Are Genuine - The students detect and 
care whether their teachers care about the subject matter being taught. The students know whether 
the teachers care about them. 
Well-Prepared Teachers More likely to Remain in the Profession - Donna Sterling's 
presentation, a description of the large attrition rates of teachers, provided some interesting 
information concerning the large percentage of teachers who leave the profession during their 
first years of teaching; and, the fact that those who enter teaching without completing full-scale 
teacher preparation programs leave at much higher rates [2]. 
Middle School Experience Crucial for Students' Academic Program - They come to middle 
school as young students with few long range plans and, based to a large degree on the nature and 
quality of their middle school experience, leave with academic and career plans that in most cases 
will influence the rest of their academic and work-related lives. 
Preparation of Current Middle School Teachers and the Opportunity 
A study conducted on behalf of the Virginia Mathematics and Science Coalition in 1999 
found that more than 50% of middle school mathematics and science teachers did not have the 
equivalent of a minor in the area that they were teaching, even taking into account coursework 
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completed after being assigned to teach middle school mathematics or science [31- The study 
found, for example, that 55°/4i of full-time middle school mathematics teachers studied twelve 
hours of mathematics or less as undergraduates. In fact, a very large percentage of those teaching 
middle school mathematics and science did not initially prepare to teach these disciplines as part 
of their undergraduate training. The teachers assumed these assignments at the request of their 
school systems, since there were no individuals who were specifically prepared for these 
assignments and since the regulations permitted them to do so. 
Virginia's education community (higher education and school systems) has been given 
the opportunity to change this situation. As stated earlier, based on the importance of well-
prepared teachers and the fact that most middle school mathematics and science teachers did not 
specifically prepare for their duties, the new state regulations now require middle school teachers 
to have at least the equivalent of a minor in the subjects they teach. Virginia's high stake SOL 
testing program, as well as the testing requirement of the federal No Child Left Behind legislation 
increases the support for teachers well versed in their disciplines. 
In short, we have the opportunity. If colleges and universities can develop programs, 
recruit students, and prepare the kind of teachers we have been describing during the Conference, 
these teachers will be hired by the school systems. This will have a profound effect on Virginia 
students' achievements in science and mathematics. 
The Good News 
The Conference has been full of good news. Virginia's scientists, mathematicians, and 
educators are responding to the challenge. With partial support from FIPSE and other funding 
agencies, and often with no external support, Virginia colleges and universities are responding in 
exciting ways to the challenge of improving the preparation of middle school mathematics and 
science teachers. 
Undergraduate Programs to Prepare Future Middle School Teachers 
• James Madison University has developed an interdisciplinary major designed for future 
elementary and middle school teachers. Those earning the Mathematics/Science 
concentration within the major complete twenty-one credits each of mathematics and 
science. Most of this coursework is designed specifically for prospective teachers [4]. 
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• Radford University has developed a program for future middle school teachers with a 
particular focus on preparing teachers with strong mathematics and science backgrounds, 
and with an understanding of the middle schoolers they will teach. 
• During the past year, Longwood University has approved an add-on middle school 
mathematics and science endorsement that builds on their already existing Liberal 
Studies major [5]. 
• Also within the past year, Norfolk State University has created a new program to prepare 
middle school mathematics and science teachers. 
• Virginia Commonwealth University has refined its Interdisciplinary Science degree to 
include concentrations in mathematics and in science [6]. 
• These and other colleges have developed special opportunities for prospective middle 
school teachers within their academic programs that lead to grades 6-12 certification. We 
learned about specific opportunities provided by the University of Mary Washington, 
Virginia Tech, Virginia Intermont College, and others. 
Alternative Routes to Teaching 
• George Mason University has developed the New Science Teachers' Support Network 
that focuses on investigating various factors designed to support provisionary licensed 
middle and high school science teachers [8]. 
• A state university has teamed with a public school system to establish an alternate 
licensure program to prepare "highly qualified" middle school mathematics teachers [7]. 
• The Virginia Community College System is completing a plan for a new career switcher 
program to "meet the need for skilled, talented, diverse, and highly qualified" 
mathematics and science teachers. 
Appropriate Coursesfor Future Middle School Teachers 
• James Madison University has developed an upper-level science course that considers 
whether there is "life in the universe and how do we go about looking for it?" The 
science content of physics, chemistry, life science, and earth science is studied through 
this thematic approach. 
• Hampton University has developed a course for future science teachers with the unifying 
theme of how the location of a school at the junction of three rivers impacts 
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transportation systems, occupations of parents, availability of financial resources for the 
school system, and classroom content delivery. 
• The Science Museum of Virginia, in conjunction with Virginia Commonwealth 
University, has developed and regularly offers a course that helps future middle school 
teachers develop a more sophisticated understanding of science concepts and methods by 
guiding them through some of the great discoveries in the major scientific disciplines. 
The course makes use of the interactive exhibit resources of the Science Museum [9]. 
• The University of Mary Washington has just graduated its first class of students in a 
Master of Science degree in Elementary Education. The four students in the mathematics 
specialization group each conducted an action research project investigating some aspect 
of teaching mathematics. 
• The College of William and Mary has developed a tool to develop clarity and consensus 
on mathematics instructional practices, and how these practices are implemented in the 
classroom. This tool is particularly useful for cooperating teachers in their supervision of 
student teachers [1 OJ. 
Enhancing the Best Mathematics and Science Teachers 
• The Mathematics and Science Center of the Richmond area schools, the University of 
Virginia and Virginia Co1mnonwealth University collaboratively offered a Master of 
Interdisciplinary Studies degree in Mathematics and Science for twenty-four outstanding 
middle school teachers. 
• The Virginia Board of Education has requested that a license be created for K-8 
Mathematics Specialists. In response to this request, the Virginia Mathematics and 
Science Coalition is leading a statewide conversation among school division personnel, 
colleges of education, and mathematics departments to develop programs to prepare 
outstanding teachers to serve in this capacity. 
There is indeed a lot of good news. In March 1999, as we learned during the statewide 
Charlottesville Conference on Preparing Virginia's K-8 Teachers in Mathematics and Science, 
most of the work focused on courses for grades K-5 future teachers, and the needs of future 
middle school teachers had not been addressed at most Virginia colleges and universities [11]. 
However, the program courses described at this conference and summarized here represent just a 
sample of what has been accomplished in the subsequent four years. 
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The Remaining Challenge 
Simply stated, as an educational system we are still not producing enough teachers who 
are prepared to teach mathematics and science at the middle school level. This situation is part of 
a broader problem of not producing sufficient numbers of teachers certified to teach mathematics 
and science in grades 6-12. The numbers are stark. Individual institutions are required to report 
the number of program completers by endorsement area to the Virginia Department of Education 
[ 12]. 
Table I 
Summary Numbers for the 2001-2002 Academic Year 
Mathematics Biology Chemistry Earth Science Physics 
82 80 26 13 7 
These statistics do not include the large number of individuals who completed B.S. 
programs in science or mathematics and some education coursework, and who were hired by 
school systems before completing their preparation. 
As of this date, the Virginia Department of Education does not keep records of middle 
education program completers by endorsement area. In order to obtain an estimate of the number 
of middle school teachers, all participating colleges and universities were asked to provide their 
best estimate on the number produced. Not all Virginia institutions of higher education 
participated, but those that did produce more than 90% of the grades 6-12 program completers 
described in Table I. 
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Table 2 
Individuals Who Completed Programs at Virginia Colleges and Universities and Accepted 
Positions Teaching Mathematics and/or Science at the Middle School Level 
Completed 6-12 Complete 6-8 Certification Completed Science and/or 
Certification in Mathematics in Mathematics or Science Mathematics Major; 
or Science* not Certified 
46* 54 21 
* These teachers are counted in both Table I and Table 2. 
The most recent analysis of the need for new mathematics and science middle school 
teachers in Virginia was reported by J. Sigler [ 13]. He stated that a conservative estimate to meet 
Virginia's needs ranged from "slightly less than 100 to about 115 newly trained 7-8 math teachers 
each year and a like number of 7-8 science teachers." He also reported in his paper that: 
An informal telephone poll of schools and departments of education m the 
Commonwealth, as well as a study of catalog information leads to a conservative (on the high 
side) estimate that the current statewide production of math-science middle school (7-8) teachers 
is between ten and twenty total. The number may be much smaller [ 13]. 
Summary 
We are making progress. Clearly, a great deal of thought and effort have gone into 
developing new courses and programs, and the number of students completing our programs are 
much greater than they were four years ago; but, we need to complete our work. Collectively, we 
need to immediately increase the number of new middle school mathematics and science teachers 
who meet the new license requirements. If we do not, school systems will be forced to find 
individuals to fill the openings, and the requirements will be interpreted or revised to reflect the 
reality. 
I know that we leave this conference recommitted to taking full advantage of our opportunity. • 
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Abstract 
R.D. ANDERSON 
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This paper describes the DEEP in Math Program developed in the academic year 1998-1999 
from a collaborative effort of the Louisiana Systemic Initiative Program ( LaSIP) and the Louisiana 
Department of Education ( LDE). It includes evidence of impressive results in low achieving schools and 
in high-poverty districts targeted by the effort. The plan was for LaSIP to give intensive content and 
leadership training in Summer 1999 and academic year 1999-2000 to carefully selected. well-qualified 
math leaders. These leaders were then employed full-time in the 1999-2000 academic year and beyond 
by their local education authorities to work with all math teachers in a few designated schools at some 
cohesive subset of grades 3-8. 
Background 
During the 1998-99 academic year, Dr. Billy Crawford, an Assistant Superintendent in 
the Louisiana Department of Education, organized a taskforce to study how mathematics 
achievement could be improved. The taskforce, which included representatives of the Louisiana 
Systemic Initiatives Program (LaSIP), reflected the increasing move toward high-stakes school 
accountability, with a focus on student accountability in English language arts (ELA) and 
mathematics. Its specific task was to study ways in which student mathematics performance in 
Louisiana could be improved substantially. At the time the task force made its recommendations, 
state testing in Louisiana was going through significant changes with the new LEAP 21 
(Louisiana Educational Assessment Program) ELA and mathematics tests due to be instituted in 
Spring 1999. These tests, designed to be consistent with the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress (NAEP), were to provide baseline accountability data. LEAP 21 tests would be used at 
grades four and eight, and the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (!TBS) would be used in grades three, 
five, six, and seven. Dr. Crawford's taskforce designed the DEEP in Math Program to select 
carefully chosen, mathematics-knowledgeable teachers for training as DEEP mathematics leaders 
in Summer I 999. Each leader was to be employed full-time by his/her district to work with all 
mathematics teachers in a few schools at a band of cohesive grade levels in grades three, four, 
five, six, seven, or eight. It was expected that the leaders would spend most of their time in the 
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classrooms of the targeted teachers. LaSIP, using NSF funds, was responsible for organizing anc 
supporting the summer and follow-up academic year subject matter and leadership training fo1 
those mathematics leaders. 
Program Description 
The DEEP in Math Program features a coordinated K-8 curriculum with broad goals 
across all grade levels including specific student goals and pedagogical goals. Within each of the 
K-8 grade levels, specific mathematics content and skills are identified in each of the strands: 
numbers and operations, measurement, geometry, proportional reasoning and algebra, and data 
and chance. The total curriculum is displayed in poster format on the LDE website [ 1]. These 
goals can be accomplished only by constant reinforcement throughout the K-12 curriculum. They 
should be addressed in every classroom activity, homework assignment, and test. 
Goals for Students: 
I) Students will develop and use number sense, and estimation, while selecting efficient 
means of computation (mental math, calculators, paper and pencil), and judging 
reasonableness of answers. 
2) Students will develop and use critical thinking, logical reasoning, pattern recognition, and 
a variety of problem-solving strategies. 
3) Students will learn the meaning of important words and symbols relevant to the material 
being studied. They will understand written questions and explanations which include 
mathematical concepts and language. They will be able to explain mathematical ideas, 
relationships, and processes-orally and in writing. 
4) Students will recognize connections among various strands of mathematics, and between 
mathematics and other disciplines. They will see the relevance of mathematics to real 
life. 
5) Students will develop an appreciation of the power and the beauty of mathematics. 
Pedagogical Goals: 
I) Numbers will be kept in context-skill practice with isolated numbers, express10ns, or 
equations will not be the primary focus of any lesson, assignment, or assessment. 
2) Emphasis will be on developing intuitive, easy ways to solve problems. Computational 
skills, mathematical terms, and symbols will be learned when they are needed in 
developing important concepts or relationships, or in solving problems. 
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3) Abstract ideas, relationships, and processes will be studied as an extension of appropriate 
concrete, verbal, and numerical experiences. 
4) Connections will be emphasized among vanous strands of mathematics, and between 
mathematics and other disciplines. 
5) A variety of instructional strategies will be used, including whole-class instruction, small-
group activities, and individual explorations. 
6) Appropriate use of calculators and computers for learning and doing mathematics will be 
encouraged. 
7) Assessment will be consistent with all of these goals, and will be considered an integral 
part of the teaching and learning process, as well as a means for assigning grades. 
Implementation 
The prospective DEEP in Math leaders were generally secondary-certified mathematics 
teachers who had already participated in one or more LaSIP professional development projects. 
In Summer 1999, they were offered two weeks of concentrated, concept-rich professional 
development, as well as leadership training coordinated across grades K-8 and emphasized 
numbers, operations, and number sense. Ms. Patricia Jones, now retired from the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette (ULL), was an author of the 1991 Mathematical Association of America 
publication, A Call for Change, and had been centrally involved in ULL's professional 
development and pre-service math programs [2]. Ms. Jones, the key presenter for the 1999-2000 
DEEP leadership program, placed heavy emphasis on elementary and middle school problem-
solving techniques and their implications for conceptual understanding. The two-week summer 
workshops for DEEP leaders were supplemented with two weeks of academic year follow-up 
focusing on broader mathematics and on leadership. Thirteen parish systems employed seventeen 
DEEP leaders during the 1999-2000 academic year. One leader moved out of state in Summer 
2000 and was replaced for 2000-2001 by another DEEP-trained leader. Another took a LDE 
regional job and was replaced by her mother, also trained as a DEEP leader in summer 2000. 
Since DEEP in Math leaders were employees of the parish school systems, LaSIP had no clear 
sustaining authority over them. By Fall 200 I, several leaders had assumed additional duties in 
their parish systems, in some cases becoming mathematics supervisors and/or working with 
teachers from other schools in the system. 
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For reporting student performance in Louisiana, the legislatively mandated NAEP-like 
LEAP 21 tests incorporated an extra, relatively narrow "Approaching Basic" category between 
the "Unsatisfactory" and "Basic" categories used in NAEP. Louisiana has announced the intention 
to phase out "Approaching Basic" in 2004. LaSIP endorses the temporary use of this extra 
category while the state adapts to new accountability regulations. Thus, the analysis we present 
here is divided into two forms: the percentages of students scoring "Basic or Above," and those 
scoring "Unsatisfactory." The "Approaching Basic" category is not considered in this discussion. 
LaSIP made a comparison of Spring 1999 and Spring 2000 LEAP 21 mathematics test results in 
all the lowest performing schools (i.e., those with 1999 School Performance Scores [SPS] below 
sixty) that were targeted by DEEP leaders. These included about 25% of all 1999-2000 targeted 
schools. An SPS of seventy was the (rough) average school score. The 1999-2000 comparisons 
showed that half of the low performing schools at each of the two grade levels (four and eight) 
had made substantial improvements, with smaller improvements at all but one of the other 
schools. 
Table I and Table 2 give the two-year, 1999-200 I improvements in LEAP 21 
mathematics scores for all 1999-2000 DEEP-targeted schools at the fourth grade or eighth grade 
level having 1999 School Performance Scores below sixty. There were eight schools of fourth 
grade and ten schools of eighth grade, with one school encompassing both levels. The seventeen 
schools in this study averaged about 125 students at the appropriate grade level, with a minimum 
number of about fifty and a maximum number just over two hundred. For each school, the 
percentage of students on Free/Reduced Lunch and the percentage classified as minority are 
based on 1999 LDE website figures. These figures generally show high poverty levels and high 
minority student population in the targeted schools. The LEAP math results at fourth and eighth 
grades for the first two years of the program generally showed strong student improvement at 
both grade levels. At the eighth grade level, the ten schools averaged close to the Spring 200 I 
state averages in both the "Basic or Above" and the "Unsatisfactory" categories, after being well 
below state levels in Spring 1999. The evidence shows that the DEEP in Math Program really 
worked for these 1999 low performing schools. 
Results for Special Studies 
A study of eighth grade LEAP 21 mathematics scores deals with those twelve parishes 
identified in the November, 2000 U.S. Census Bureau estimates as each having more than 25%i of 
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its population classified as people in poverty. The twelve parishes are: Avoyelles*, Madison, 
Catahoula*, Orleans, Claiborne, Red River, East Carroll, Richland*, Evangeline*, St. Landry*, 
Franklin, and Tensas. 
Table 1 
Fourth Grade LEAP 21 Math Scores In All 1999-2001 DEEP Targeted Schools with 1999 
SPS Below Sixty (1999 and Spring 2001) 
Parish 
Iberville 
Elem./High 
St. 
Martinville 
Elementary 
James 
Stephens Evangeline 
Louisiana 
Siuden/s Scoring "Basic or 
Ahol'e" 
Spring 
1999 
25% 
27% 
17°/4, 
14°/c, 
12% 
Spring 
2001 
59'¾, 
26% 
57% 
24% 
29% 
20.1 '¼, 40.2% 
Increase 
29% 
32% 
9% 
23% 
10% 
17% 
20.1% 
S1ude11/s Scoring 
"Unsatisfuct01y" 
Spring Spring 
1999 2001 
53% 
45% 
50% 18% 
65% 
45% 
68% 42°/c, 
69% 28% 
58.3% 
35% 
1999 Data 
89.8'% 
32% 77.0% 56.3% 
20% 
31% 
26% 
41% 
29.9% 
12% 
711e overall state11·ide 1999 data arefiJr percentages o(puhlic school students at all levels. O(the 50% minority, all 
hut 3% are African-American. 1Borgnemou1h Elementa,:v School has heen renamed "Smith Elementary.·· 
Spring 200 l LEAP 21 eighth grade math test results showed that statewide, 46% of test takers 
scored in basic, proficient, or advanced categories. Five of the twelve high-poverty parishes cited 
(each marked above by an "*") had LEAP 21 math percentages scoring "basic or above" and 
ranging from 47% to 61%. Four of these five parish systems had employed a LaSIP DEEP in 
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Math leader working full-time with all eighth grade math teachers in one or more schools in these 
parishes. The fifth district had longtime LaSIP math and science involvement. This is a great 
testimonial to the early effectiveness of the LaSIP DEEP in Math Program. The 'five LaSIP-
targeted parish systems cited above averaged over 52% scoring "Basic or Above," whereas the 
other seven parish systems averaged less than 28% scoring "Basic or Above," with none having 
more than 40% scoring at those levels. For the five high-scoring parishes, the average Census 
Bureau estimates of children under eighteen in poverty was more than one-third. 
Table 2 
Eighth Grade LEAP 21 Math Scores In All 1999-2001 DEEP Targeted Schools with 1999 
SPS Below Six!Yj1999 and Spring 2001) 
Students Scoring "Basic or Students Scoring 1999Data 
Above" "Unsatisfactory" 
Spring Spling Percentage Spling Spring Percentage %FIR % 
1999 2001 Increase 1999 2001 Decrease Lunch Minority 
Parish 
P.G.T. 
Beauregard St Bernard 24% 58% 34% 46% 21% 25% 76.8% 38.5% 
MS 
Bunkie Avoyelles 25% 47% 22% 50% 35% 15% 86.9% 53.2% Middle 
East Junior St Landry 12% 21% 9% 66% 50% 16% 91.2% 98.4% High 
Mansura Avoyelles 28% 47% 19% 45% 30% 15% 76.4% 44.6% Middle 
Mwsfield --· --·- -·-
-------· 
Middle 6-8 DeSoto 35% 40% 5% 42% 37% 5% 73.9% 75.7% 
Marksville Avoyelles 40% 69% 29% 36% 11% 25% 84.0% 34.6% Middle 
North 
Iberville Iberville 13% 36% 23% 65% 40% 25% 82.8% 87.3% 
Elem./High 
Springville Red River 8% 32% 14% 54% 34% 20% 94.0% 83.0% 
...Jr._High 
Ville Platte Evangelim 14% 55% 41% 60% 22% 38% 76.3% 65.4% Hi h 
___ g ·-·---
-·--·-------
_,,M_,,_._, ____ 
------ -~A-- ------~~- w, ____ , __ ,_,.__ ·----·-·-··-·---~- -·-·=---------White 
Castle Iberville 20% 25% 5% 57% 50% 7% 78.0% 92.4% 
Hi h 
···-······g 10 School 22.9% 43.0% 20.1% 52.1% 33.0 19.1% 80% 70% 
-~ver~e % 
Louisiana 39% 46% 7% 40% 31% 9% 59% 50% 
The overall statewide 1999 data are for percentages of public school students at all levels. Of the 50% minority, 
all but 3% are AJNcan-American. 
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HIROSHI HARUKI'S LEMMA WITH MATHEMATICA 
Introduction 
J. BOYD 
St. Christopher ·.1· School. 
Richmond. VA 23226 
boydj@stcva.org 
My first mathematics course when I was a freshman at Hampden-Sydney College long, 
long ago was analytic geometry. I was absolutely amazed. I found that I did not have to be smart 
to prove things. Sometimes I did not even have to think! I just had to be willing to work hard 
and compute, compute, compute. Analytic geometry is the blue collar geometer's most powerful, 
most useful, and most versatile tool. 
Now, forty-five years later, I have learned a little bit about Mathematica and can raise 
blue collar and completely non-elegant geometry to a new high, or sink it to a new low. High and 
low depend upon point of view. 
Recently, I came across Hiroshi Haruki's lemma [I]. I had no idea how to prove its 
lovely result, but did not bother either to go to the library or to search the Internet. I simply began 
to compute. 
Hiroshi Haruki's Lemma 
Suppose that non-intersecting chords AB and CD are drawn in a circle and that point G 
belongs to arc AB which stands opposite to chord CD. Suppose further that CG intersects 
AB at point P and that DG intersects AB at point Q as shown in Figure 1. Let 
AP= a, PQ = h, and QB= c. Then, for each location of Pon arc AB, the ratio ac I h 1s a 
constant. 
Proof 
Here is an analytic proof of the lemma implemented with Mathematica: 
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Let us draw our chords in the unit circle centered at (0, 0). No generality will be lost by 
letting the chord CD be drawn parallel to the x-axis. We take the coordinates of A, B, C, 
D, and G in the following way: 
A : ( cos y, sin y) , 
B: ( cos /J, sin /J), 
C: (-cosB,-sin 0), 
D: (cos0,-sin0), and 
G: (cosa,sina). 
y 
Figure 1. The unit circle for Hiroshi Haruki's lemma. 
In our computations, we number chords CG, DG, and AB as 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
. ( sin a+ sin 0 ) An equation for chord 1 is y + sm 0 = ----- ( x + cos 0) . 
cosa+cosB 
. ( sin a + sin 0 ) An equation for chord 2 is y + sm 0 = ----- ( x + cos 0). 
cosa-cosB 
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An equation for chord 3 is y - sin fJ = ( sin /3 - sin r J ( x - cos p) . 
cos /J-cosr 
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We denote the point at which chords 1 and 3 intersect as P and take the coordinates of the 
point to be (xP,yP). We denote the point at which chords 2 and 3 intersect as Q and take the 
coordinates of that point to be ( xQ, yQ). 
Now, we find the coordinates ( xP,yP) of P by solving the equations of chords 1 and 3 
simultaneously. 
sol13=Solve[{y+Sin[&j ,, (Sin[a] +Sin[B]) (x+Cos[8]) / (Ccs[c>.] +Cos(&]}, 
y-Sin[/3) ,, (Sin[/Jj -Sin[t]) (x-Cos[/3]} / (Cos[i3] -Cos[rllL :x, y}} 
. ix- - .-C:os[c: 1:::os[6: ~-1.,"12} ~ :,:,s, ] ·=·:·s[:'J 3i,.[;;l) - ::e:,3[0.J :::c:5:;J SL,[:: - 1::::s[ ,: =·.:-s[f) S:.n[~] -
c.:::;5[·::< C-2s[S~ S.:.-r .. I:··: ~ ::::c.~:,::?J ·::c-,.~:&J s:.n:·/] sc- .:c.3[::1.J -.:.:.:::;[,':-:= Si:-1.[SJ - ;_:c,sI=:)_] ~,:,s 
-::·,::,s IE} 5:..r" I=J.] ~ -:c:s [i·J Si:-:.[:J.J - i:::::;s[::J Si:1[.EJ .,.. :::05 [SJ 3i:r~:,e] -
C::5[::: Sn[( -:,:,c:fJ Si::I!J -C:s[.~0: Sin[SJ -C::5[/: Si:-,[S}., 
~-T __ -'·::::::s[·; Si:1[:( .Si:i[::;.I -CG5[~·] Sir:[cd :3:.:-~L:3]-C:::s[SJ 5i:-:.[D:J Si:-:.[tJ-i::,s[e .Si:1[-::< .':,i:r~[;< -
C-:·.5[-:< 5i:i[:S] S:..r~I~·l .,..::'.c-.s:·-!] Sir~:..-JJ 5:n[6] ... c,:.:-.s[:::i.; Sin[ J Si:-i[SJ -C>:~sI.::' .3~r~~:""J .~:.:_~:::-J 
:,:,~,[2] 3::.r,.['.)J-:c.,:;J S:.:-:'.Dcj-::c.,[?:} Sin[:: -C,:,f.[6] .3::.r..[:3] ~:c.s'.):j Sir:[; -
1:.::5[·~·: '.:-i:~[·.( _·:::cs->3J S::-::eJ -,::2-s: 5ir:.[S~ ]} 
xP = FullSimplify[x i. sol13J 
' • • '£,: · C:' .. ·:·:-i·i- '·,--::~- _, 
yP = FullSimplify[y /. sol13J 
,.:::.:-C:3-(] -.:c,:~< •-Si:: .s: -Si:-l[C: · Si:::e: 
'-.5i::,,:,-S -5:tr:f-?- 1 -3::.L•S-S1 -Sir1, -S' l 
Next, we find the coordinates ( xQ, yQ) of Q by solving the equations of chords 2 and 3 
simultaneous! y. 
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sal23 = So.lve[ {Jr• Si:-,[Sj ,, ,:sin[1:J • Sin[tl]) (x - Cos[6Ji / (Cos[o:] -Cos[B-j}, 
y-Sin[/l] ,, (SL1[f)-Sin[5]) (x-Cos[/3]}: (Cos[il] -Cos[i])L fx, y)J 
:x- - :::,:3[E] ::::s[s: .Si:1[:<: - .:,:,s[t] C:,s,S] .S:.ro[:,;] -C:::s[o:J :c,s[y] Sin[,'] -C:,t:[_,: •.:::c:[Sl Sir:[s: -
=:-.::3[2: i=::,s[3] .S:.:~>-: --::,:::s[.21 =::.:,s:~.SJ 3.:..r:~ J ~.::::-.s[:( -:=c:5[5~' 5i::-~tsJ -C,::,s:.:~1 C-:,s[/] 3:.-c[-7·] 
-•:os[s] 3.:.,,[:,J .:::s·;] Si:--,[o:J -C:,s[cC: Sn[3l -:•:-s[S] S.:.r-.;0J -
::cs[:::c: Sin[:J - :cs[S] S.:.rc[t] -Cc5,·3J Si::'.SJ -C::5[/] Sin[fcJ , 
'.i- - ::,s[,;J Si:-,>: Si:-1[:,: -C·:•e<[S] 3.:.r,[:,] 5:rcf0] -C,:s[:] Si::.[c,.} ::i:-: ; -C:.cs[S ~in[c<I Sir.:,: -
<:o.c:e,[:,: ~ir,[.3} S:..:-,::c: .:,:,s[/J S1.n[3] S:.rc['='J .:::::s[:( Si:1[·; c'i:·,[5 -C·:·s:C: 5::,,[;] S:n;<='J, 
·:cs[}] :3:..,,[:] -:•:,s_] .3:.:--,[:i] -::,:s[o:: Si:1[EJ-C:,:•s[S] Sir.ft] .:,:s :,] Si::,", -
xC = FullSimplify[x /. sol23j 
C • ' • '-S \ ., i: '..!- .-: - '. - • • -
yC = FuJ.lSil!lfdify[y /. sol23] 
- Sin['.,] ; 1:,:3,!] - ~,::3[2: Si:,[<:_ - ,-,:::~s[3: - C':,5[:i], .S.:.r. ] -
•:::.:::E- ?] -·.~::,.o[:,.J '-Si::.·o; • "·inu, 5i::[S':-
'-5i::, o:-E- -Sir,[:- ,J -S:n'.3•2] -Si::i'.., -::, 
We compute a 2 ,h2 , and c 2 by using the distance formula. 
ascr = Full Simplify [(Cos!~- j - xP} ,.. 2 .. (Sin [ d - yF} "2 J 
. . 
, c; .: cs r -i:.=i:. ] Se,: , ~ , CJ. - 5 - ~ v',: 5 :..r: I '· ~ · 
csq=FullSi:mplify[(Cos[B] -xQ}"2+ (Sin[/3]-y0)".2] 
(-2 - E- - - 6' l -
bsq = FullSimplify[ (xP- xC) "2 + (yP -YO) "·2] 
,·4 :c.s:CSJ''csc[.1... i:1.-5-; -S)] Sect . .;.... 12-5-
Finally, we compute ac I h. The result is independent of angle a. Therefore, ac I h 1s 
independent of the location of point G on arc AB . 
FullSimplif'y[asq -~ csq / hsq] 
ratio= ·-./FullSimplify[asq*csq/bsq] 
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Thus, we have proven Hiroshi Haruki's lemma, a lovely result indeed. We own it and 
can use it as our own in exploring more Euclidean geometry, a country which seems to have no 
boundaries. 
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The reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has had a significant impact on 
licenses for teachers working in school programs. The act refers to highly qualified teachers in both 
Title I and Title II. This paper defines alternative certification programs. This paper then describes a 
partnership, funded by the U.S. Department of Education, between a school district and a university to 
establish an alternative Iiccnsurc program to train highly qualified secondary mathematics teachers. The 
goal of this partnership is to provide an infrastructure that supports the recruitment, preparation, 
placement, induction, and retention of highly qualified teachers through a new alternative route to 
teacher liccnsure. In addition, this paper discusses processes and procedures used in the project in light 
of the literature. It discusses how candidates were selected for the project, strategies used to meet the 
competencies for liccnsurc, and assessment of candidates. 
What Does It Mean to Be a Highly Qualified Teacher'? 
The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation of 200 I places major emphasis on teacher 
quality as a factor for improving student achievement. Teacher quality is defined as a host of 
teacher characteristics, such as teacher certification, content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, 
education experience, academic ability, and verbal ability [ 1,2]. Title II of the reauthorized 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) focuses on preparing, training and recruiting 
high quality teachers [3]. Title I of the ESEA requires that all teachers of core academic subjects 
hired after the first day of the 2002-2003 school year and teaching in a program supported by 
Title I Part A funds be "highly qualified." [3] States are required to develop plans with annual 
measurable objectives that will ensure that all teachers of core academic subjects are "highly 
qualified" by the end of the 2005-2006 school year. 
In the Commonwealth of Virginia, the term "highly qualified" is used in reference to any 
public elementary, middle, or secondary school teacher in the core academic subjects. A "highly 
qualified" teacher is one who holds a full license and teaches only in the area or areas of 
endorsement ~41. A teacher who enters the field through an alternative route meets the definition 
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of highly qualified if he/she has a bachelor's degree, has demonstrated subject matter 
competency, is permitted to assume the functions as a regular classroom teacher, and is making 
satisfactory progress toward full licensure [4]. 
Many researchers acknowledge the importance of teacher quality as a contributing factor 
in being a highly qualified teacher [ 1-3]. When studies look at teachers' knowledge of both 
subject matter and how to teach, they have found that both subject matter knowledge and 
knowing how to teach have strong effects on student achievement. Wenglinsky looked at how 
the mathematics achievement levels of more than 7,000 eighth graders on the 1996 National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) were related to measures of teaching quality [5]. 
He found that student achievement was influenced by both teacher content background and 
teacher education, or professional development coursework; particularly, in how to work with 
diverse student populations. Students performed better when teachers provided hands-on learning 
opportunities and focused on higher-order thinking skills. Wenglinsky stated, "Regardless of the 
level of preparation students bring into the classroom, decisions that teachers make about 
classroom practices can either greatly facilitate student learning or serve as an obstacle to it." [5] 
Teachers' pedagogical decisions and activities independently make a difference in students' 
achievement. 
Darling-Hammond used data from a fifty-state survey of policies, case studies, 1993-94 
Schools and Staffing Surveys (SASS), and NAEP to examine the ways in which teacher 
qualification and other school inputs are related to student achievement [6]. The findings suggest 
that policy investments in the quality of teachers may be related to improvements in student 
performance. Darling-Hammond found that measures of teacher preparation and certification are 
the strongest correlates of student achievement in reading and mathematics, both controlling for 
student poverty and language status. The percentage of teachers with full certification and a 
major in the field is a more powerful predictor of student achievement than teachers' education 
(e.g., master's degree). The qualitative analysis suggests that policies adopted by states regarding 
teacher education, licensing, hiring, and professional development may make an important 
difference in the qualifications and capacities that teachers bring to their work. 
What Are Alternative Certification Programs? 
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An alternative certification program (ACP) for teaching is generally defined as a pathway 
to a teaching license that falls outside a full-time teacher preparation program [7,8]. Participants 
of ACPs include career switchers, individuals in preparation programs for paraprofessionals, and 
recent college graduates who enter teaching. Most ACPs are designed for candidates who have a 
bachelor's degree and are employed as teachers while completing the program. Wilson, Floden 
and Ferrini-Mundy suggest that the following components should be included in a high quality 
ACP [9): 
• High entrance standards; 
• Intensive training in instruction, management, curriculum, assessment and 
how to work with diverse students; 
• Extensive mentoring and supervision by well-prepared teachers; 
• Frequent and substantial evaluation; 
• Guided practice in lesson planning and teaching, with benchmarks for 
competence prior to taking full responsibility as a teacher; and, 
• High exit standards tied to state standards for teaching. 
Roach and Cohen reviewed over one hundred ACPs and found that there are three main 
components: entrance, completion, and assessment [8]. The entrance requirements vary for each 
ACP; however, there are some commonalties among most programs. Many ACPs require 
candidates to show subject matter competency by either passing PRAXIS I and/or PRAXIS II, or 
a state-level standardized assessment. Some ACPs allow for waivers of some coursework 
requirements if the candidates pass standardized assessments at an acceptable level. Most ACPs 
require that candidates complete coursework related to the subjects they wish to teach prior to 
entering the program and many have a grade point average requirement. 
The completion component for most ACPs includes pre-service requirements, induction 
and mentoring, and concurrent coursework. The pre-service component introduces candidates to 
pedagogy and classroom management. This component typically occurs during the summer 
months and candidates are required to complete this component prior to entering the classroom. 
For many ACPs, an induction system includes a formal mentoring process. Concurrent 
coursework is often offered at the university level or provided through the school district. Often, 
concurrent coursework focuses on classroom management. 
Most ACPs have prov1s10ns to assess the perfonnance of their candidates. The 
assessment procedure usually includes input from school district administrators, building level 
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administrators, and/or university faculty. The process from entrance requirements to assessment 
procedures can take from one to two years. At this time, candidates receive their license to teach. 
What Does Research Say About the Effectiveness of ACP'? 
When looking at the impact of ACPs, research suggests that ACPs based on careful 
selection, purposeful preparation, intensive mentoring, and practice teaching are successful in 
preparing mid-career recruits from other fields. There is evidence that graduates of such 
programs feel confident about their teaching, are viewed as successful with students, intend to 
stay in teaching, and have positive effects on student achievement [ 1, I 0-12]. ACPs that provide 
quick entry into the classroom negatively impact student achievement, and produce teachers who 
are weak in areas characterized as teacher quality [ 13-15]. Miller, Mc Kenna, and Mc Kenna 
matched forty-one teachers from an ACP with forty-one traditionally certified teachers [ I I]. The 
design of the alternative certification program provided the teachers with strong pedagogical 
preparation and mentoring. The alternatively certified teachers completed fifteen to twenty-five 
hours of university coursework before entering the classroom, and were intensively supervised 
and assisted by university personnel and school-based mentors while completing the additional 
coursework needed to meet full state licensure requirements. Miller, McKenna, and McKenna 
found that student achievement for the alternatively certified teachers was comparable to 
traditionally certified teachers. Because the design of this ACP is so different from the many 
quick-entry ACPs, Miller, McKenna, and McKenna concluded that it will: 
... provide no solace for those who believe that anyone with a bachelor's 
degree can be placed in a classroom and expect to be equally successful as 
those having completed traditional educational programs ... The three 
studies reported here carefully constructed AC programs with extensive 
mentoring components, post-graduation training, regular in-service classes, 
and ongoing university supervision [I]. 
In a 1992 study of a two-year training model ACP in Connecticut, Bliss indicated that 
this ACP provided "a significantly longer period of training than any other alternate-route 
program." [ 1 O]. Supervisors of the participants in this ACP gave mixed reviews of the 
participants' teaching performance. They found weaknesses in participants' classroom 
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management, but found strengths in the participants' teaching skills. This finding is comparable 
to new teachers completing a traditional preparation program. 
Research on quick-entry ACPs indicates that their experiences are not comparable to 
traditionally prepared teachers. Laczko-Kerr and Berliner compared the academic achievement 
of students taught by under-certified primary school teachers to the academic achievement of 
students taught by regularly certified primary school teachers [2]. The under-certified sample 
included a sub-sample of teachers from the "Teach for America" (TFA) program. Results 
indicated that on all three subtests of the SAT 9, mathematics, reading, and language arts: 
1) students of TF A teachers did not perform significantly different from students of 
other under-certified teachers; and, 
2) students of certified teachers outperformed students of under-certified teachers on all 
three subtests by about two months on a grade equivalent scale. 
Under-certified teachers made about 201% less academic growth per year than teachers with 
regular certification. Teachers from TFA teach better than any other under-prepared teachers. 
Laczko-Kerr and Berliner concluded, "Traditional programs of teacher preparation apparently 
result in positive effects on the academic achievement of low-income primary school children. 
Present policies allowing under-certified teachers, including those from TF A, to work with the 
most difficult-to-teach children appear harmful." [2] 
Jelmberg reviewed an ACP in New Hampshire that provides little structure or support for 
candidates. In this setting, candidates take "full responsibility for students prior to any 
preparation, and [have] three years to acquire fourteen state-identified competencies through 
workshops or college courses." [14] Jelmberg found that these alternate-route teachers were 
rated significantly lower than traditional teachers on instructional skills and instructional planning 
by their principals, and they rated their own preparation significantly lower than did traditionally 
certified teachers. 
McDiarmid and Wilson evaluated mathematics majors in an ACP that stressed subject 
matter knowledge and found that those teachers held misconceptions about the subject matter and 
the appropriate ways to teach content [ 15]. McDiarmid and Wilson indicated that these teachers 
were unable to integrate their subject matter knowledge with teaching practices to allow for 
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effective instruction. Perhaps due to the lack of education coursework, they were unable to 
provide the appropriate instructions to students. 
What is Transition to Teaching (T2T)? 
The Transition to Teaching (T2T) Program unites a public school district and a state 
supported university's college of education to establish a recruitment, preparation, placement, 
induction, and retention model that will produce highly qualified licensed teachers for high-need 
academic areas in high-need schools. High-need schools are defined as schools located in an area 
in which 30% or more of the students come from families with incomes below the poverty line, or 
the school's percentage of unlicensed teachers exceeds I 1 %. Approximately one-third of 
teachers employed in the public school district are provisionally/conditionally licensed with a 
high turnover rate each academic year. Additionally, many of the schools in the public school 
district are located in high poverty areas. In view of this evidence, the T2T Program was 
established to meet the needs of the school district while meeting the guidelines of NCLB. 
Transition to Teaching is a five-year funded project that will produce three major cohorts 
of highly qualified teachers in the first three years of the project. Continued follow-up of the 
cohorts will occur in the last two years of the project. In Year One, a cohort of secondary math 
and earth science teachers participated in a summer institute that was designed to meet the 
Virginia Board of Education's teacher licensure competencies. This paper focuses on the 
secondary mathematics cohort. This cohort will be supported during their next three years of 
teaching with assignment of mentors, continued cohort experiences, continued training and 
classroom visits delivered by university faculty, and extensive support, monitoring, and 
evaluation by the program director. Figure l shows the framework of the T2T Program. 
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Standards-Based Conceptual Framework for Trans1t1on to Teaching 
I Technology Plattorm for all aclivites are supported by Live Text I 
I Virgina Competences for Teacher L1censure I 
I Cumculum Framework I I Professional Developmenl Framework I 
I 
Sub1ect Matter and Basic Skills Competence 
I 
Coursework School D1stnct's New Teacher Competencies I Professional Development Institute in Mathematics 
PRAXIS I & II Charlotte Danielson's Domain 
Mathematics Coursework 
I I 
Curnculum and Instruction in Mathematics Processes 
Human Grow~ and Developmenl & Leaming Theorist 
Social Foundations of Education 
Reading Across the Content Area 
I I 
Processes PATHWISE New Teacher lnductron (3 years) 
Beginning Teacher Profes~onal Support 
Cohort Experiences 
Electronic Port1ol10 
I 
I Projecls 11 Problem-based Learning 
Figure 1. Framework for the T2T Program. 
How Are T2T Candidates Selected? 
The selection of candidates was a collaborative process between the project's program 
director, who is an employee of the public school district, and the university's faculty and 
administrative staff. Applications were reviewed by the project's program director for 
completion, and administrative staff from the university's Career Switchers Program and Troops 
to Teachers Program, housed at the university, reviewed applicants' transcripts. The Career 
Switchers Program and the Troops to Teachers Programs are ACP programs with personnel who 
have experience with transcript analysis. Each transcript was reviewed according to guidelines 
established by the Virginia Board of Education regarding course requirements for teacher 
licensure. Missing coursework, if any, was noted along with the applicant's grade point average 
in selected content areas. Each candidate's detailed resume and letters from employers were 
examined to determine which content competencies were met via her/his work experiences. 
Additionally, the candidates had to submit passing PRAXIS I and PRAXIS II scores. A review 
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board consisting of university faculty, administrative staff from the Career Switchers Program 
and the Troops to Teachers Program, and the project's program director, met to review the 
applications. The program director then provided feedback to the applicants and monitored their 
follow-up to ensure that any missing coursework was completed prior to the university's 
submission of licensure packets to the state. This application process was used so that applicants 
had a single point of contact. In addition, the program could utilize the application screening 
expertise of an existing alternative licensure program already approved by the Virginia Board of 
Education, as well as the expertise of university faculty specializing in the appropriate content 
methods pertinent to the cohort. 
There were thirty-two secondary mathematics applicants for the T2T Program. Fifteen 
applicants were accepted as candidates for the T2T Program. Upon acceptance into the T2T 
Program, the candidates, with the help of the school district's human resources office, sought 
teaching positions within the school district. Nine candidates were hired as high school 
mathematics teachers, five as middle school mathematics teachers, and one as a mathematics 
teacher for the juvenile detention center (middle and high school). Many of the candidates were 
close to demonstrating subject matter competency as evidenced by their undergraduate and/or 
graduate course of study and passing PRAXIS I and PRAXIS 11 scores. Six candidates had 
undergraduate degrees in mathematics, four candidates had undergraduate degrees in engineering 
(mechanical, industrial, civil, and electrical), three candidates had undergraduate degrees m 
economics and business, and the remaining two candidates had undergraduate degrees in 
psychology and atmospheric science. Three candidates had graduate degrees. Most of the 
candidates had previous experience in working with students as a substitute, instructor, or tutor. 
In fact, eight of the candidates worked for the school district as a substitute teacher, translator, or 
registrar. Two candidates had experience as mathematics tutors and two were adjunct college 
mathematics instructors. Although fifteen candidates were accepted prior to the summer institute, 
fourteen candidates completed the summer institute. In addition, two candidates resigned after 
the school year began. Consequently, the cohort consists of twelve candidates: six high school 
teachers, five middle school teachers, and one teacher for the juvenile detention center. 
How Are T2T Candidates Prepared? 
Once accepted, teacher candidates were then instructed to complete twenty observation 
hours in schools located within the school district prior to their attendance and participation in a 
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four-week summer institute. Experiences during the summer institute were established so that 
they would build upon observation experiences that the cohort had completed prior to and during 
the institute. The secondary mathematics cohort received instruction primarily from mathematics 
education faculty; however, reading education faculty, special education faculty, and social 
foundations faculty provided instruction. Using a project-based curriculum (for example, see 
Krajcik's Teaching Children Science), candidates completed a set of projects under the guidance 
of university faculty [ 16]. Each project was designed to specifically address particular 
competencies established by the Virginia Board of Education (see Appendix A). Matrices 
identifying the projects and the specific competencies addressed are provided in the appendix for 
the secondary mathematics teacher candidates (see Appendix B). A project-based approach to the 
curriculum was selected so that the entire institute would remain focused on the competencies. 
Consequently, lectures, activities, classroom observations, and workshops were created so that 
each would link to a specific project. Additionally, this project-based approach resulted m a 
number of products that candidates could then utilize in their teaching. The institute also 
included professional development workshops designed and conducted by district staff 
developers, which provided the candidates with first-hand knowledge of district expectations for 
teaching and student work. During the first year of teaching, candidates attended weekend 
seminars to continue their training as they worked daily in their respective mathematics 
classrooms. 
During the institute, candidates were trained and required to use Live Text for their project 
work. LiveText was selected for its ability to bring an enormous set of technology-based 
resources to the classroom, along with its capabilities of file sharing between users so that lesson 
plans and other products, such as tests, student sheets, and classroom support materials can be 
shared during the institute, as well as after the institute when the candidates are in their own 
classrooms in different schools across the district. 
The candidates were assigned trained PA TH WISE mentors who worked at the same 
school as the candidates. The mentors were trained using the strategies from the PA THWISE 
Mentorship Program created by Educational Testing Services (ETS). The PATHWISE mentors 
helped the candidates with the teacher induction process by helping them reflect and build upon 
their teaching practices. 
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Are T2T Teachers "Highly Qualified'?" 
Teacher candidates were assessed during the summer institute in a variety of ways. 
Rubrics were developed for each project so that each candidate's performance throughout the 
institute could be monitored. Candidates were required to resubmit products that failed to meet 
expectations according to the project's rubric. Additionally, candidates taught mini-lessons 
during the institute in which their teaching was evaluated. At the end of the institute, candidates 
submitted reflective notebooks documenting their project work and aligned their work with each 
of the competencies for their licensure area as established by the Virginia Board of Education. In 
this reflective notebook, candidates were required to reflect on their mastery of each competency 
using evidence from their project work. 
The program director completed an evaluative observation form every nine weeks that 
was aligned with the university's teacher preparation program. In addition, the program director, 
university faculty, and the PATHWISE mentor conducted non-evaluative observations of 
candidates' teaching. These observations provided feedback to build candidates' teaching 
practices. Lastly, candidates had to meet expectations within the school district's teacher 
evaluation program in which all teachers were required to participate. 
Conclusion 
The T2T Program is designed with strong research support. The Program includes strong 
subject matter competency, comprehensive education coursework, intensive mentoring, and 
substantial evaluation. As described earlier, Wilson, Floden and Ferrini-Mundy suggest six 
components that should be included in a high quality ACP [9]. The T2T Program meets all of the 
suggested components of an effective ACP. 
• High entrance standards: the T2T candidates are screened through a comprehensive 
process to ensure that high quality candidates gain access to the program. 
• Intensive training in instruction, management, curriculum, assessment and how to 
·work with diverse students: the summer institute, professional development institute, 
and follow-up during the academic year provide T2T teachers with intensive training 
in the aforementioned areas. 
• Extensive mentoring and supervision hy well-prepared teachers: the T2T teachers' 
PA THWISE mentors, project director, and university faculty provides a strong 
support system to ensure that T2T teachers will be successful in the classroom. 
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• Frequent and suhstantial evaluation: all T2T teachers receive substantial formal and 
informal evaluation of their teaching. Teachers are observed two to three times per 
month. 
• Guided practice in lesson planning and teaching, with henchmarks for competence 
prior to taking fit!! responsibility as a teacher: T2T teachers use Live Text to share 
lesson plans and exchange ideas with university faculty and other members of their 
cohort. In addition, they receive feedback of their teaching and planning after 
observations. 
• High exit standards tied to state standards for teaching: at the end of the summer 
institute, T2T teachers submit portfolios that demonstrate that they met the teaching 
competencies of Virginia. If candidates are deficient on any competency, they have 
opportunities to demonstrate competency during the academic year. 
Zeichner stated: 
" ... all fonns of teacher education include a wide range of quality from 
awful to excellent. Instead of continuing the debate over which is 
better ... traditional programs or alternative programs, it would be more 
useful to focus on gaining a better understanding of the components of 
good teacher education regardless of the structural model of the program 
[ 1 7]. 
In order to produce high quality teachers regardless of entry into the field, it is essential 
to focus on those qualities that positively impact student achievement. 
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APPENDIX A 
VIRGINIA'S TEACHER LICENSURE COMPETENCIES IN SECONDARY 
MATHEMATICS 
Competencies 1-12 are specific to licensure in Secondary Mathematics, and competencies 13-16 
arefor all secondary grades (6-12) licensure areas. 
I. Understanding of the knowledge, skills and processes of the Virginia Mathematics Standards 
of Learning and how curriculum may be organized to teach these standards to diverse 
learners; 
2. Understanding of a core knowledge based of concepts and procedures within the discipline of 
mathematics, including the following strands: number systems and number theory; geometry 
and measurement; analytic geometry; statistics and probability; functions and algebra; 
calculus; and discrete mathematics; 
3. Understanding the sequential nature of mathematics and the mathematical structures inherent 
in the content strands; 
4. Understanding of the connections among mathematical concepts and procedures and their 
practical applications; 
5. Understanding of the ability to use the four processes - becoming mathematical problem 
solvers, reasoning mathematically, communicating mathematically, and making mathematical 
connections - at different levels of complexity; 
6. Understanding of the history of mathematics, including the contributions of different 
individuals and cultures toward the development of mathematics and the role of mathematics 
in culture and society; 
7. Understanding of the major current curriculum studies and trends in mathematics 
8. Understanding of the role of technology and the ability to use graphing utilities and 
computers in the teaching and learning of mathematics; 
9. Understanding of and the ability to select, adapt, evaluate and use instructional materials and 
resources, including professional journals and technology; 
I 0. Understanding of and the ability to use strategies for managing, assessing, and monitoring 
student learning, including diagnosing student errors; 
11. Understanding of and ability to use strategies to teach mathematics to diverse learners 
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12. Understanding of proficiency in grammar, usage, and mechanics and their integration in 
writing; 
13. Human growth and development -- Skills in this area shall contribute to an understanding of 
the physical, social, emotional, and intellectual development of children and the ability to use 
this understanding in guiding learning experiences. The interaction of children with 
individual differences -- economic, social, racial, ethnic, religious, physical, and mental --
should be incorporated to include skills contributing to an understanding of developmental 
disabilities and development issues related, but not limited, to attention deficit disorders, 
substance abuse, child abuse, and family disruptions. 
14. Curriculum and instructional procedures -- Skills in this area shall contribute to an 
understanding of the principles of learning; application of skills in discipline-specific 
methodology; communication processes; classroom management; selection and use of 
materials, including media and computers; and evaluation of pupil performance. Teaching 
methods appropriate for exceptional students, including gifted and talented and those with 
disabling conditions, and appropriate for the level of endorsement sought shall be included. 
Curriculum and instructional procedures for secondary grades 6-12 endorsements must 
include middle and secondary education. 
15. Foundations of education -- Skills in this area shall be designed to develop an understanding 
of the historical, philosophical, and sociological foundations underlying the role, 
development and organization of public education in the United States. Attention should be 
given to the legal status of teachers and students, including federal and state laws and 
regulations, schools as an organization/culture, and contemporary issues in education. 
16. Reading -- Skills in this area shall be designed to impart an understanding of comprehension 
skills in all content areas, including a repertoire of questioning strategies, summarizing and 
retelling skills, and strategies in literal, interpretive, critical, and evaluative comprehension, 
as well as the ability to foster appreciation of a variety of literature and independent reading. 
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APPENDIX B 
MA TRIX ILLUSTRATING HOW THE PRO.JECTS UTILIZED DURING THE 
SUMMER INSTITUTE ARE ALIGNED WITH THE COMPETENCIES FOR TEACHER 
LICENSURE IN SECONDARY MATHEMATICS, ESTABLISHED BY THE VIRGINIA 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
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STUDENT WORK SECTION 
R. Howard - Section Editor 
The Universit1'o(Tulsa. Tulsa. OK, 74104-3189 
The paper in this section describes work undertaken by a student at the Academy for the 
Advancement of Science and Technology, Bergen County Academies, Hackensack, New Jersey. 
This work was presented in the poster session of the 2004 Annual Meeting of the National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
ANALYSIS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS IN CORRELATION TO 
STANDARDIZED EDUCATIONAL TEST SCORES 
Abstract 
M.F. CONNOLLY 
Academyfi>r the Advancement of'Science and Technology 
Bergen County Academies, Hackensack, New Jersey 07601 
This paper describes the analysis of socio-economic factors in correlation to standardized educational 
test scores. The scores used were from the Elementary School Proficiency Assessment exam distributed 
to fourth graders in New Jersey during the years 1999. 2001- 2003 [1-4]. The socio-economic factors 
arc from the 2000 United States Census [5]. Simple rq,,rrcssion and other statistical equations were used 
to compare the data from both sources with Microsofi Lffcl as a programming tool to perform the 
analysis. 
Introduction 
The Greek philosopher Pythagoras believed that numbers were the basis for 
understanding our existence, or certain aspects of our existence. He suggested that mathematics 
told the story of life and that through comprehension of their connection, we could better 
understand ourselves and our lifestyles. Aristotle frequently wrote about the Pythagoreans. In his 
Metaphysics, he wrote," ... the Pythagoreans, who were the first to take up mathematics, not only 
advanced this study, but also having been brought up in it they thought its principles were the 
principles of all things." [ 6] 
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The superintendent of the Clifton, N.J. school district stated to The Record o1 
Hackensack, N.J. in 2000 that state test results correlated to socio-economic status. He said that. 
" ... it's socio-economic conditions that determine achievement." [7] 
A statistical analysis will be perfonned in an attempt to correlate certain socio-economic 
factors and the standardized test scores of New Jersey students. On a broader scale, the analysis 
will also try to prove a relationship between the Pythagorean theory of mathematics and the 
superintendent's comment. 
Bergen County 
Bergen County is located in the northeastern corner of New Jersey and is one of the most 
at11uent counties in the state. However, the economic range of the population varies from poverty 
to affluence. The county also has a relatively high percentage of senior citizens. Racially 
diverse, there is a concentration of African-Americans in several communities while the Hispanic 
population continues to grow throughout the county. However, the most significant recent 
demographic growth is in the Asian population. Even in towns that have not drastically changed, 
a general pattern of diversity has emerged. Since Bergen County lies in a premier location 
relative to New York City, there are many commuters. A socio-economic group pertains to the 
state's classification of communities based on the overall financial status of its residents. The 
Department of Education breaks New Jersey into eight groups. Bergen County does not contain 
any district at the lowest economic level, group one. There are five districts in socio-economic 
group two, reflecting the lower-middle-class population. Fifty-eight communities fall in groups 
three through seven. Finally, the five most affluent districts are represented in socio-economic 
group eight. Tables 4 and 5 vividly demonstrate that more students score in the partially 
proficient category in less affluent towns. Conversely, more prosperous towns have a higher 
percentage of students achieving the advanced proficiency distinction in math and language arts. 
This economically complex county serves well as a representative statistical model comprising a 
general crossection of the population [5,8]. 
Elementary School Proficiency Assessment (ESP A) 
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) m 1996 decided to implement a 
statewide assessment test for fourth, eighth, and eleventh grades. After an initial practice run in 
1998, all of the students in fourth and eighth grades were tested in 1999. The Elementary School 
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Proficiency Assessment (ESPA) and Grade Eight Proficiency Assessment (GEPA) have been 
given in the spring for the past six years. Results are published the following winter in regional 
newspapers. 
Each elementary school can be identified with a particular local district. Therefore, the 
ESPA is ideal for comparison of each community's ESPA test scores and census figures. More 
problems arise for comparison at the eighth grade level because a few communities send students 
to one regional middle school. 
Sample 
Bergen County has seventy towns, sixty-eight of which have schools. Two communities 
have small school-age populations where the students attend one of the surrounding district's 
public schools. The total of all public schools is 150. If a town had more than one school, then 
the test scores were averaged. The sample size is universal for the 1999, 2002, and 2003 tests. 
This means that no school was excluded in the sample. No ESP A results were posted for two 
schools in 200 I, reducing the sample (11=67). The cumulative total is 99. 7%> of all test scores for 
the four years which were reviewed for the study. 
The ESPA results were broken down by the NJDOE into three categories-partially 
proficient, proficient, and advanced proficient-for each year. With the exception of 2000, the 
test scores could be categorized easily from published sources like newspapers. For the purpose 
of this study, it was deemed sufficient to use the statistics for the other four years, 1999, 2001-
2003. 
The 2000 Census data offered three intriguing possibilities for study: the Median Family 
Income (w/minors), the Single Female Median Income (w/minors), and the percentage of Public 
Assistance Families. The test scores from the ESPA for Partial and Advanced Proficiency in 
Language Arts and Mathematics were compared with these three Census factors. 
Initial Project 
The initial project m Fall 2003 focused on correlating 2002 fourth grade, Advanced 
Proficiency test results with the three socio-economic factors. A strong correlation between 
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economic and educational factors was established for Median Family Income (w/minors), a 
moderate one for Public Assistance Families, and a weak one for Single Female Median Income 
(w/minors ). 
Publication of the 2003 statistics m March 2004 presented an opportunity to do a 
longitudinal study. My student exhibit at the 2004 National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
(NCTM) conference in Philadelphia compared the 2002 and 2003 Advanced Proficiency scores 
with Median Family Income (w/minors) and Single Female Median Income (w/minors). The 
public assistance factor had to be dropped from the display because of space limitations. 
Longitudinal Study 
Reviewing earlier ESPA scores raised exciting possibilities, since the longitudinal study 
could now encompass four years of data. Comparisons could be made for both advanced and 
partially proficient test results county-wide. From an initial study of ten sets of data which were 
limited to advanced proficiency, the study expanded to forty-eight sets of data over a four-year 
period. 
Limitations 
The universality of the sample is limited to public schools only. No parochial or private 
grammar schools are included. While there are more than seventy non-public schools in the 
county, many do not offer programs past kindergarten [9]. Local school districts frequently offer 
only half-day kindergarten sessions, resulting in a private market for this grade level only. Tables 
from NJDOE group together all students for the K-6 level [9]. Finding the mean of the seventh 
and eighth grade totals renders a reasonable estimate of approximately I, 700 students in fourth 
grade in non-public schools. 
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Table 1 
Statistics from the New Jersey Department of Education, Tables 8, 55-57. 
7111 & sth New Non-Public (7 Public (4111 Grade) Total Non-Public 
Grade Total & 8) Average Percentage 
1998 3145 1573 9165 10,738 14.65 
1999 3180 1590 9480 11,070 14.36 
2000 3170 1585 9499 11,084 14.30 
2001 3340 1670 9514 11,184 14.93 
2002 3386 1693 9775 11,468 14.76 
The ratio of non-public to public school students is 1 :6, rendering a significant 14% 
omission in the published data. Not all fourth grade students take the State standardized exam, 
limiting any broad conclusions about test results. 
The cluster of religious-affiliated and private schools lowers test scores in a few districts. 
Selective private elementary as well as parochial schools attract students from public schools. 
Certain towns have a significant disparity between rich and poor. Children from less affluent 
families are more likely to attend the local public school. The student body of a public school 
may not reflect the overall wealthier socio-economic demographics of the community. If the U.S. 
Census Bureau issued quartile as well as median figures, this statistical variation could be 
significantly reduced. 
The initial ESPA exam m 1999-particularly the language arts section-set off a 
controversy. "Many students told teachers that they did not understand the test directions and that 
nine- and ten-year-olds were unable to sit through test sections that were up to 100 minutes long." 
This quote from The Record of September 22, 1999 indicates why statistics from that year are 
undermined [IO]. However, the first test-which by its nature was experimental-established a 
baseline of comparison for subsequent years. 
The tables for 2001-2002 show generally higher correlations than either 1999 or 2003. 
On February 6, 2003, just two months before the test was to be taken, The Record reported that 
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the ESPA would be revised [3]. The decreased correlation for 2003, except for Language Arts 
Partial Proficiency, suggests that the revisions to the test were insufficient. The validity of the 
current test should be seriously questioned. 
Local conditions, possibly outside the control of school administration, may cause poor 
test results. These conditions include, but are not limited to: extended illness or disability of a 
teacher, teacher experience, student mobility (those students moving in and out of districts), 
teachers' salaries, and teachers' credentials. 
Results 
The pattern shows that the more affluent districts performed better in mathematics 
than the poorer ones. The Public Assistance category also reasonably measures the correlations 
for both Mathematics and Language Arts. Wealthier communities have lower rates of public 
assistance than poorer communities. The Single Female Median Income (with minors) category 
demonstrated the weakest correlations. Often there was barely a distinguishable pattern in the 
statistics. 
Table 2 
Percentage Correlation for the Three Categories in Each Year 
1999 2001 2002 2003 
Math ap 
MFI 33.5937106 65.4197921 68.5296483 41.8713549 
SFMI 7.4224345 17.335806 13.3141005 0.6233027 
PA 32.827369 42.2387986 45.7409146 24.7365712 
LAap 
MFI 19.0924754 34.9736627 46.7679488 23.7278247 
SFMI 2.7676747 1.8173629 18.2685117 4.2912426 
PA 5.2810053 17.6604093 26.5775787 17.9233817 
Math pp 
MFI 51.8662495 40.4296536 49.8653682 42.9841152 
SFMI 53.7344309 15.3653297 14.7519481 11.2054276 
PA 54.8996631 52.3734452 48.069 I 536 39.5383983 
~ 
MF! 
SFMI 
PA 
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36.2603738 
10.3520871 
25.9476697 
28.5550664 
10.688455 
48.2577186 
25.0434274 
14.2135371 
33.3608074 
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52.5358363 
14.9974106 
39.7659077 
ap = advanced proficiency SFMI = Single Female Median Income (w/minors) 
pp = partial proficiency LA = Language Arts 
MF!= Median Family Income (w/minors) PA= Public Assistance 
Table 3 
Correlation Between Economic Factors and Standardized Test Scores, Based on 
Four-Year Analysis 
Strongest Correlations 
I. Mathematics Advanced Proficiency/Median Family Income 52.3Y¼i 
2. Mathematics Partial Proficiency/Public Assistance 48.72% 
3. Mathematics Partial Proficiency/Median Family Income 46.29% 
4. Language Arts Partial Proficiency/ Public Assistance 36.83% 
Moderate Correlations 
5. Mathematics Advanced Proficiency/Public Assistance 36.39% 
6. Language Arts Partial Proficiency/ Median Family Income 35.60% 
7. Language Arts Advanced Proficiency/Median Family Income 31.14% 
8. Mathematics Partial Proficiency/Single Female Median Income 23.76% 
Weakest Correlations 
9. Language Arts Advanced Proficiency/Public Assistance 16.86% 
10. Language Arts Partial Proficiency/Single Female Median Income 12.56°/4i 
I I. Mathematics Advanced Proficiency/Single Female Median Income 9.67<¼1 
12. Language Arts Advanced Proficiency/Single Female Median Income 6.97% 
The Median Family Income (w/minors) showed the strongest correlations, followed closely by 
Public Assistance Families. No connection could readily be demonstrated with the Single Female 
Median Income (w/minors). Math scores correlated better than language arts for the three 
categories reviewed. 
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A distinguishable comparable pattern of socio-economic group factors and standardized 
test score achievement levels becomes apparent in Tables 4 and 5. 
Table Four 
Median Mathematics Advanced Proficiency scores of the Socio-Economic Groups 2-8 for 
the Years 1999, 2001-2003 
Mathematics 
Advanced Proficiency (Median Scores) 
Socio-Economic Group 1999 2001 2002 2003 
Two 8 13 22 20 
Three 16 25 26 35 
Four 14 27 31 27 
Five 24 30 37 27 
Six 21 38 42 41 
Seven 32 41 53 43 
Eight 33 63 64 41 
Partial Proficiency (Median Scores) 
Socio-Economic Group 1999 2001 2002 2003 
Two 40 33 26 40 
Three 31 21 22 26 
Four 27 19 15 22 
Five 18 16 15 27 
Six 16 8 12 20 
Seven 10 7 6 13 
Eight 13 3 4 11 
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Table Five 
Median Language Arts Advanced Proficiency Scores of the Socio-Economic Groups 2-8 for 
the Years 1999, 2001-2003 
Language Arts 
Advanced Proficiency (Median Scores) 
Socio-Economic Group 1999 2001 2002 2003 
Two 0 5 5 2 
Three 0 6 5 2 
Four 0 8 5 4 
Five 0 13 7 4 
Six 1 14 7 6 
Seven 1 23 15 8 
Eight 1 23 23 10 
Partial Proficiency (Median Scores) 
Socio-Economic Group 1999 2001 2002 2003 
Two 62 9 8 26 
Three 56 7 8 19 
Four 51 6 7 13 
Five 32 4 8 13 
Six 33 2 4 8 
Seven 27 1 2 6 
Eight 26 0 1 4 
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Graphs 
These two graphs have the least correlation of the sample. 
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These two graphs have the greatest correlation of the sample. 
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Technology 
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was used to plot the data and graph it. The slope of the 
linear equation and / were calculated~by the spreadsheet~from the trendline with the graph of 
they-intercept added to ensure that my calculations were con-ect. By comparing the slopes and 
/, it was determined that the results were accurate. 
Reform 
If all of the students were tested universally, then the scores could be assigned to the 
town of residence, not just the school. Should a student be attending a private or parochial school 
located outside of their community, then the scores would be included with their local hometown 
school district. Simultaneous testing of all students in all schools would serve as a universal 
sample. Skewing of statistics would be minimized and accuracy thus improved. The disparity 
among test scores would be reduced, and the standard error of estimate narrowed, allowing for 
the towns' individual test scores to become closer to the regression line. Correlations between 
socio-economic factors and standardized test scores would improve because the results would 
truly reflect an accurate cross section of the student population. 
Conclusion 
From a plethora of numbers, assumptions can be proven and discarded. Indeed, the 
superintendent was right in his belief about socio-economic factors determining achievement. 
However, there are limitations even on the superintendent's statement. His response to the 
reporter's question was somewhat oversimplified, too broad to draw specific conclusions. Yet 
once the surface has been penetrated, there are imperative conclusions that can be drawn about 
the state of our educational system. For instance, the results reveal that there is a specific trend in 
correlation between Median Family Income (w/minors) and Public Assistance Families with 
educational test scores; but, no strong con-elation exists with Single Female Median Income 
(w/minors) compared to educational test scores. Other socio-economic factors exist, but have no 
apparent connection to educational test scores. For example, the Census lists the amount of 
people on Social Security and Supplemental Security Income. Obviously, numbers relating to 
seniors would have no significant effect on the test scores of nine- and ten-year-olds. Broad 
population groups may have only a tangential sociological connection to children attending 
schools. Therefore, an analysis of results can challenge, impact, and stimulate discussion of 
public educational policy. 
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But is Pythagoras' theory valid? Can mathematics tell the story of our life or of our existence? 
Although my study pertained to only a small aspect of life, it simply shows how it is possible to 
use mathematics to draw broad conclusions about our daily lives. This opens the realm of 
possibility to examine our role in society, improve on our lives, our education, and eventually, 
our existence-by means of mathematics. • 
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Appendix A 
Standard Error of Estimate 
"A measure of the reliability of the estimating equation, indicating the variability of the observed 
points around the regression line; i.e., the extent to which observed values differ from their 
predicted values on the regression line." [ 12] 
Se 1999 2001 2002 2003 Average 
Math 
ill! 
MFI 11.13304299 9.313645631 8.516066 I 97 9. 782808821 9.68639091 
SFMI 13.14504743 14.40007081 14.13391451 12.79118399 13.61755419 
PA 11.19709747 12.03715959 11.18212814 11.13167367 11.38701472 
LAap 
MFI 1.327543098 8.132186481 6.093045575 4.653819378 5.051648633 
SFMI 1.455323386 9.992635111 7.549923127 5.213174907 6.052764133 
PA 1.436391123 9 .15096 7956 7.155865632 4.827654533 5.64271981 l 
Math 
P.I! 
MFI 9.443039248 10.05675267 6.39208257 8.205644967 8.5243 79864 
SFMI 9.292621189 11.9871754 8.335193625 10.24018962 9.963794959 
PA 9. 1406448 79 8.992227581 6.505582095 8.449959204 8.27210344 
LA.fil! 
MFI 13.31459319 5.136625106 4.602544462 5.378954511 7. I 08 I 793 I 7 
SFMI 15. 790403 84 5.743094373 4.923823913 7.198318067 8.413910048 
PA 14.35134187 4.371343538 4.339682889 6.059490929 7 .280464807 
Appendix B 
Data Analysis and Probability 
Formulate questions that can be addressed with data and collect, organize, and display relevant 
data to answer them; select and use appropriate statistical methods to analyze data; develop and 
evaluate inferences and predications that are based on data [ 11]. 
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• for bivariate measurement data, be able to display a scatterplot, describe its shape, 
and determine regression coefficients, regression equations, and correlation 
coefficients using technological tools 
• identify trends in bivariate data and find functions that model the data or transform 
the data so that they can be modeled. 
Appendix C (12] 
Y=a+bX 
This standard linear equation is used to determine the regression trendline. Y is the dependent 
variable, the educational standardized test scores. Xis the independent variable, which represents 
the economic data that is fixed. The variable n represents the number of data points. The slope 
of the best fitting estimation line (h) is calculated through the following equation: 
h = I:XY-nXY 
I;X 2 -nX 2 
The new variables represent the mean of the values of the economic data X and the mean of the 
values of the standardized test scores Y . The number of data points is represented by the 
variable n. To determine they-intercept (a) in the linear equation, the following equation must be 
used with all of the former values kept in mind: 
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a= Y-bx 
To determine the standard error of estimate, the following equation was used with a as they-
intercept, h as the slope of the line, X as the value of the independent variable, Y as the value of 
the dependent variable and n as the number of data points: 
s" = J(LY 2 -a LY -bLXY)/(n-2) 
To determine the correlation of the data or the sample coefficient of determination (/), the 
following equation was used with a as they-intercept, h as the slope of the best fitting line, n as 
the number of data points, X as the value of the independent variable, Y as the value of the 
dependent variable, and Y-bar as the mean of the values of the dependent variable: 
2 a L Y + h L XY - n Y2 
r =----------
aLY2 -nY 2 
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